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Abstract 

The use of molecules as active components in electronic devices is a trend in current 

electronics and a potential alternative to semiconductor-based nanoelectronics. The 

first aim of this thesis is to develop mechanically stable molecule-electrode contacts 

on Si surfaces, on the macro and nano scales, to avoid the disadvantages of using Au 

substrates specifically in molecular electronics. The second aim is to develop 

insulating zones to separate molecular arrays using SiOx formed via conductive 

atomic force microscope (AFM) tip induced oxidation. Furthermore, this project aims 

to examine the as yet unrevealed properties of these oxide films. 

The combination of self-assembled monolayers with scanning tunnelling junction 

approaches allowed studying of electron transfer at the single-molecule level by 

fabricating single-molecule circuitry. After modification of the surface by different 

molecules, single molecular contacts are formed by bridging a molecule, which 

connects to a scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) tip made of Au or Si. The 

scanning tunnelling microscope-break junction approach (STM-BJ) was used to 

measure the current versus distance (tapping) and the STM-blinking method was 

used to measure the current versus time. It was employed as a measure of the 

stability and the conductance of single molecular contacts.  

The study on the single-molecule level was complemented by characterisation using 

electrochemical techniques such as cyclic voltammetry (CV), X-ray refractometry 

(XRR), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). 

These systems were further examined by theoretical calculations.  

To mitigate the drawbacks of using Au in molecular electronics, this thesis presents a 

significant advancement in terms of stable molecular junctions on a non-gold 

substrate material at ambient conditions. Molecules terminated by diazonium salts 

from both ends were used to engineer a Si‒C top-to-bottom single-molecule device 

with a stability of 1.1 s. This is a significant leap forward in both terms of stability and 

substrate material. The high stability and lifetime enabled the measurement of 

current-voltage properties during the lifetime of the molecular junction.  
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The properties of this Au‒Si junction were found to change, from being a Schottky 

contact in the absence of a molecular bridge to an ohmic contact when a single 

molecule was covalently bridged to both Si and Au electrodes. This showed that the 

electrical properties can be controlled when a single-molecule bridges the gap in the 

junction. In addition to these STM studies, this work shows that the kinetics of film 

grafting is crystal-facet dependent, being more favourable on Si(111) than on Si(100), 

a finding that adds control over surface chemistry during the device fabrication. 

After forming stable single-molecule contacts using diazonium salts, thiols such as 

1,6-hexanedithiol were found to covalently link to Si under mild conditions in the 

presence of dissolved oxygen. The molecular coverage was determined by cyclic 

voltammetry on Si(111)–H to be 75% of a full monolayer. Density functional theory 

calculations were used to probe the reaction mechanisms. The impact of this Si–S 

chemistry in single-molecule electronics was demonstrated using STM-junction 

approaches by forming Si–1,6-hexanedithiol–Si junctions. These Si‒S contacts 

developed from 1,6-hexanedithiol showed a record lifetime of 2.7 s which is higher 

than that reported for conventional molecular junctions formed between gold 

electrodes. This finding brings the field of single-molecule electronics into a workable 

timescale. 

After developing stable molecular contacts with diazonium salts and thiols, an AFM 

tip induced oxidation method was used to develop SiOx layers with the aim of forming 

insulating zones between molecular contacts. A range of positive and negative biases 

was examined to explore the mechanism, rate of the oxidation and the thickness of 

the oxide films formed. It was revealed that the thin oxide layers can form a tunable 

Schottky diode with different rectification ratios.  
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To date, the mechanism of AFM induced oxidation was not clearly understood. In 

particular, it was yet to be determined whether electron tunnelling or the electric 

field induces the desorption of H and the subsequent oxidation. Pt‒Si Schottky 

junctions were used with both n‒type and p‒type Si to separate the effects of the 

electric field from electron tunnelling. The junctions enabled blocking the current at 

the reverse bias and allowed disentangling electric current and electric-field-induced 

effects. It was demonstrated that the oxidation is dependent mainly on the electric 

field and not the tunnelling current. In addition to Si doping and bias, the oxidation 

rate was also found to be reduced by substituting the hydrogen with deuterium.  

These electrical properties of Schottky diodes and the underlying mechanisms of 

oxidation were examined in detail using I‒V measurements and current maps. 

Importantly, SiOx structures were discovered to have behaviours other than simply 

insulating and showed that the oxide layer can break down with applying a high bias 

such as ±6 V. With the high applied bias, the properties of the oxide changed from 

insulating to highly conductive ohmic contacts by forming conducting channels that 

extend deep into the bulk silicon. These channels can be reversed back to the 

insulating state by applying ±2 V. This switching between Schottky and ohmic 

contacts can potentially be used for future write-erase memory devices.  

This thesis provides a step forward in terms of potential chemistries for molecular 

electronics on silicon. Monolayers derived from thiols and diazonium salts have high 

stabilities and facile syntheses. This work explores the potential of silicon oxide as a 

material in molecular electronics, as both a component and as a storage medium. 
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Figure 4. 1 Structure of the molecule (bis-diazo) studied and a schematic 

describing its reaction with surface and tip electrodes or with 

ferrocene. The surface and tip electrodes can be gold or silicon.
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Figure 4. 2 Electrochemical grafting of bis-diazo on mono- and poly-crystalline 

gold surfaces. Cyclic voltammograms showing the oxidation and 

reduction waves of a) 100 % single crystal Au (111). The Inset in 

(a) shows an AFM topography image of the single crystal surface. 

b) 70% Au (111) and c) polycrystalline gold (0.5 M H2SO4 as the 

electrolyte) at scan rate 100 mV s−1. The potential is expressed in 

mV against aq. Ag/AgCl electrode (1 M KCl). The inset in (c) shows 

an AFM topography image of the polycrystalline Au surface. The 

gold oxidation wave is a single peak at around +1300 mV for 100% 

Au (111). (b‒c) Multiple oxidation waves between +1000 mV and 

+1400 mV appear for 70% Au (111)/30% polycrystalline in (b) and 

for a 100% polycrystalline surfaces in (c). (d‒f) Electrochemical 

reduction waves for the grafting of bis-diazo (1 mM) with Bu4NPF6 

(0.1 M) in a 1:49 (v/v) dimethyl sulfoxide/acetonitrile 

(DMSO/ACN) solvent mixture on the different gold surfaces 

shown in panels a‒c. The scan rates in panels d‒f are 50 mV s−1 

and the potential is expressed in mV against Fc/Fc+ (1 mM in ACN). 

The more polycrystalline the Au surface is the broader and the 

more split are the reduction waves. ........................................ 82 
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Figure 4. 3 Electrochemical and spontaneous grafting of bis-diazo on Au(111) 

followed by a reaction with ferrocene. a) Schematics describing 

the formation of a diazonium film on an Au surface and the 

reduction of the distal diazonium moiety by ferrocene molecules. 

b) Cyclic voltammogram for an Au(111) surface that was first 

modified with bis-diazo then exposed to a solution of ferrocene. 

The electrochemical reduction was first performed via 1 potential 

cycle (0 to −1 V vs Fc/Fc+) in a solution of bis-diazo (1mM) with 

Bu4NPF6 (0.1 M) in a 1:49 (v/v) DMSO/ACN solvent mixture. The 

surface was then exposed to a solution of ferrocene (1 mM in 

ACN) for 30 min at open circuit. Note that the schematic in (a) 

does not take into account the polymerization of the film, see 

Appendix C, Figure C‒4‒3 for details. c) Cyclic voltammogram for 

the spontaneous reduction of bis-diazo, by means of resting an 

Au(111) sample in a solution of bis-diazo for 2 h at open circuit, 

followed by the spontaneous reaction with ferrocene (30 min) to 

indirectly probe the presence of an intact unreacted diazo group 

at the distal end of the monolayer. The potential scan rate is 50 

mVs−1. d) Stability of the interface tested by means of 30 repetitive 

cyclic voltammograms scans for a surface that is prepared in a 

similar way to that described in (c), see Appendix C, Figure C‒4‒4 

for details. The voltammograms in (b‒d) were recorded in 1 M 

HClO4 and the potential is expressed in mV against Ag/AgCl 

electrode (1 M KCl). ................................................................ 84 
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Figure 4. 4 Electrochemical and spontaneous grafting of bis-diazo on silicon. a) 

Reductive grafting of bis-diazo (1 mM bis-diazo with 0.1 M 

Bu4NPF6 in a 1:49 (v/v) DMSO/ACN solvent mixture) on Si(111) 

(red line) and on Si(100) (black line) using one potential cycle (+0.4 

V to −1.8 V for Si(111) and +0.5 V to −2.1 V for Si(100)) at scan rate 

of 50 mV s−1. The second potential cycle is shown in Appendix C, 

Figure C‒4‒5. b) Reduction of bis-diazo on Si(111) using one 

potential cycle at different scan rates (10, 25 and 200 mV s−1). c) 

XRR profiles for samples prepared by grafting bis-diazo on Si(111)‒

H electrochemically (black trace) or spontaneously (blue trace). 

The inset in (c) shows an AFM topography image of the Si(111)‒H 

surface. The symbols with error bars are the collected data and 

the red solid lines are the fits to each data set. The data is vertically 

offset for clarity and the parameters used in the interpretation of 

the XRR data are listed in Appendix C, Table C‒4‒1. d) Cyclic 

voltammogram at a scan rate of 200 mV s−1 of a film of bis-diazo 

spontaneously prepared by resting a hydrogen-terminated 

Si(111)‒H surface in a solution of bis-diazo for 8 h and then 

exposing it to a solution of ferrocene for 30 min. The potential in 

(a‒b) is expressed in mV against Fc/Fc+ (1 mM in ACN). The 

voltammogram in (d) was recorded in 1M HClO4 and the potential 

is expressed in mV against Ag/AgCl electrode (1 M KCl). ........... 86 

Figure 4. 5 Electrochemical grafting of bis-diazo on crystalline silicon: Si(100) vs 

Si(111). a) AFM image of Si(111) pyramids grown on Si(100) by 

anisotropic etching of the surface in a solution of KOH solution. b) 

SEM image for the same surface. c) A zoom-in AFM image of a 

single pyramid. d) The electrochemical reduction wave of bis-

diazo (1 mM bis-diazo with 0.1 M Bu4NPF6 in a 1:49 v/v 

DMSO/ACN mixture) on the sample presented in (a) and (b). The 

potential scan rate in (d) is 50 mV s−1 and the potential is expressed 

in mV against Fc/Fc+ (1 mM in ACN). ........................................ 87 
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Figure 4. 6 Single-molecule junction measurements of a Si(111) surface pre-

modified electrochemically (one potential cycle from +0.4 V to 

−1.8 V Fc/Fc+) by a bis-diazo film with a gold tip forming the top 

contact. a) Schematic depicting the molecular junction formed. b) 

Conductance histogram built from ca. 200 blinks averaging 90  

35 µG0. ( inset). Representative Au–bis-diazo–Si blink, measured 

at a bias of 0.5 V. c) Histogram of blink lifetimes with the average 

being 1.1  0.2 s d) Blinking color maps obtained by accumulating 

ca. 200 blinks and normalized to a common time origin. (e) 

Representative data for a voltage sweep applied during a blink of 

a single-molecule Au–bis-diazo–Si junction. Current is monitored 

before and after the voltage sweep to ensure the voltage is 

ramped while the molecular junction is still intact. (inset) shows 

the corresponding current-voltage curve. The STM experiments 

were performed at room temperature in mesitylene. .............. 90 

Figure 4. 7 STM-current-voltage measurements. a) Schematic and current-

voltage measurements of Au-Si tunneling junctions in the absence 

of bis-diazo molecules. b) Schematic and current-voltage 

measurements Au--bis-diazo--Si junctions in the absence of a 

“blink” and therefore absence of covalent bonding to both 

electrodes. c) Schematic and current-voltage measurements of 

Au–bis-diazo–Si junctions in which the bis-diazo molecule is 

covalently bonded to both electrodes. The data for each set is the 

accumulation of 30 different voltage sweeps and the bias is 

applied to the silicon surface. The characteristics of the current-

voltage curves changes from rectifying in (a) to ohmic in the 

presence of a top contact with the molecule in (c) where the path 

of charge transfer is restricted to within the molecule. If the 

electrons can tunnel in the gaps between the molecules the 

rectification characteristic is intermediate. The STM experiments 

were performed at room temperature in mesitylene. .............. 91 
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Figure 5. 1 (a) Molecular and SAM structures: 1 enables electrochemical studies 

while 2 enables STM-junction studies (a) molecules are reacted 

with H−terminated silicon surfaces (b) via a thiyl free-radical 

polymerization (c), as illustrated for propanethiol, to form 

covalently bonded SAMs (d). (e) Si–molecule–Si junction formed 

from 2 using single-molecule STM-junction technology (e). S– 

yellow, Si– fawn, C– cyan, H– white. ...................................... 105 

Figure 5. 2 Cyclic voltammetry. (a) Cyclic voltammetry at different scan rates 

for a SAM of 1 on p–type Si(111)–H of resistivity 0.001 Ω cm. The 

estimated surface coverage is 2.53×1014 molecules cm-2. (b) 

Current versus scan rate for the SAM formed of 1. The current 

increases linearly with scan rate, indicating a surface redox 

reaction. (c) Cyclic voltammetry for a SAM of 1 on Si(111)–H at 50 

mV s-1 on n–type phosphorus doped of resistivity 0.001 Ω cm. 

Coverage is dopant independent, the results leading to coverages 

of 2.50×1014 molecules cm-2 and is comparable to that obtained 

on p–type boron doped silicon shown in (a). (d) Cyclic 

voltammetry at 50 mV s-1 for SAMs of 1 on Au(111), showing very 

similar appearances to those reported for Si in (a) at a similar scan 

rate. The deduced coverages are 2.20 ×1014 molecules cm-2, 

slightly less than that for the corresponding monolayers on 

Si(111)–H. (e) Cyclic voltammetry at 50 mV s-1 for SAMs of 1 on 

Si(100)–H showing a similar appearances to those reported for 

Si(111)–H; however the surface coverage is lower and estimated 

at 9.3 ×1013 molecules cm-2. (f) Cyclic voltammetry for SAMs of 1 

on Si(111)–H prepared from fresh solid of 1 dissolved in 

deoxygenated DCM. Oxygen was removed by bubbling Ar for 60 

min in the DCM solution containing 1 using a septum sealed vessel 

and a needle as a vent. The SAM reaction flask was kept under a 

positive pressure of Ar during the 24 h reaction time. The surface 

coverage is estimated to be 2.10 × 1013 molecules cm-2 and is 

about 10% of that produced under ambient conditions. ......... 111 
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Figure 5. 3 Surface characterization. (a) 10 × 10 μm2 of a p–type Si(111)–H 

surface covered by dithiol 2 on Si(111). (b) XRR measurements of 

2 on Si(111)–H for various silicon dopant levels: high p–doped 

(green), low n-doped (red), low p–doped (yellow) and high n–

doped (blue). The symbols with error bars are the collected data 

and the solid lines are the fits to each data set. The data is offset 

for clarity (c) XPS spectra showing the absence of Si–Ox at 102–

104 eV for SAMs of 2 on high p–doped (green), low p–doped 

(yellow), low n–doped (red) and high n–doped (blue). The data is 

offset for clarity. (d) S2p narrow XPS scan of monolayers of 2 on Si 

(p–type, 0.001 Ω cm). Two sets of spin‒orbit-split S2p peaks 

(2p1/2 and 2p3/2, high and low binding energy, respectively), held 

1.16 eV apart, are evident between 162 and 165 eV. The intensity 

ratio between the 3/2 and 1/2 emission is set to two, and values 

of full width at half maximum are 1.3 eV. The S2p emission centred 

at 164.7 eV is ascribed to thiols in a R‒SH configurations, and the 

emission 163.3 eV is associated to thiols bound to Si (RS‒Si) .. 114 
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Figure 5. 4 Proposed reaction scheme for the consumption of ambient oxygen 

as an initiator leading to surface free-radical polymerization. (a) 

Known solution reactions of thiols (RSH). (b) DFT mechanism for 

surface SAM formation starting at low coverage. Calculations 

indicate that thiyl radicals (RS•, with here R = C3H7) react with 

Si(111)–H to abstract hydrogen to form thiol physisorbed to a 

silicon surface radical (black dot). Reaction over a barrier then 

leads to chemisorption and radical regeneration. This provides 

initiation for a free-radical polymerization reaction that then 

covers the surface with adsorbate. Some critical bond lengths are 

shown, in Å; only one copy of the used 3×3 supercell is shown. 

These results show Gibbs free energy changes for surface 

reactions, while Appendix E, Figure E‒5‒4 provides analogous 

electronic energy changes, with detailed internal reaction 

coordinate descriptions provided in Appendix E, Figure E‒5‒7. 

Also, Figures. E‒5‒5 and E‒5‒6 provide analogous energies for a 

model compound. ................................................................ 117 

Figure 5. 5 DFT calculated SAM structures for 2 on Si(111)–H as a function of 

coverage, showing each four copies of the 3×3 supercell used in 

the calculations. ................................................................... 118 
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Figure 5. 6 (a) Cartoons of the junctions studied. (b) Representative blinks for 

single molecules of 2 bonded to two Au(111) electrodes (blue), 

one Au(111) and one Si(111)–H electrode (yellow), and two 

Si(111)-H electrodes (red). (c) Blinking histograms for the Au–2–

Au, Au–2–Si and Si–2–Si junctions. The blinking histograms were 

constructed by the accumulation of 300 blinks for each system. 

The blinking histogram was normalised to the total number of 

blinks (d) Representative current-distance traces for the Si–2–Si 

junctions. (e) Representative current-distance traces for the Si–2–

Si junctions. (f) Current-distance traces histograms constructed 

from the accumulation of 3000 curves for each system. The 

blinking histogram was normalised to the total number of traces.
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Figure 6. 5 Height topography of the oxide hillocks for the n‒type Si‒H formed 

by different bias +0.5 V, ‒0.5 V, +3 V and ‒3 V (a, b, c, d) for 8 

minutes, TUNA current was measured by AFM−PF TUNA mode by 

applying +1 V bias (e, f, g, h) and ‒1 V (I, j, k, l) at scan rate 1 Hz 

and peak force 554 nN for 4 minutes. .................................... 145 
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Figure 6. 10 The height topography of the oxide hillocks formed on the n‒type 

Si‒D by different bias +0.5 V, +2 V, +3 V, +4 V and +5 V (a, c, e, g, 

i) for 8 minutes (two scans) and TUNA current was measured by 

AFM−PF TUNA mode by applying +1 V bias (b, d, f, h, j) at scan rate 

1 Hz and peak force 554 nN for 4 minutes (one scan) ............. 150 

Figure 6. 11 Oxide hillocks heights for n‒type Si(111)‒D surface as a function of 

applied positive bias voltage. The oxide thickness is smaller to that 

of Si(111)‒H at the same bias range (see Figure 6.3) .............. 151 

Figure 6. 12 (a) height topography for the area of 10 µm × 10 µm Si(111)‒H 

surface oxidised first with +3 V (2 µm × 2 µm, 8 minutes), then 

read with ‒1 V (5 µm × 5 µm, 4 minutes) and finally read again 

with applying ‒1 V (10 µm × 10 µm, 4 minutes). (b), (d) and (f) are 

the corresponding I−V curves for the area of A, B and C. 

Differences of the forward current shows that oxide growth can 

be controlled to a degree that current‒voltage can be predicted in 

nanodevices. ........................................................................ 152 

Figure 6. 13 TUNA image for the area of 10 × 10 µm Si(111)−H surface oxidised 

first with ‒1 V (2 × 2 µm, 8 minutes), then enlarge the area and 

read with applying ‒1 V (5 × 5 µm, 4 minutes) and finally reading 

the whole image (10 × 10 µm, 4 minutes) with ‒1 V. .............. 153 

Figure 6. 14 Shows the accumulation of 20 I‒V curves of a) Pt–Si (n‒type) and 

Pt–oxide–Si (n‒type) junctions (b, c), formed with the applied 

voltages of (b) +0.5 V and (c) +3 V. The I‒V curves averaged from 

20 I‒Vs of Pt–oxide–Si (n‒type) junctions showing a change in the 

slope beyond an applied forward bias of ca. ±0.5 V which behave 

as a tunable Schottky diode. Analogue behaviour was observed 

with the Pt‒oxide‒Si (p‒type) junctions as shown in Figure 6.6, 
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Scheme 6. 2. A possible mechanism for the oxidation of silicon surface by 
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Scheme 6. 3 Schematic diagram of tip induced oxidation on Si(111)–H surface 

with a conductive Pt tip keeps in and out contact (tapping) with 

the sample surface. The surface under the tip is locally oxidized to 

produce oxide hillocks simultaneously when the tip is moving 

across the Si(111)−H surface with applied bias voltage. a) illustrate 

the mechanism of oxidation with the applied electric field and b) 

represent the electric field-assisted OH‒ migration and 

electrochemical oxidation of Si. ............................................. 158 

Figure 6.15 a) Schematic representation of the Schottky junction between Pt 

and Si. b) height topography of the area of 5 µm × 5 µm Si(111)‒H 

surface before the oxidation. c) corresponding I−V curves for the 

area representing in “X” marks in Figure 6.15b. d) Schematic 

representation of the dense oxide layer formation on Si. e) height 

topography of the area of 5 µm × 5 µm Si(111)‒H surface oxidised 

by applying +3 V f) corresponding I−V curves for the area marked 

in “X”. g) Schematic representation of the formation of electric 

field-induced defects (conductive tunnels) on oxide by the AFM 

tip. h) corresponding height image for the area of 5 µm × 5 µm 

Si(111)‒H surface oxidised with +3 V and defects formed by 20, ‒

6 to +6 to ‒6 V ramps i) TUNA current image at an applied bias of 

+1 V, for the area of 5 µm × 5 µm Si(111)‒H surface of the oxide 

tunnels). j) corresponding I−V curves for the creation of oxide 

defects in h). k) enlarged TUNA current image of one oxide tunnel 

as seen in i). l) schematic diagram representing the movement of 

electrons through the low-density oxide with oxygen vacancies.
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Figure 6.16 After the creation of these conducting tunnels on to the oxidised 

surface, the site of interest was cut out by a focused ion beam 

(FIB) and the cross-section of one single conductive channel was 

examined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as shown in 

Figure 6.16 The dark hemisphere appeared around the oxide 

channel (Figure 6.16e) implies the structural changes of the bulk 

Si 33 after forming conductive oxide channels, which was not 

observed in the silicon oxide structure without the formation of 

these channels. Figure 6.16 d and 6.16 e show the TEM cross-

section of oxide channels formed after applying ±6 V. The white 

spots in the SEM represent the edge of the oxide holes (blue circle 

in Figure 6.16c) and larger white regions are the oxide produced 

by the applied electric field (green circle in Figure 6.16c) instead 

of forming conductive channels. The nanometer-scale hemisphere 

appeared under the oxide channel inhomogeneity is evident as 

contrast variation of the silicon where the size of one oxide 

channel is ~50 nm and depth of the oxide channel is 2−3 nm which 

is sufficient to reach the bulk silicon to change the properties of 

the Si‒Pt contact from insulating to ohmic. .............................. 162 
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Figure 6.17 a) height image for Si(111)‒H surface oxidised with 3 V b) and c) are 

the adhesion and TUNA current images of a. d) is the 

corresponding I−V curves for the area marked in “X”. e) 

corresponding height image for the formation of electric field-

induced defects (conductive tunnels) on oxides by AFM tip where 

the defects formed by ramped with +6 V‒ (‒6 V ). f) and g) are the 

corresponding Adhesion and TUNA current images of e and h) is 

the corresponding I−V curves for the area conductive channels 

formed. i) disappearance of the conductive channels in the height 

topography ( 5 µm × 5 µm) after oxidising the conductive channels 

by applying ±2V, where electric field-induced defects (conducting 

tunnels) formed with applying +6 V‒ (‒6 V ). j) and k) are the 

corresponding Adhesion and TUNA current images of i and d) is 

the corresponding I−V curves for the area marked in ramps after 

oxidising the channels with ±2V. ........................................... 164 

Figure 6.18 a) corresponding height image for the area of 2 µm × 2 µm Si(111)‒

H surface oxidised by 20, ‒6 to +6 to ‒6 V ramps b) TUNA current 

image at an applied bias of +1 V, for the area of 2 µm × 2 µm 

Si(111)‒H surface of the oxides showing that without holes there 

is no conducting channels. .................................................... 165 

Figure C‒4‒1 a) An image of the 70% Au (111) single crystal. The melted edge 

is circled in red. b) Cyclic voltammogram for the 70% Au (111) 

oxidation/reduction showing two waves between +1150 mV and 

+1350 mV. ............................................................................ 210 

Figure C‒4‒2 Schematic describing the formation of Si(111)‒H and Si(100)‒H 

surfaces via surface oxidation of Si(111) and Si(100) surfaces for 

30 min in a 3:1 H2SO4: H2O2 piranha mixture followed by oxide 

etching with ammonium fluoride. ......................................... 210 
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Figure C‒4‒3 a) Schematics diagram describing the possible polymerization 

outcome during one cycle of electro-reduction of the bis-diazo 

compound. This mechanism describes the formation of a covalent 

bond between the free bis-diazo radicals in solution with the bis-

diazo grafted on the surface. A companion reaction is that 

between the radicals of bis-diazo attached to the electrode 

surface with excess bis-diazo in solution. This results in 3 

polymerized units which has a thickness of ca. 2.43 nm 

comparable to the thickness of the film obtained via XRR 

measurements. b) Theoretical 3D Structure of the bis-diazo 

molecules with 3 polymerized units (Si-purple, C- grey, N-blue).
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Figure C‒4‒4 Testing the stability of the interface. The red curve shows a cyclic 

voltammogram of the spontaneous reduction of bis-diazo by 

means of resting an Au(111) sample in a solution of bis-diazo for 

2 h at open circuit, followed by the reaction with ferrocene (30 

min). The blue curve shows a cyclic voltammogram of a 

spontaneously reduced diazo-film that was held at +1 V vs Ag/AgCl 

for 300 s before being exposed to a solution of ferrocene (30 min). 

The efficiency of ferrocene reaction with the pre-biased bis-diazo 

film (blue trace) is comparable to that on the fresh unbiased 

diazonium film (red trace) both being 1.08 (± 0.17) ×1014 molecule 

cm−2, testifying for the stability of the interface. The potential scan 

rate is 50 mVs−1 and the potential is expressed in mV against an 

aqueous Ag/AgCl (1.0 M KCl) reference electrode. ................. 212 

Figure C‒4‒5 Cyclic voltammograms for the 1st and 2nd reduction cycles at a 

scan rate of 50 mV s−1 of bis-diazo ((1 mM) and Bu4NPF6 (0.1 M) in 

a 1:49 (v/v) mixture of DMSO and ACN) on a) Si(111) and b) 

Si(100). ................................................................................ 213 
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Figure C‒4‒6 Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM bis-diazo salt in 0.1 M 

ACN/Bu4NPF6 at polycrystalline gold electrodes (0.13 cm2). 

Experimental (solid lines) and simulated (empty symbols) curves 

for an ECirrev mechanism. The best-fit kinetics parameters for the 
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Chapter 1 

 

Thesis Overview 

 

This thesis consists of seven chapters, where Chapter 1 is an overview of this thesis. 

Chapter 2 discusses in detail the background of self-assembled monolayers and their 

application in molecular electronics to develop single-molecular circuitry. Three main 

results and discussion chapters are presented where two chapters are already 

published in peer-reviewed articles which are presented in Chapter 4, 5 and 6 

respectively. Chapter 7 presents the overall picture of my PhD and future work to be 

done. It should be noted here that Chapter 4 and 5 are content of already published 

articles where reformatted according to the thesis format with the consent of all 

authors contributed to this work. Supporting information of these articles are 

sequentially presented in Appendix C and E with slight modifications. 

As mentioned above, Chapter 2 discusses self-assembled monolayer formation 

methods on Au and Si and the importance of the SAMs on Si for future molecular 

electronics. This chapter also discusses in details about the molecules which can be 

used to develop monolayers on Si and the methods which can be applied to have 

complete coverage. 

Chapter 3 presents the specific information regarding the instruments used for the 

characterization and basic details about preparing the electrodes for the monolayer 

formation. 

Chapter 4, already published in Journal of American Society of Chemistry (JACS) 

describes the molecular films formed from diazonium salts with diazonium moieties 

at both ends which enables the facile synthesis of single-molecular contacts between 

gold and silicon electrodes at open circuit potential via a radical reaction. Here this 

Chapter also demonstrates that the kinetics of film grafting is crystal-facet 

dependent, being more favourable on (111) than on (100), a finding that adds control 

over surface chemistry during the device fabrication. 
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Chapter 5, already published in Chemical Science describes the synthesis of covalently 

linked self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on silicon surfaces, using mild conditions, 

in a way that is compatible with silicon-electronics fabrication technologies. To date, 

alkanethiols on metal surfaces, mainly Au, are the most common due to the well-

established Au–thiol contact. Here we report the self-assembly of 1,6-hexanedithiol 

on Si–H electrodes. The monolayer formation is spontaneous and requires no 

heating, UV irradiation, or external catalysis, but is dependent on having ambient 

levels of dissolved O2 in solution. DFT calculations are used to confirm the mechanism 

of the thiol reaction with H–terminated silicon surfaces. The impact of the Si–S 

chemistry in single-molecule electronics is demonstrated using a scanning tunnelling 

microscope (STM‒junction) approaches by forming Si–1,6-hexanedithiol–Si 

junctions.  

Chapter 6 demonstrates how silicon oxidation can be used as a technique to separate 

molecular arrays for future molecular electronic circuits. Oxide on silicon can be used 

as an insulator to separate molecular components from each other or as a resistor 

depending on the thickness of the oxide layer. Chapter 6, aims to determine first, the 

threshold voltage needed to oxidise the Si surface to form a uniform and insulating 

layer of oxide on Si(111)−H compared to the isotope substituted Si(111)‒D surfaces. 

Secondly, the current-voltage (I–V) properties of the thin oxide layers are explored 

by using conducting atomic force microscope (AFM), peak force tunnelling current 

(PF–TUNA) mode. Importantly, this chapter demonstrates that topography is 

deceptive in visually assessing the oxide formation as minimal changes in the oxide 

thickness lead to a large change in the electrical measurement. To determine the 

mechanism of the oxidation and separate the effects of the electric field from 

electron tunnelling, Pt‒Si Schottky junctions with both n‒type and p‒type Si were 

examined. This work also illustrated that SiOx structures have other behaviours than 

simply insulating and showed that oxide layer breakdown with applying a high bias 

such as ±6 V can develop conducting oxide channels and by applying a lower voltage 

above these conducting channels can reverse this process, a concept that where this 

can be used for future memory devices. 
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Chapter 7 discusses the conclusions derived from all of the results and discussion 

chapters (4, 5 and 6) along with the future outlook of this work. The permission to 

use the articles and signed author contribution letters for Chapter 4, published in 

Journal of American Society of Chemistry (JACS) and Chapter 5 published in Chemical 

Science are provided in Appendix B and D respectively. 
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Chapter 2 

 

General Introduction 

 

2.1 Overview 

Covalently linked single-molecule electronic circuits can be described as chemically 

modified surfaces where single organic molecules are exploited as the switching,1-3 

sensing4-7 or current rectifying components.8-10 In molecular electronics devices, 

organic molecules serve as the medium of transporting electrical current, and/or they 

can be chosen to engineer the charge-transport properties of the substrates onto 

which they are grafted.11 The field of molecular electronics has been constantly 

expanding over the past decade. This expansion has been prompted mainly by the 

expectation that electronics incorporating molecules will replace complementary 

metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technologies.12 

The biggest challenge interposed between this concept and its practical 

implementation, is, at ambient conditions, the lack of sufficiently robust contacts 

between an electrode surface and a molecule. Up-to-date, the most widely reported 

and used single-molecule contacts have been thiols (RSH), typically chemisorbed to 

gold surfaces. Such contacts are easy to form under ambient conditions from dilute 

solutions. For example, forming a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of a thiol 

molecule on gold (Au) surfaces requires merely to rest a clean gold surface in a dilute 

solution of the monolayer-forming molecule.13-15 Although extensively used in the 

laboratory, molecular electronics based on gold platforms suffer from major 

drawbacks, such as the high mobility of the S‒Au bonds and also the wide range of 

bonding structural motifs of relatively similar energies. The central issue is that the 

Au‒S bonds are governed by dispersion forces and they are relatively weak, poorly 

directional, and can contain a broad range of coordination numbers.14  

Metal‒S junctions suffer from a limitation associated with the use of metal: the 

properties of the metal are fixed and so only the molecules are available to 

orchestrate control of the device properties. While alloys offer some prospects, the 

electronic properties and reactivity of alloys are generally complex and hard to 
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predict. On the other hand, the use of a semiconductor as the substrate would open 

up many forms of device design and control, effectively allowing the technology of 

molecular electronics to develop further.  

Therefore, an increasing interest in expanding the field of single-molecule electronics 

from using conducting materials such as gold towards semiconducting materials 

(GaAs and Si)16 as these materials are freely available and are manufactured by the 

electronics industry to develop electronic devices. Merging the tunable electrical 

properties of these semiconducting materials with the large pool of organic 

molecules is expected to lead to a range of new technologies. Si provides an attractive 

alternative for a bottom substrate for molecular electronics because Si is compatible 

with solid-state electronic devices which are normally made of semiconducting 

materials, also Si is commercially available as atomically flat substrates, which can be 

readily modified by standard etching procedures. Obviously, the electronic properties 

of the Si wafer can be controlled via doping level and type.  

From previous work carried out on SAMs on Au and Si, it is apparent that extensive 

research is required to fill the gaps left by the problems encountered. In this PhD, the 

main focus is the development of SAM-modified Au and Si substrates, using covalent 

bonding via diazonium and thiol chemistries. Both electrochemical, and non-

electrochemical techniques will be explored in the context of surface 

functionalization and a strong emphasis will go towards testing these contact 

chemistries in molecular electronics devices. Characterization of the SAM-modified 

Au and Si surfaces are carried out by using X-ray reflectivity  (XRR), X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning 

tunnelling microscopy (STM), and electrochemical methods. The results of this 

doctorate contribute to developing stable covalent single-molecule circuits to 

contribute towards the prospects of molecular electronics. 

For diazonium salts such as Fast Blue B salt, the application scope is very broad due 

to the presence of two diazo group in the same molecule where it can make a 

connection with two electrode at once. Molecules such as Fast Blue B salt can be used 

in numerous applications such as sensors, Au nanoparticle attachment and as 

chemical resistors. These applications indicate the importance of carrying out the 

work related to diazonium salts. Therefore, discovering new conductive and stable 
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single-molecular circuit components will bring us closer to the ultimate target of 

molecular electronics as the active components in our everyday devices and open 

many possibilities in electronics. In this thesis, it is discovered that thiols (at certain 

conditions) can be grafted onto Si surfaces spontaneously, similarly to Au. 

Considering the application scope of thiols, this is a giant step towards future 

molecular and other applications which have so far used Au as the substrate. 

Even though oxide formation on Si is considered a disadvantage in some cases, 

especially uncontrolled oxide growth, forming oxide of the right thickness in the right 

place is very important in molecular electronics and nanolithography. In Chapter 6, it 

is discussed in detail how lithography conducted by AFM to form SiOx can be used in 

applications for isolating molecular arrays, resistors and diodes. Si oxide growth on Si 

has been studied by different methods. Here, this aims to determine firstly, the 

threshold voltage of the oxidation of Si surface which forms an insulating layer of 

oxide and secondly, the current-voltage (I–V) properties of the thin oxide layers by 

using conductive AFM (c–AFM) peak force tunnelling current (PF–TUNA) mode. The 

AFM PF–TUNA method is capable of recording current which is passing through the 

oxide. The topography is deceptive in visually assessing the oxide formation as 

minimal changes in the oxide thickness lead to large changes in the electrical 

measurements. Hence, the study of the I–V response on different oxide thicknesses 

will help to understand that at what bias voltage the oxide layer will function as a 

complete insulator and in which potential window or as an ohmic resistor in series 

with a Schottky diode. This work also illustrated that SiOx structures have other 

behaviours than simply insulating and showed that oxide layer breakdown with 

applying a high bias. By applying high bias, the properties of the oxide can be changed 

from insulating to highly conducting and ohmic by forming conducting oxide 

channels. These switching Schottky/ohmic properties can be potentially used as 

nanoscale memory devices also in the perspective of molecular electronics devices 

This introduction surveys the current landscape of work on the SAMs of organic 

monolayers primarily on Au, Si and SiOx substrates reported with a view towards 

molecular electronic circuits. A range of strategies employed for the grafting of SAMs 

are discussed in detail mainly for diazonium salts, thiols, alkenes and alkynes on bare 

Au, Si and SiOx surfaces. These techniques are handy for the grafting of SAMs and the 
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study of electron transfer mechanisms using scanning probe techniques. 

Characterization and applications as molecular electronic devices are discussed in the 

latter part of this chapter. 

 

2.2 Basics of SAMs 

Self-assembled monolayers can be formed by the spontaneous adsorption of 

molecular, ionic and radical adsorbates on the surfaces of a variety of substrates. Self-

assembly is initially driven by the adsorption of molecules that come in contact with 

an interface. Stable monolayers are derived from a chemical interaction between an 

adsorbate and a substrate through a stable covalent bond. Self-assembled 

monolayers delivered a convenient and facile method for altering the interfacial 

properties of substrates (Figure 2.1). Although the majority of SAMs are on solid 

crystalline surfaces, SAMs also can form on liquid surfaces.17 When SAMs form on 

liquid surfaces,18-19 a weakly physisorbed bond is formed with properties such as 

bond strength is in between the chemisorbed bond with the solids and Langmuir 

films.20 Organic molecules can form monolayers with carbon,21-22 metals (Au,22-24 

Ni,25-27 Cu,27-29 Co27), semiconductors (Si,30 InAs,31 GaAs32-33), hydroxylated surfaces 

(SiO2 / Si,34-35 Al2O3 / Al,36 TiO2 /Ti,37 mica,38-39 glass5, 40) and metal oxides (AgO).41 

Among SAMs, the most popular are those of thiols and dithiols on Au13-15, 42-44 

because of their applications in several fields of nanotechnology. Au has attracted 

considerable interest,45-52 owing to their ease of preparation from gas or solution 

phases. Another reason is the order and stability of SAMs dependent on the Van der 

Waals forces between the alkyl chains. Therefore, flat surfaces produce more 

ordered SAMs compared to rougher surfaces. Au surfaces which are atomically flat 

can be easily obtained by the flame-annealing of Au single crystals, or template 

stripping from mica. 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/adsorbate
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/interface-property
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/interface-property
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Figure 2. 1 Self-assembly of molecules on a solid surface 

 

SAMs provide a straight forward approach to construct materials with various 

physical and chemical properties from readily accessible building blocks. The self‒

assembly process can entail different methods of construction, such as protein 

folding.53  Specifically, a top-down approach is the method where the sample is a 

blank canvas and an external stimulus is used to write patterns. In contrast, a bottom-

up approach is where the final structure is determined by the substrate itself and the 

molecules self-assemble into the anticipated arrangement. In recent years, top-down 

control is used to guide bottom-up methods which are extensively used in modern 

nanotechnology.6, 54  

The applications of SAMs in nanotechnology are countless. Among them is the 

functionalization and stabilization of nanomaterials such as nanoparticles,55 

nanorods and nanowires; surface protection of materials from corrosion; anti-stiction 

coatings and friction reduction. In device fabrication, SAMs can be used as building 

blocks in sensors. They can further be utilized as active or passive elements in 

electronic devices,55-57 such as transistors, diodes, resistors, switches; and function as 

molecular wires in single-molecule circuits, also as inks in microcontact printing and 

dip pen lithography58-59 as shown in Figure 2.2. Among the other possible applications 

of SAMs, here this chapter mainly focuses on discussing the potential application of 

self-assembled monolayers for the molecular electronic industry to develop robust 

single-molecule circuits. 
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Figure 2. 2 Current trends in molecular electronics.15 Figure 2.2 adapted from ref. 15 

with permission from, Royal society of chemistry Copyright © 2010. 

 

Microelectronics is a fast-growing field related to nanotechnology aiming at the 

utilization of electrical properties of molecules. The discovery of these electrical 

properties of single-molecules will help substitute traditional micro or semi-micro-

scale materials which are used to make the components inside an electronic device, 

further miniaturizing electronic devices. The main advantage that comes with 

molecules as the building block of electronic devices is the tunability. The chemical 

and physical properties can be easily modified by using different molecules attached 

to a single substrate in a few angstroms distance. In 1965, G. E. Moore described 

Moore’s law which is that the number of transistors in an integrated circuit will 

double approximately every two years.60 With the size of electronic devices getting 

smaller, we are already in the position of moving from a submicron to the nanoscale. 

The fact with current device components such as transistors which are made of Si has 

already reached the nanoscale (7 nm and with up to 39 billion transistors fitted on a 

single chip). The use of molecules at this point is the only way forward because we 

can’t make transistors with Si much smaller than 7 nm. Therefore, in the past few 

years, scientists were trying to develop these electronic devices by using organic 

molecules which are connected to another conductive layer on top. At present, 

molecular electronics devices have taken a step further by developing single-
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molecular contacts which can function as a single electronic component. This will 

allow the printing of hundred billion transistors in a single Si chip. Due to this 

innovation, this will bring the computing power of devices to the next level with a 

very smaller size with higher capacities and functions.  

At present, molecular electronics are in the experimental level, exploring anchoring 

new organic molecules with different functional groups on Si surfaces. The 

functionality of the molecular electronic device is measured by its electrical 

properties. The current methods employed to quantify the electrical properties are 

the scanning tunnelling microscopy break-junction method (STM-BJ), STM-“blinking” 

method,1-2, 61-64 conductive probe atomic force microscopy and tunnelling current 

atomic force microscopy.38, 65-66  

This chapter covers the various aspects of developing SAMs on Au and Si surfaces. 

Section 2.3 and 2.4 of this chapter describes the methods that can be used to anchor 

SAMs on Au and Si in detail and characterization methods of SAMs are covered in 

section 2.5. Finally, section 2.6 will outline the application and importance of SAMs 

on Si surfaces. 

 

2.3 Self-assembled monolayers on Si and Au 

The molecules used for SAMs are schematically composed of three main parts: (i) the 

head group, which is the end of the molecule that binds to the substrate, (ii) a 

backbone made of an aliphatic chain or an aromatic oligomer, which is also 

accountable for the molecular arranging, and (iii) the terminal group, which defines 

the surface energy, and chemistry of the outer interface as shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2. 3 Schematic diagram of typical self-assembling molecules with three major 

components (head, backbone and terminal group) which are highlighted on the left 

and examples for the head, backbone and terminal groups are shown on the right. 

 

Self-assembly on a substrate results from the interactions of the head group with the 

surface, which constructs a chemical bond with the substrate atoms of the substrate 

which help molecules to bind to a surface. The hydrocarbon chain backbone and the 

head group will impart the orientation of the layer and the non-covalent Van der 

Waals lateral interactions between the chains stabilize the structure and yield 

molecular order. The terminal group can comprise a range of functional groups which 

will determine the chemical and physical properties of the surface. The combination 

of these three parts can be used to construct molecular electronic devices or other 

applications such as chemical or biosensors. The intramolecular interactions of the 

backbone will define the fine specifics of the superlattice structure such as tilt-angle. 

When there is a higher coverage with the chemisorbed molecules, interchain Van der 

Waals forces become valuable and it leads to close-packed and more ordered 

structures. When the surface coverage is poor it forms more disordered structures. 

 

 2.3.1 Grafting of SAMs on Au surfaces 

Thiols form highly organized monolayers under mild conditions and the formed 

monolayers can be used to create interfaces with a diversity of functional groups. 
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These thiol altered surfaces have been used for applications such as biosensors4, 7, 67-

69 and surface patterning.70 Thiolate–Au complexes have been suggested as the 

bonding motif of SAMs not only for planar surfaces but also for thiol‒capped Au 

nanoparticles as shown in Figure 2.4.4 The understanding of the S–Au interface 

structure and determine the nature of the S–Au bond is important in molecular 

electronics and device construction.13  The structure of alkanethiol SAMs on Au(111) 

and other single-crystal faces were addressed using electron diffraction studies.71 Even 

though the thiol modified surfaces have many advantages such as the preparation 

being easy to achieve and can be done both in the gas phase and in liquid 

environments, it has some drawbacks such as the instability of the thiol‒SAM under 

certain conditions e.g. sonication or high temperature and the ability of the Au‒S 

interaction permitting self-organization, which is the root of some of the limitations 

of this adsorbate‒substrate arrangement. As a result, the potential of a Au‒C 

covalent bond provides the impetus for the examination of SAMs derived from 

diazonium salts as an alternative to thiol-based SAMs for applications where 

exceedingly stable surface chemistry is required.23 Thus, significant attention has 

been directed towards nitriles,72 amides,73 alkynes74 and diazonium salts22, 24, 73 as 

alternative organic molecules for SAMs on Au. 
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Figure 2. 4 Schematic presentation of the proposed DNA sensor showing the AuNPs‒

GO/GCE surface with the hybridization of target DNA.4 Figure 2.4 adapted from ref. 4 

with permission from, Elsevier Copyright © 2017. 

 

Among these organic molecules, SAMs of diazonium salts on Au surfaces are readily 

formed due to the high reactivity of diazonium salts. Diazonium salts can be easily 

reduced spontaneously which allows making the anchoring process more convenient 

forming a covalent bond via a radical reaction.23, 75 Since the radical formed from the 

decomposition of diazonium salts is very reactive, it tends to form monolayers and 

multilayers.23 The advantage of the diazonium grafting is the stability of the 

diazonium derived aryl groups that form covalent bonds with Au surfaces.76 The 

surface is stable even under ultrasonication, boiling in various solvents or exposing 

to ambient environments for a long time. In the same way, most diazonium salts 

reduce rapidly facilitating the process more readily23 than with other organic 

molecules as shown in Figure 2.5. In 2009, Shewchuk et al.75 compared and 

investigated the stability of monolayers on Au derived from 4-

nitrobenzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate, a diazonium salt, and 4-

nitrobenzenethiol, a thiol. Here, immersion in octadecanethiol solution results in the 

extensive displacement of the thiol derived monolayer, while the diazonium derived 
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films are comparatively stable to displacement. This shows that under these 

conditions, aryl films formed from the reduction of diazonium salts are more strongly 

bonded to Au surfaces than thiols. 

 

Figure 2. 5 Scheme of the functionalization method of combining diazonium salt and 

click chemistries for obtaining AuNPs assemblies on Au electrodes and AFM images 

A) diazonium salt modified Au B, C are the AuNP attachment to Au with 30 minutes 

and overnight, respectively. Unpublished results-Curtin University, molecular 

electronics group. 

 

The study of alkynes and alkenes adsorbed on Au surfaces is also of significant 

interest. Patterson and Weaver in 1985 studied alkenes and alkynes on Au surfaces77 

to examine interactions in the aqueous phase. This study revealed that alkynes form 

a stable bond with Au, unlike other transition metals. The mechanism of attachment 

of alkynes on Au was proposed by Maity et al.78 in 2013. In their survey, the bonding 

motif of these alkynes on Au clusters was investigated revealing that the terminal 

hydrogen is lost through the ligand exchange and that the C≡C bond of the alkynyl 

group is weakened upon attachment to the Au clusters78 as shown in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2. 6 Proposed binding mechanisms of the alkynes to an Au and Au 

nanoparticle.78 Figure 2.6 adapted from ref. 78 with permission from, American 

Chemical Society Copyright © 2013. 

 

Zhang et al.79 reported a range of alkynes that can be spontaneously assembled on 

Au for nanoparticle attachment.79 Here, as shown in Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show that 

terminal alkynes form comparatively organized and stable SAMs on Au which can also 

be used to stabilize Au nanoparticles. It was proposed that a Au‒alkylate interaction 

was the mechanism of bonding. 

 

Figure 2. 7 Cyclic voltammograms at 100 mV/s of Fe(CN)6
3‒ / 4‒ at the bare Au bead 

and SAM modified Au electrodes with compounds.79  Figure 2.7 adapted from ref. 79 

with permission from, American Chemical Society Copyright © 2007. 
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Figure 2. 8 Molecules studied on the Au surface by. Zhang .S et al.79 Figure 2.8 

adapted from ref. 79 with permission from, American Chemical Society Copyright © 

2007. 

 

One of the promising application of these alkynes on Au was reported by Pla‒

Vilanova et al.62 in 2015 by developing single molecular junctions using 1,4‒

diethynylbenzene (DEB). Here, the SAM was characterized by attaching ferrocene 

azide on the distal end of the alkyne by copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition 

as shown in Figure 2.9 The alkyne contact showed an elevated conductance 

comparable to amine and thiol groups. Here, the important point is the alkyne 

produced single-molecular junctions spontaneously with terminal alkynes and 

required no electrochemical control or chemical deprotonation.  

 

Figure 2. 9 Schematic of the CuAAC reaction of a DEB modified surface with a redox-

active ferrocene moiety and the formation of junctions examined by STM via a single 

DEB molecule.62 Figure 2.9 adapted from ref. 62 with permission from, IOP Publishing 

Ltd © 2015.  
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Electrografting is one of the best methods to obtain an evenly distributed monolayer 

on Au surfaces. This method involves either an electron transfer between the 

electrode and the adsorbate or also by when a reducing or oxidizing reagent is added 

to generate the reactive species. Electroreductions on Au are reported for diazonium 

salts23, 75, 80-83 and diquinone84. Electrografting provides higher surface coverage and 

overcomes disadvantages like multilayer formation where it can control the 

polymerization of the species.23 Electrografting is also an important technique to 

determine the behaviour and redox potentials of molecules which are reduced on 

different crystalline phases. Benedetto et al.80 showed that by using the 

electrochemical properties of diazonium salts that exhibit a strongly passivating 

behaviour on various microcrystalline Au electrodes which is shown in Figure 2.10, 

that each sub-peak observed in cyclic voltammetry corresponds to the reduction of 

the diazonium salts on a distinct crystallographic face.23, 80 

 

Figure 2. 10 Electrochemical grafting of diazonium salt on mono‒ and polycrystalline 

Au surfaces: a) solid line Au (gold(1 1 1) epitaxied on mica), dotted line Au 

(polycrystalline gold evaporated on glass), dashed line Au (gold deposited on bronze 

by galvanoplasty). (b) diazonium salt (0.005 M) cyclic voltammetry in acetonitrile 

(TEAP 0.05 M) on Au. The solid line and dashed line represent experiments that were 

conducted successively on the same substrate (Au).80 Figure 2.10 adapted from ref. 

80 with permission from, Elsevier Copyright © 2008. 

 

Although these molecules form chemical bonds with Au, for most modern-day 

applications, such as electronic devices, Si is the most suitable substrate due to its 

low cost, highly tailorable properties, and readily available atomically flat surfaces. 

There are comparatively few reported Si surfaces modifications with molecules such 
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as diazonium salts85-86 and alkynes87-88 when compared to Au. Therefore, Si is ripe to 

be explored for modification with different SAMs. 

 

2.4 Grafting of SAM on the Si surface 

2.4.1 SAMs on native Si oxide 

Commercially available Si materials always come with a thin layer of SiO2 on the 

surface. Unoxidized Si readily reacts with oxygen and water to form an oxide layer. 

The most common technique is to remove this native SiO2 layer, and to replace it with 

reactive Si‒H, Si‒Cl or Si‒OH bonds, before the grafting of the SAM for molecular 

electronics applications. This is to overcome disadvantages such as uneven surface 

due to the thick oxide layer, high resistivity and oxide weakening the SAM which 

induces degradation of the monolayer.  

The properties of Si can be changed by doping. In doping, a tiny amount of 

an impurity is added into the Si. Si can be doped to be either n‒type or p‒type. By 

doping small quantities of elements with extra electrons such as 

phosphorus or arsenic into the Si, one forms n‒type Si. This places electrons into the 

conduction band, increasing the conductivity of the Si. By doping with elements with 

fewer valence electrons than Si, typically boron, p‒type Si is formed. This forms holes, 

leading to an incompletely filled valence band, similarly increasing the conductivity 

of the Si. This doping converts Si into from an intrinsic semiconductor to a doped 

semiconductor as shown in Figure 2.11. 

 

Figure 2. 11 A schematic diagram of Si‒substrate with different doping type, where 

doping with phosphorus gives n‒type and doping with boron forms p‒type 

semiconducting Si. 

 

http://www.webelements.com/webelements/scholar/elements/phosphorus/key.html
http://www.webelements.com/webelements/scholar/elements/arsenic/key.html
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In 1980, Sagiv et al.89 published the first article demonstrating the formation of well‐

defined organosilane monolayers on SiO2 by self-assembly from solution. Here, on 

the native oxide layer of Si, three types of molecules: silanes (RSiX3, where X= Cl, 

OMe, OEt), organometallics (RLi, RMgX) and alcohols, are commonly used for the 

formation of self-assembled monolayers. An oxide layer with a high density of silanol 

groups is one of the prerequisites for obtaining a monolayer on SiOx. These silanol 

groups provide anchoring sites for silanization reactions or converted into reactive 

functions such as Si‒Cl or Si‒NEt2 groups.90 A range of molecules which can be used 

for various applications after assembly onto Si oxide are shown in Table 2.1.  
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Table 2.1 List of abbreviations, structures and names of the used self-assembly molecules.91 

Table 2.1 adapted from ref. 91 with permission from, Royal Society of Chemistry Copyright 

© 2010 

Abbreviation Structure Name 

OTS 
 

n‒Octadecyltrichlorosilane 

BTS 

 

11‒Bromoundecyltrichlorosilane 

PFDTS 

 

1H,1H,2H,2H‒Perfluoro‒
decyltrichlorosilane 

EDATMS 

 

N‒[3‒(Trimethoxysilyl)propyl]‒
ethylenediamine 

APTMS 

 

(3‒Aminopropyl)trimethoxy‒silane 

APTES 

 

(3‒Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane 

MPTMS 

 

(3‒Mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane 

PEG silanes 

 

Poly(ethylene glycol) 

R1 = trichlorosilane 

R2 = trimethoxysiloxane 

R3 = triethoxysiloxane 

AHAPS 

 

N‒(6‒Aminohexyl)‒3‒
aminopropyltrimethoxysilane 

PTCS 

 

Phenyltrichlorosilane 

BTCS 

 

Benzyltrichlorosilane 

ODS 
 

n‒Octadecyltrimethoxysilane 

FAS17 

 

Heptadecafluoro‒1,1,2,2‒tetrahydro‒
decyl‒1‒trimethoxy‒silane 

FAS3 

 

3,3,3‒
Trifluoropropyltrimethoxysilane 

CMPS 

 

(4‒
Chloromethyl)phenyltrimethoxysilan
e 

NTS 
 

18‒Nonadecenyltrichlorosilane 

TFEE 

 

2,2,2‒Trifluoroethyl undec‒10‒
enoate 
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Harsh treatment of the substrate is a requirement for obtaining a reactive oxide layer 

with a high density of silanol groups on the surface. There are two procedures to form 

these silanol groups as shown in Figure 2.12. 

 

 

Figure 2. 12 Process of the SAM formation on a native oxide surface of Si. 
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Usually, the chemisorption of silane molecules on the hydroxylated Si surface as 

shown in Figure 2.13 is achieved by dipping the freshly hydroxylated surface into a 

silane solution.92-94 

One issue with the usage of silanization is the Si‒O bond is more sensitive to solvolysis 

than Si‒C bond especially in solvents like water and alcohols due to their high 

nucleophilicity. As a solution, the Si oxide is converted into Si‒H before forming the 

Si‒C monolayer. The issue arises that Si‒H is only stable on the order of tens of 

minutes in a normal atmosphere. To overcome this issue, it needs to have a complete 

or at least high surface coverage with Si‒C bonded molecules. The next sections of 

this chapter discuss the preparation of Si surfaces for SAMs and common molecules 

which are used to form SAMs. 

 

Figure 2. 13 Model of a growing monolayer crystallite resulting from the reaction of 

alkyl trichlorosilane with a Si oxide surface94. Figure 2.13 adapted from ref. 94 with 

permission from, WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Copyright © 2005. 
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2.4.2 Preparation of Si‒H surfaces 

To prepare surfaces for hydrosilylation, Si wafers are first cleaned using Piranha 

solution (con. sulfuric acid: 30% hydrogen peroxide, 3:1) and rinsed in deionised 

water. To remove the SiO2 and replace it with Si‒H, the Si wafer is etched with 

hydrofluoric acid or a solution of ammonium fluoride. The summary of the process is 

as described in Figure 2.14. 

 

Figure 2. 14 The process of conversion of SiOx into Si‒H technique. 

 

The monolayer formation on this Si‒H surface involves a series of free radical 

reactions in the presence of molecules such as alkynes and alkenes.95 This radical 

formation can also be induced by UV radiation87, 95 (photochemical hydrosilylation) 

or temperatures beyond 150 ºC (thermally induced hydrosilylation), as the Si‒H bond 

undergoes a homolytic cleavage and produces a Si radical at the surface.96  

 

2.4.3 SAMs directly on Si‒X surface (where X= Cl, Br or I) 

The second method used for attaching molecules directly on the Si surface is to 

convert Si‒H into Si‒X where the X is Cl, Br or I. There are a few methods that can be 

used for this technique by the way of converting Si‒H into Si‒X as shown in Figure 

2.15. This Si‒X reacts with organomagnesium, organolithium or alcohols to form 

monolayers (Figure 2.15). 
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Figure 2. 15 The process of conversion of SiO2 into Si‒X technique. 

 

2.4.4 Spontaneous Grafting of SAMs on Si Surfaces 

Organic SAMs can be formed readily be formed on reactive Si surfaces.2, 16, 97 With 

time scientists have discovered that spontaneous grafting of SAM on the Si surface is 

the most economical and easiest way to anchor molecules to Si. The freshly prepared 

hydrogen-terminated Si surface, which is commonly used for molecular electronics, 

is reacted with the targeted organic molecules for the formation of SAMs. This 

spontaneous grafting technique has been used with highly reactive species such as 

diazonium salts,23, 98 alkynes,99 and recently thiols97 to form monolayers with high 

surface coverage for molecular electronic applications. For the desired molecular 

electronic applications such as developing molecular wires, diodes and transistors, 

the formation of the rigid monolayer is very important but, most of the time, 
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spontaneous grafting will end up forming multilayers, especially with the highly 

reactive species such as diazonium salts23 and does not yield complete coverage due 

to the random formation of diazonium derived radicals which attach to the surface. 

Some of the diazonium salts used to contain two diazo groups which will 

spontaneously react with another diazonium salt when the surface is completely 

covered. Lu et al.100 formed porphyrin derived monolayers on Si to use with electronic 

applications. Here, two methods have been established for covalently grafting these 

porphyrins and metalloporphyrins with Zn, Cu, and Co on Si(100) surfaces. They 

discovered that the thickness can be controlled by the grafting conditions similarly to 

diazonium salts on Si. 

Thiols are the most common molecules used with spontaneous grafting on Au but 

have not been previously studied extensively on Si without using any harsh 

conditions. Therefore, spontaneous grafting of thiols is worthy of further study and, 

in Chapter 5 examine in detail how thiols can be spontaneously grafted on Si which is 

the first work on the usage of thiols on Si for the formation of stable SAMs under mild 

conditions.  

 

2.4.5 Electrografting of SAM on Si Surface 

Electrografting has now become a widely used technique due to several benefits. 

Electrografting will easily form complete coverage of organic molecules on Si 

substrates. Depending on the functional groups attached to the molecule, the 

reduction potential can be tuned to higher or lower potentials.101 de Villeneuve et 

al.102 in 1997 showed a close-packed monolayer can be formed on a Si(111) surface 

using electrochemical reduction. Here, 4-nitro and 4-bromobenzene diazonium salts 

were electrochemically reduced on H‒Si(111). Electrochemical measurements 

showed that these reactions formed robust monolayers with covalent ≡Si‒Ar bonds 

with no oxide at the interface. Further work used electrochemical reductions to graft 

different diazonium salts on different semiconducting surfaces. Here reduction 

potentials varied depending on the crystalline phase of Si and the diazonium salt.23 

Hurley et al.103 reported that electrochemical grafting terminal alkynes to porous Si 

gave two distinct types of surface derivatizations, depending on the polarity of the 

surface bias. Here, cathodic electrografting attached alkynes to the surface and 
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anodic electrografting yields an alkyl surface as a result of grafting. Wang and 

Buriak104 also reported that alkylammonium and alkyl phosphonium cations can act 

as sources of organic moieties which can bind to hydrogen-terminated flat and 

porous Si with the proposed mechanism shown in Figure 2.16. 

 

 

Figure 2. 16 Possible reaction mechanisms. (a) Electrochemical reduction of NR4
+ 

followed by radical pathways, leading to Si–C bonds. (b) The alkyl radical is reduced 

to the anion, which attacks the Si–Si bond in a nucleophilic fashion. (c) Silyl anion 

attack on NR4
+ cations to form Si–C bonds.104 Figure 2.16 adapted from ref. 104 with 

permission from Elsevier B.V. © 2005. 

 

Alkynes reduced by cyclic voltammetry to modify Si surfaces have applications such 

as modifying electrochemiluminescence105 and the usage in nanoelectronics.16, 106 

Ngunjiri et al.107 used polystyrene microspheres which self-assembled on a Si(100) 

surface to serve as a dielectric mask to which cathodic potentials were applied in 

liquid hexynoic acid or phenylacetylene to produce nanoscale islands of bound 

hexynoic acid or phenylacetylene monolayers. Some porphyrins such as 5-(4‒

undecenyloxyphenyl)-10,15,20-triphenylporphyrin can be grafted to the Si surface by 
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electrografting for use in nanoelectronic devices.108 Alkenyl pyrenes have also been 

reported to be electrografted on to Si in 2014 by Chattopadhyay et al.109 Here, hybrid 

nanoelectronic devices showed the maximum rectification ratio of this respective 

alkenyl pyrene monolayers is  2.5 × 105 at ±2.5 V.110 Not only monomers, but polymers 

such as poly-N-succinimidyl acrylate (PNSA) have been electrografted on to Si for 

sensors.111 Autonomous growth of molecular lines on Si(100) surfaces using vinyl 

ferrocene have been reported and were proposed as a potential catalyst which can 

be used to induce nanotube growth.112 Electrografting showed alkoxyl monolayers 

formation such as those derived from 1‒decanol are capable of forming stable Si‒O‒

C bonds which can be used for the molecular electronic applications.113 

 

2.4.6 Thermal induced monolayer formation on Si. 

There are few reported examples of self-assembly of molecules on Si using high 

temperatures. In pioneering work, Linford and Chidsey 96 carried out a control 

experiment when examining diacylperoxide initiated olefin hydrosilylation on Si(111) 

surfaces, which showed the reaction could occur in the absence of diacylperoxide 

initiator at elevated temperatures (>150 °C).30, 114 This has become a widely used 

method to graft olefins on to Si. In 2015, Khung et al.115 reported the thermal and UV 

hydrosilylation of bifunctional hydroxyalkynes on Si(111) surfaces: and how surface 

radicals influence surface bond formation. In 2000, Fellahet al.116 reported the 

formation mechanisms of Si‒OR monolayers from the thermal reactions of alcohols 

and aldehydes with Si(111)‒H. Bateman et al.117 reported that refluxing porous Si for 

18-20 hours at 110-180 °C in an aliphatic alkyne or alkene yields alkyl monolayers. At 

higher temperatures around 150 ºC, the Si‒H bond will undergo homolytic cleavage 

and the silyl radical can then react with alkynes to form a Si‒C bond. In 2016, Zhang 

et al.88 probed the effect of electrostatic interactions on the electroactivity of a 

persistent organic free radical. This was achieved by attachment of 4-azido-2,2,6,6-

tetramethyl-1-piperdinyloxy (4-azido‒TEMPO) onto monolayer‒modified Si(100) 

using a two‒step chemical procedure as shown in Figure 2.17.  
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Figure 2. 17 Hydrosilylation of 1,8-nonadiyne 1 onto a Si(100)‒H electrode (S-1) and 

covalent attachment of 4-Azido‒TEMPO 2 via a CuAAC reaction to yield the redox-

active radical film (S-2).88 Figure 2.17 adapted from ref. 88 with permission from, 

American Chemical Society Copyright © 2016. 

 

Recent reports by Hua et al.118 and by Cohen et al.119 also report densely packed but 

chemically unstable Si(111) monolayers of undecylenic acid 2-bromoethyl ester118 

and 11-bromo-1-undecene119 by thermally induced monolayer formation. 

 

2.4.7 Ultraviolet photochemical hydrosilylation  

It is well known according to the literature that UV irradiation can initiate 

hydrosilylation of unsaturated molecules such as alkynes and alkenes due to 

homolytic cleavage of Si–H bonds, comparable to thermal initiation.115 Using UV 

instead of thermal energy is preferable in many studies, especially in molecular 

electronics because it will protect the delicate or small features of modified Si. 

Therefore, the minimum use of thermal energy would be preferable in applications 

of SAMs. Wang et al.120 proposed a mechanism for UV-initiated grafting of alkenes 

on to H‒terminated Si surfaces in which photo-emission to an acceptor level is 

followed by nucleophilic attack by the C=C group of a second alkene as shown in 

Figure 2.18. UV irradiation gives higher coverage and less time required to have a 

complete monolayer on Si than thermal methods. Vogel et al.87 reported 

reproducible flaws to reveal the electrostatic aspects of semiconductor 
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electrochemistry by using 1,8-nonadiyne modified Si.87 Here 1,8-nonadiyne was 

grafted on to the Si(100) surface using UV irradiation for 2 hours and achieved a 80% 

complete monolayer on Si surface. 

 

Figure 2. 18 Mechanism for UV-initiated grafting of alkenes to H‒terminated Si 

surfaces: (a) photoemission to an acceptor level followed by nucleophilic attack by 

the C=C group of a second alkene; (b) overall result of the grafting reaction.120 Figure 

2.18 adapted from ref. 120 with permission from, American Chemical Society 

Copyright © 2010. 

 

In 2004, Jin et al.118 reported the preparation of SAMs of undecylenic acid methyl 

ester and undec-10-enoic acid 2-bromoethyl ester grown on Si(111)‒H. These SAMs 

were grown by immersion of Si(111)‒H substrates in neat esters and irradiated by UV 

irradiation. XRR data reveals that the molecules have area densities of ~ 50% and 57% 

and layer thicknesses of 12.2 and 13.2 Å.118 In the following year, Xu et al.121 reported 

UV-induced coupling of 4-vinylbenzyl chloride (VBC) on Si(100)‒H surfaces for the 

preparation of polymer‒Si hybrids via surface-initiated atom transfer radical 

polymerization. To give a dense and flat surface the chain ends were used as the 

macroinitiator for the synthesis of diblock copolymer brushes.  
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2.4.8 Visible light photochemical hydrosilylation  

Not only UV radiation but white light from tungsten light sources can induce 

hydrosilylation. As reported by Stewart and Buric,122 illumination of 

photoluminescent Si samples with white light at room temperature for 30-60 

minutes, with the illumination of the white light of moderate-intensity (22-44 mW 

cm‒2) in the presence of an alkene or alkyne induces hydrosilylation, by yielding alkyl 

and alkenyl termination, respectively. Lee et al.123 in 1996 demonstrated that 

carboxylic acids can be attached to the Si surfaces using visible light. Light-induced 

reactions of Si surfaces with carboxylic acids generates Si ester‒modified surfaces are 

as shown in Figure 2.19, where photoelectrochemical oxidation of porous or Si (100) 

oriented single-crystal n‒type Si can be modified by formic, acetic or trifluoroacetic 

acids.123 

 

Figure 2. 19 Esterification changes the reactivity of the Si surface. 

Organomethoxysilanes react specifically with the esterified region of a 

photopatterned porous Si sample. This demonstrates a versatile two-step synthetic 

procedure for patterning Si surfaces with a variety of molecular species.123 Figure 2.19 

adapted from ref. 123 with permission from, American Chemical Society Copyright © 

1996. 

 

In 2005, Sun et al.124 discovered that mild irradiation by visible light can covalently 

attach monolayers on Si(100)‒H: in which they used 5 hours of irradiation for Si(100)‒

H with low doped (p‒ or n‒type) and 10 hours of irradiation for highly doped p‒type 

Si(100)‒H. The proposed mechanism requires a wavelength of 447 nm. Furthered this 

work by attachment of organic monolayers on crystalline Si surfaces by using visible 

light sources (447 to 658 nm) for a variety of alkenes and alkynes on Si(100)‒H and 

Si(111)‒H at room temperature. Mechanisms proposed by Sun et al. under visible 

light are shown in Figure 2.20. 
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Figure 2. 20 Representation of the proposed (a) Radical chain mechanism under 

thermal and UV conditions and (b) electron/hole pair mechanism for visible-light 

initiated hydrosilylation on porous Si.124 Figure 2.20 adapted from ref. 124 with 

permission from, American Chemical Society Copyright © 2005. 

 

2.4.9 Other methods of surface modification 

Apart from these well-known methods of hydrosilylation, other methods such as 

Lewis acid-catalyzed hydrosilylation and the usage of alkyl Grignard on Si‒H have 

been shown to attach organic molecules on to Si. In 1996, Bansal et al.125 

demonstrated the alkylation of Si surfaces using a two-step halogenation/Grignard 

reaction. Vegunta et al.126 reported passivation of Si(100) using alkyl Grignard 

reagents via electrochemical and thermal grafting methods. Here, methyl or ethyl 

Grignard reagents in tetrahydrofuran were investigated using cyclic voltammetry. In 

2006, Yamada et al.127 showed grafting of unsaturated hydrocarbons(−CH2−CH=CH2, 

−CH=CH2, −CH2−CH=CH−CH3, and −C≡CH) by a stable C−Si covalent bond to hydrogen-

terminated Si(111) with Grignard reagents which have nanofabrication and biological 

applications.  

According to Fellah et al.116 covalent graftings of alkyl chains on Si can be obtained by 

thermal treatment with Grignard reagents with the alkyl halide impurity present in 

the Grignard solution appearing to play a key role in the grafting process. They 

proposed the mechanism of the unrevealed electrochemistry in the thermal grafting 

of Si surfaces with the presence of Grignard reagents.  Grafting efficiency is increased 

on n−type compared to p−type substrates and by increased alkyl halide concentration 

and reactivity. Here, alkyl halide reduction is the rate-determining step as shown in 

Figure 2.21. Results reveal that the negative charging of the Si surface can lower the 

energetic barrier, allowing for more efficient grafting on n−type Si than p−type Si. 
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Figure 2. 21 Grafting mechanism of alkyl on Si substrates.116 Figure 2.21 adapted from 

ref. 116 with permission from, American Chemical Society Copyright © 2004 

 

Lewis acid-catalyzed hydrosilylation is of interest for the attachment of alkynes to Si‒

H. In 1996, Asao et al.128 demonstrated the hydrosilylation of alkynes with trialkyl 

silanes being catalyzed by Lewis acids such as AlCl3 and EtAlCl2, leading to cis-alkenyl 

silanes with a very high ratio and stereo selectivities. Similar work reported by Sudo 

et al.129 in 1999 examining Lewis acids such as AlCl3 or EtAlCl2 dramatic catalysis of 

the hydrosilylation of alkynes with trialkyl silanes to produce the corresponding cis‒

vinylsilanes in a high ratio and trans-stereoselective manner.  

As a method for modifying Si‒H surfaces, Lewis acid-mediated (e.g. AlEtCl2) 

attachment of olefins and acetylenes for the derivatization of hydride‒terminated 

porous Si was reported by Buriak and Allan.130 In 1999, Buriak demonstrated Lewis 

acid-mediated hydrosilylation of alkynes and alkenes on non-oxidized porous Si‒H as 

shown in Figure 2.22, respectively.131  
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Figure 2. 22 Lewis acid-mediated hydrosilylation in the presence of the Lewis acid 

EtAlCl2, resulting in alkenyl‒ or alkyl‒terminated surfaces, respectively131. Figure 2.22 

adapted from ref. 131 with permission from, American Chemical Society Copyright © 

1999. 

 

2.5 Characterization of SAMs 

2.5.1 Conductivity measurements of SAMs 

To measure the conductivity of the monolayer, c‒AFM is one of the techniques that 

can be used.65-66, 132-133 Here, the AFM tip is in contact with the SAMs and the 

conductivity of the SAM is measured.66, 134 The total current is then divided by the 

number of head groups under the AFM tip contact area to determine the conductivity 

of a single-molecule. This method was used for a long time to determine the 

conductivity of proteins, DNA65, 135 and polymers.136-138 In 2002, Ishida et al.134 using 

conductive AFM reported electrical conduction through SAMs made from conjugated 

molecules with a focus on the molecular structural effect on the electrical 

conduction. In this work, they used phenylene oligomer SAMs and the results 

obtained are shown in Figure 2.23 and 2.24. Results revealed that the phenylene 

oligomer SAMs, resistances through the monolayers increased with increases in 

molecular length. 
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Figure 2. 23 Molecular structures of conjugated molecules used in the study.134 Figure 

2.23 adapted from ref. 134 with permission from, American Chemical Society 

Copyright © 2002. 

 

 

Figure 2. 24 I−V curves of the SAMs. (a) BM; (b) BP1; (c) TP1. The load was applied to 

minimize the damage to the SAM surface (1 nN).134 Figure 2.24 adapted from ref. 134 

with permission from, American Chemical Society Copyright © 2002 

 

Not only for the conductive measurements, but AFM is also a commonly used 

technique for grafting and patterning molecules on conducting and semiconducting 

electrodes,136, 139-141 where the molecule grafting pattern can be controlled by the tip 

movement. Recently, AFM nanolithography has shown itself to be a practical tool for 
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patterning different oxides,12, 142-144 where these oxides can be generated easily by 

using an AFM tip on a conducting or semiconducting surface. These patterns can be 

used to separate molecular arrays12 to separate different molecules on a substrate 

where they can be used with potential applications in future molecular electronics. 

Supplementary to the AFM, scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) with single 

molecular contacts has been used in recent studies. To determine the single-

molecular contacts, first, it should be able to isolate and identify them separately. 

Until 1981, it was an impossible task until Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer invented 

STM and won the Nobel Prize in 1980 for this invention. This invention changed the 

field of microelectronics drastically. STM uses the theory of quantum tunnelling. Here 

electrons will flow through a small nanogap and allow current to flow between the 

substrate and the STM tip. The current observed from this process decreases 

exponentially with increasing distance between the substrate and the tip. The piezo 

attached to the tip will change the height of the tip by a feedback system to maintain 

a constant current or height. AFM works differently than STM, in which a sharp tip 

will contact the surface and tap (tapping mode) or be dragged along the surface 

(contact mode). The force that is applied to the tip will vary depending on the surface 

and this difference of the deflection caused by force will be recorded used and plot 

the image of the surface. In the STM the tip is constructed from Au or Pt which have 

good conductivity and for the AFM the cantilevers are commonly made out of Si or 

Si3N4 and for conductive AFM with Pt or Si3N4 tips with doped diamond or metallic 

coating. 

An ideal STM tip comes to a single atom point that will contact with one molecule in 

the SAM. This allows measuring the conductivity of one molecule of the SAM. One 

single-molecule can act as a diode, a transistor, a molecular wire or a molecular 

switch depending on the type and properties of the molecule used. In STM, the two 

techniques which are widely used for measuring conductivity are break junction 

(current versus distance) and blinking methods (current versus time). In STM break 

junction method (STMBJ), a Au / Si or other conducting tips is driven in and out from 

a gold surface containing the molecule of interest in a solution. When the tip is 

crushed into the surface, gold nanowires form. For the case of Au, as the tip is 

retracted from the surface, these Au‒Au contact break sequentially and this is 
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reflected as plateaus in the current‒versus distance plots. The same thing happens 

for the molecular junctions as the bond break, but this happens at a lower current 

level as shown in Figure 2.25C. Hence, Au‒Au plateaus appear at multiple integers of 

G0 (quantum point contact conductance) where 1 G0 is 77.5 micro siemens. The 

plateaus for molecular junctions, however, appear at a much lower conductivity as 

molecules are usually less conducting than a Au‒Au metallic wire. The current will 

drop sequentially until the bridge between the last molecule breaks as shown in 

Figure 2.25E. The data for this process is plotted with respect to the pulling portion 

of the cycles and detect the current versus distance curves attributed to the current 

passing through a single-molecule. Plateaus from thousands of curves are combined 

to form statistical histograms of single-molecular events which are represented as in 

Figure 2.25B, 2.25D and 2.25F for each stage. The last step of the current drop 

represents the conductivity of the last molecule or in other words, the conductivity 

of a single-molecule represents the area of the rectangle highlighted red in Figure 

2.25A. 
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Figure 2. 25 (A) Conductance of a Au contact formed between a Au STM tip and a Au 

substrate (B) A histogram constructed from conductance curves (C) contact shown in 

(A) is completely broken, corresponding to the collapse of the last quantum step, a 

new series of conductance steps appears due to molecules such as 4,4’-bipyridine 

present in the solution. These steps are due to the formation of the stable molecular 

junction between the tip and the substrate (D) A histogram obtained from 1000 

measurements as shown in (C) shows peaks near 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03 G0 that are 

ascribed to one, two, and three molecules, respectively. (E and F) in the absence of 

molecules, no such steps or peaks are observed in the same conductance range.145 

Figure 2.25 adapted from ref. 145 with permission from, American Association for 

the Advancement of Science Copyright © 2003 

 

Even though this mechanically controlled break junction method is suitable to 

determine the conductivity, this method is not the best at studying the stability and 

surface properties. Therefore, the scanning probe break junction method is mostly 

used to study only the conductivity of a single-molecular contact. 

To determine the stability and conductivity of a single-molecular contact, the blinking 

method (current versus time)is used.  In the blinking approach, under a fixed 

electrode gap separation, the STM tunnelling current feedback is turned off. Once 
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the system is stabilized, the current transients are captured. While the tip is moving 

across the surface, the molecules will make contacts with the tip as shown in Figure 

2.26a. When a molecule is attached between both electrodes, a sudden jump or 

‘blink’ above the tunnelling current is obtained in the form of telegraphic blinks 

shown in Figure 2.26b.. These conductance histograms are built by the collection of 

hundreds of individual blinks. As the tip moves further, the bond will break and 

current will drop. In the blinking experiments, the current is plotted against time and 

gives a solid idea about the stability of the single-molecular junction (Figure 2.26c).  

 

Figure 2. 26 Single-molecular scanning tunnelling microscopy–blinking method (a) 

schematic of the STM junction experiment describing the formation and breakdown 

of the Au–nonadiyne–Si junction.61 (b) captured ‘blink’ when a 1,8-nonadiyne 

molecule bridges the two electrodes. Current jumps (blinks) appear when the 

molecule bridges the gap between the Au and the Sielectrodes. (c) current response 

during a voltage bias ramp of an Au–nonadiyne–Si.61 Figure. 2.26 adapted from ref. 

61 with permission from, Springer Nature Copyright © 2017 
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2.6 Applications of single-molecular contacts for future electronics 

Prior work has reported molecules acting as diodes,8, 23, 63, 97, 146-148 wires,1, 149-152 field-

effect transistors,153-154 resistors64, 145, 155-156 and molecular switches.1, 3, 157-158 Single-

molecular contacts can be controlled by changing the length, conjugation, 

substitution and anchoring chemical groups.159-160 One of the issues associated with 

the molecules is the formation of stable covalent contacts with the conducting or 

semiconducting interfaces, which is an important factor that should be considered 

when developing molecular electronic devices. 

Frequently used molecular wires are made out of conjugated hydrocarbons,161 

porphyrins,162-163 phthalocyanines,164 fullerenes165 and carbon nanotubes.166 In 2014, 

Aragonès et al.162 developed a porphyrin-based molecular wire which is structurally 

unique. This work demonstrates single-molecular wires with metalloporphyrins 

linked via their central metal ion by modifying STM tip and surface electrodes. The 

work showed that the flat configuration of the metalloporphyrins resulted in single-

molecular junctions of a high lifetime and conductance than similar porphyrin 

molecules but wired from either end of the porphyrin ring, suggesting that the 

orientation of the molecular wire govern the conductivity output. 

Similar to that in 2016, Noori et al.163 developed a supermolecular wire of M(II)-5,15-

diphenylporphyrin (M-DPP) single-molecular junctions (M=Co, Ni, Cu, or Zn divalent 

metal ions), where the current flows perpendicular to the plane of the porphyrin. 

STM measurements demonstrate that current perpendicular to the plane higher 

electrical conductances than their current in-plane (Figure 2.27a). There are plenty of 

studies reporting multi molecular contacts with metal‒molecule‒metal structures9-10 

but few reported with semiconductor‒molecule‒metal and semiconductor‒

molecule‒semiconductors structures. Therefore, there is still more to investigate 

about single-molecular contacts as molecular wires on the semiconducting platform.  

Transistors are another hot topic in molecular electronics, but so far only a few are 

developed by using single−molecule contacts. Halik et al.167 demonstrated a 

manufacturing process for thin-film transistors with a SAM gate dielectric and a high‒

mobility organic semiconductor (pentacene) which operate with a supply voltage of 
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>2 V and have gate currents lower than advanced Si field-effect transistors with SiO2 

dielectrics. In 2012, Darwish et al.154developed a single-molecule transistor by using 

a single norbornyl anthraquinone unit which can be switched between a low‐ and 

high‐conducting form using an electrochemical gating which is shown in Figure 2.27b. 

In 2006, Venkataraman et al64 developed molecule resistors by using seven different 

biphenyl molecules with different ring substitution that can modify the twist angle of 

the molecules. Results show that the conductance decreases with increasing twist 

angle which is shown in Figure 2.27c. Similarly, in 2008, Lee et al.168 described the 

anchoring group effect on current rectifying behaviour. Results demonstrated that 

the rectifying effect of a single-molecule is affected by the anchoring groups due to 

the bond dipoles at the interface and the internal polarization inside the molecules, 

suggesting that the molecule‒electrode interface is a crucial element in designing 

these circuits a central concept that this thesis address.  

Developing the molecular switches and molecular diodes63, 146-148 is also of interest In 

2013, Batra et al.8 demonstrated a method of achieving rectification in single-

molecular devices using Au–C bonds. This uses an asymmetric, conjugated molecular 

backbone with a single methylsulfide group linking one end to an Au substrate and 

formed a covalent Au–C bond at the other end. The diode properties of a molecule 

were demonstrated through single−molecule current-voltage measurements where 

the rectification ratio can be efficiently tuned as shown in Figure 2.27d. The 

properties of these molecule diodes can be easily altered by protonation or by 

changing the orientation of the molecules.63, 148 
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Figure 2.27 (a, b, c, d and e) a) conducting molecule wire163 developed by using M(II)-

5,15-diphenylporphyrin single−molecule junctions (M=Co, Ni, Cu, or Zn), which 

investigate the current flows perpendicular to the plane of the porphyrin and also the 

influence of the metal ion to the conductivity. Figure 2.27a adapted from ref. 163 

with permission from, Springer nature Copyright © 2016 b) transistor154 developed 

by using anthraquinone/hydroanthraquinone redox reaction. Here single norbornyl 

anthraquinone unit can be switched between a low‐conducting and a high‐

conducting form using electrochemical gating. Figure 2.27b adapted from ref. 154 

with permission from, WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Copyright © 

2012 c) molecule resistor64 developed by using 1,4-diaminobenzene and 2,7-

diaminofluorene junctions where conductance for the series decreases with 

increasing twist angle. Figure. 2.27c adapted from ref. 64 with permission from, 

Springer Nature Copyright © 2006 d) diode8 developed by using 

trimethylstannyllithium which demonstrate a new method of achieving rectification 

in single−molecule devices using the high-bias properties of gold–carbon bonds 

Figure. 2.27d adapted from ref. 8 with permission from, American Chemical Society 

Copyright © 2013. 
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 e) molecule switch3 developed by using spiropyran derivatives where consequently, 

switch the electrical conductivity of the single-molecular device in the presence of 

light pointer or chemical signal. Figure. 2.27e adapted from ref. 3 with permission 

from, American Chemical Society Copyright © 2014  

 

For a molecular switch, previously studied avenues include molecules which are 

either redox-active or UV or visible light active.1, 3, 158 In 2012 Paddon-Row.154 and co-

workers reported the electrochemical gating of a single anthraquinone molecule 

bridged between two gold electrodes using the STM break‒junction technique. The 

results showed that the conductance increases with the conversion from the oxidized 

anthraquinone form to the reduced hydroanthraquinone form, which can be used as 

an ON and OFF switch. Similar to the anthraquinone study, Darwishet al.3 reported a 

single-molecule switching device that responds electrically to light and chemical 

stimuli. A light or a chemical signal can rapidly and reversibly induce the isomerization 

of the spiropyran, which can switch the electrical conductivity of the single-molecule 

between a low and a high level which is shown in Figure 2.27e. 

The field of single molecular electronics is on a steep rise with many, gaps yet to be 

filled. For example, the anchoring of different types of organic molecules to a metal 

or Si surface is the key factor that affects both charge transport and stability in future 

electronics where Si is easily available and is a low-cost material. This thesis will 

describe the methods that can be used to develop stable covalent monolayers and 

single-molecular contacts on Au and Si surfaces by using diazonium salts, thiols and 

study the conductivity of individual molecules by STM using Au and Si tips.  

The second part of this thesis will discuss developing oxide patterns on Si to separate 

these molecular arrays on a circuit and study I−V characteristics of these oxides. Not 

only that, this thesis also discusses the possibility of substituting molecular arrays 

with SiOx for electronic applications by investigating the dyanamic properties of 

oxides which can be used for future electronic devices. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Experimental details 

 

This chapter summarises the experimental details used for the monolayer formation 

on Au and Si surfaces reported in this thesis. A brief description of each instrument 

used for the characterization of the monolayer and oxide formation are provided in 

this chapter and subsequent details for each molecule are provided in the respective 

Chapters 4, 5 and 6. 

 

3.1 Experimental set up 

3.1.1 Preparation of Au polycrystalline electrodes 

Au polycrystalline electrodes were polished with 0.05 µm Al2O3 for 5-6 minutes on a 

micro cloth pad. The electrodes were then rinsed with Milli-Q water (>18 MΩ cm), 

acetone and sonicated for 5 minutes in an ultrasonic bath. Finally, the electrodes 

were electrochemically cleaned using 0.5 M H2SO4 by cycling the electrode between 

the ‒0.3 V and +1.6 V versus aqueous Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The cyclic 

voltammetry was repeated until a reproducible voltammogram obtained (typically 25 

cycles). Finally, the electrode was rinsed with water and stored in distilled acetone. 

 

3.1.2 Preparation of Au (111) single crystal electrode 

An Au (111) single crystal electrode was cleaned for 5-10 min in hot Piranha solution 

(130 °C, a 3:1 (v/v) mixture of concentrated sulfuric acid to 30% hydrogen peroxide), 

rinsed several times with Milli-Q water (>18 MΩ cm) and then annealed with a butane 

torch for 5 minutes. 
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3.1.3 Preparation of Si single crystal electrodes 

Silicon wafers were cut into pieces (approximately 10 × 10 mm), cleaned for 20‒30 

min in hot Piranha solution (130 °C, a 3:1 (v/v)) mixture of concentrated sulfuric acid 

to 30% hydrogen peroxide). Silicon wafers were rinsed with water. 40% aqueous 

ammonium fluoride solution was deoxygenated by sparging with Ar and a small 

amount of sodium sulphite was added. The silicon wafers were then placed in this 

solution for 13 min. The freshly etched Si‒H surface was then treated with molecules 

or used for the AFM tip induced oxide formation. 

 

3.2 Cyclic voltammetry 

All electrochemical measurements of the reduction of molecules (diazonium and 

thiols) on Au and Si surfaces were performed with a CHI650 (CH Instruments, USA) 

electrochemical workstation. A conventional three-electrode system was used 

where, a platinum wire used as the auxiliary electrode (CH Instruments, USA). Ag/ 

AgCl aqueous (3.0 M KCl, CH Instruments, USA) was used for the electrochemical 

cleaning of polycrystalline gold electrodes. Ag/AgCl non-aqueous reference electrode 

(Ag/ AgCl “leakless” electrode, eDAQ, part ET072-1) was used as the organic 

reference at room temperature (25 0C). Voltammograms were normalized relative to 

the ferrocene potential when the non-aqueous Ag/ AgCl electrode was used. All 

aqueous electrolyte solutions for electrochemical experiments contained 1.0 M of 

either NaClO4 or HClO4. The surface coverage, Γ, expressed in mol cm–2. The coverage 

was calculated from the background-subtracted faradaic charge taken as the 

integrated current from the voltammograms (anodic scan). A special custom-built 

Teflon electrochemical cell was used for the experiments where Si and Au(111) used 

as the working electrodes (Figure 3.1). 
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Figure 3. 1 (a, b) Electrochemical cell setup used to characterize monolayers on silicon 

and gold single crystal.b) photo image of AFM and (c) Ag/ AgCl reference electrode 

(1M KCl), d) Pt counter electrode, e) leakless Ag/ AgCl reference electrode, f) gold 

polycrystalline working electrode g) silicon working electrode (1mm2) h) gold single 

crystal electrode i) electrochemical workstation and enclosure for electrochemical 

experiments. 
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3.3 Atomic Force Microscope  

3.3.2. AFM ICON head  

All the current measurements of the different oxide heights developed by AFM tip 

induced oxidation were performed in the ambient conditions (room temperature 20 

ºC and humidity ~ 55 % ) with Bruker Dimension Icon atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

fitted with a PF‒TUNA module operating in peak force tunnelling current (PF‒TUNA) 

mode (Figure 3.2). All images and I–V curves were obtained in air, at room 

temperature, and using solid Pt tips (RMN-25PT300B tip, nominal spring constant = 

18 N/m, nominal resonant frequency = 20 kHz, tip radius < 20 nm) purchased from 

Rocky Mountain Nanotechnology. The Si sample was mounted on the base plate of 

the AFM with carbon tape which acts as a pathway to electrical ground via the metal 

stage. The AFM and control software (Nanoscope 9.4) was set up to allow the sample 

to be biased whilst maintaining the tip at the ground. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic 

of the conventional AFM–PF TUNA setup (a) use for this local oxidation experiments 

and the image of AFM (b) with the TUNA module (c) data were analyses by 

Nanoscope analysis 9.1 and Gwyddion 2.52 analysis software. 
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Figure 3. 2 (a) Schematic diagram of the AFM PF–TUNA setup use for this tip induced 

local oxidation b) photo image of AFM and (c) photograph of TUNA module which 

controls current sensitivity of the TUNA output and feedback. 

 

3.3.2 AFM Fast scan head 

Atomic force microscopy images of the Au and Si surface with and without molecules 

were obtained using a Bruker Dimension microscope Fast Scan head operating in 

tapping mode. All images were obtained in air, at room temperature, and using silicon 

cantilevers (TESPA-V2, Bruker, nominal spring constant = 37 N/m, nominal resonant 

frequency = 320 kHz, tip radius < 10 nm). Figure 3.3 shows the AFM fast scan head 

setup a) use for experiments b) silicon cantilevers (TESPA-V2), c) FastScan head 

scanner, and d ) Pt tips used for the conductivity measurements.  
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Figure 3. 3 The set up of the Bruker AFM fast scan head a) use for experiments b) 

silicon cantilevers (TESPA-V2), c) FastScan head and d) Pt tips used for the 

conductivity measurements.  

 

3.4. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was used for the quantitative measurements of 

elemental composition and the determination of the binding states of the elements 

of the self-assembled monolayers on Au and Si surfaces. The XPS measurements were 

achieved on a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer where monochromatic Al–Kα 

(1486.6 eV) irradiation source operating at 150 W. All the XPS data were processed 

using CasaXPS© software. The reported XPS energies are binding energies expressed 

in eV after background subtraction (Shirley), spectra were fitted with Voigt functions. 

Corrections for energy shifts caused by adventitious charging. All the peak energies 

were corrected with a rigid shift to bring the C 1s emission to 285.0 eV. The 

photograph of the instrument is shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3. 4 a) Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer XPS  (John de Laeter research 

centre, Curtin University of Technology, Department of Physics), b) scheme of the XPS 

instrument 

 

3.5 X-ray refractometer (XRR) 

X-ray refractivity (XRR) was used to obtain information about the surface roughness, 

thin-film thickness and density of the self-assembled monolayers or multilayers on 

the surface. The XRR Specular X-ray reflectometry at the solid-air interface was 

conducted on a Panalytical Ltd X′Pert Pro instrument with a rotating anode source 

(Cu Kα radiation, λ = 1.54 Å). The X-ray beam was focused using a Göbel mirror and 

collimated using fixed slits of 0.1 mm. Samples were mounted onto a motorized stage 

to adjust the sample into the optimal position for measurements. Angles of incidence 

were measured from 0.05 to 5.00 in 0.01 steps for 20 seconds per step. The raw 

data was reduced so that the critical edge was normalized to a reflectivity of unity 
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and the data was presented as reflectivity versus momentum transfer, Q, which is 

equal to 4π sinθ/λ, where θ is the angle of incidence and λ is the x-ray wavelength 

(1.54 Å). Structural parameters for the monolayer were refined in MOTOFIT 

reflectometry analysis software. Samples were analysed by Australian ANSTO, NSW. 

The scheme of the instrument is shown in Scheme 3.1. 

 

 

Scheme 3. 1 Schematic diagram of X-ray reflectometer 

 

3.6 Scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) 

The scanning tunnelling microscope was used to measure the conductivity of single-

molecules on Si and Au surfaces by using break junction (Current versus distance) and 

blinking methods. The STM experiments were carried out with PicoSPM 1 microscope 

where the head controlled by a “Picoscan 2,500 electronics, from Agilent” available 

at SPM facilities, Curtin University. The STM junction data were collected using an NI-

DAQmx/BNC-2,110 national instruments (LabVIEW data collection system). The data 

were analysed with code based on LabVIEW software. An ideal STM tip comes to a 

single atom point. This allows measuring the conductivity of one single-molecule of 

the SAM.  
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In STM, the two techniques which are widely used for measuring conductivity are 

break junction (Current versus distance) and blinking methods (current versus time). 

In STM break junction method (STMBJ), a Au or Si tip is driven in and out from a 

surface containing the molecule of interest in a solution. When the tip is crushed into 

the surface, surface-tip contact will form. As the tip is retracted from the surface, 

these surface-tip contacts break sequentially and this is reflected as plateaus in the 

current‒versus distance plots. The same thing happens for the molecular junctions 

as the bond break, but this happens at a lower current level. An example of these 

techniques is discussed in details in section 2.5.1.  

In the blinking approach, the tunnelling current is first stabilized for 1 h. Current 

transients are then captured when the molecule connects between the STM tip and 

the surface in the presence of molecules. When a molecule is bridged between tip 

and surface, a sudden jump or ‘blink’ above the tunnelling current is obtained in the 

form of telegraphic blinks.. These conductance histograms are built by the collection 

of hundreds of individual blinks. As the tip moves further,  the bond will break and 

the current will drop. In the blinking experiments, the current is plotted against time. 

The photograph and the schematic diagram of the STM are shown in Figure 3.5.  The 

schematic diagram of the STM‒BJ and blinking method is described in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3. 5 a) Scheme of STM of  PicoSPM 1, b) PicoSPM 1 microscope head controlled 

by a “Picoscan 2,500 electronics c) NI-DAQmx/BNC-2,110 national instruments 

(LabVIEW data collection system) d) STM instrument in SPM facilities, Curtin 

University of Technolgy, School of Molecular and Life Sciences. 
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Figure 3. 6 a) Scheme of STM blinking method and b)break junction technique.   
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3.7 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

The transmission electron microscope was used to obtain high-resolution images of 

the cross-section of silicon oxide (SiOx) and oxide tunnels formed on SiOx by applied 

biases. TEM measurements were obtained using FEI Talos FS200X G2 FEG at the John 

de Laeter Centre, Curtin University. TEM used to characterize the cross-section of the 

conducting oxide channels produced by silicon oxides. In addition to the TEM images, 

scanning electron maps were also obtained from the same instrument along with 

energy-dispersive spectrum( EDS) and elemental maps. Samples were collected on a 

copper grid after coating the sample with Pt. Photograph of the instrument is 

provided in Figure 3.7. 

 

Figure 3. 7 Photo images of the FEI Talos, TEM a) load lock, b)inside view of the load 

lock c) control panel and the turbo-pump available at John de Laeter research centre 

Curtin University, Australia 
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3.8 Scanning electron microscope (SEM)  

The scanning electron microscope was used to obtain high-resolution images of the 

pyramids formed on Si (100) surfaces by different potassium hydroxide etching 

conditions. The SEM images were obtained using a Zeiss Neon 40EsB FESEM, with a 

Schottky field emission gun operating at 5 kV and a chamber pressure of 

approximately 4 × 10−6 mbar and a Tescan Mira3 FESEM, equipped with a Schottky 

field emission gun operating at 5 kV and a chamber pressure of 3 × 10−4 mbar. at the 

John de Laeter Centre, Curtin University. TEM used to characterize the cross-section 

of the conducting oxide channels produced by silicon oxides and characterize the 

silicon STM tips. A photograph of the instrument is provided in Figure 3.8. 

 

Figure 3. 8 Photo images of the Tescan Mira3 FESEM at John de Laeter research 

centre Curtin University, Australia 
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Chapter 4 

 

Metal‒single-molecule‒semiconductor junctions formed by a radical reaction 

bridging gold and silicon electrodes 

  

Chandramalika R. Peiris, Yan B. Vogel, Anton P. Le Brun, Albert C. Aragonès, Michelle 

L. Coote, Ismael Díez-Pérez, Simone Ciampi and Nadim Darwish 

Journal of the American Chemical Society, Volume 141, Issue 37, 27th August 2019, 

Pages 14788–14797 

DOI: https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.9b07125 

“Reproduced with permission from (Journal of the American Chemical Society, 

Volume 141, Issue 37, 27th August 2019, Pages 14788–14797.) Copyright (2019) 

American Chemical Society.” 
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4.1 Summary of this chapter 

One of the major challenges in molecular electronics is to devise mechanically robust 

and reproducible molecular contacts for source and drain electrodes. Here, we first 

report the formation of diazonium salts films on gold and silicon electrodes either at 

an open circuit or and with aid of electrochemical potential. This work shows that the 

grafting of diazonium salts is crystal-facet dependent and being more favourable on 

silicon (111) than it is on (100) for both gold and silicon electrodes, a property that 

adds control over device fabrication. The prospect of this chemistry in single-

molecule electronics is demonstrated by forming metal-molecule-semiconductor 

junctions between silicon and gold electrodes using STM-break junction approaches. 

Further details are provided in the form of the published manuscript in the Journal of 

the American Chemical Society, based on this work. I am the primary contributor to 

this work. The signed author contribution letter is provided in Appendix B (B‒4‒1). 

  

https://pubs.acs.org/jacs
https://pubs.acs.org/jacs
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4.2 Abstract 

 Here we report molecular films terminated with diazonium salts moieties at both 

ends which enables single-molecule contacts between gold and silicon electrodes at 

open circuit via a radical reaction. We show that the kinetics of film grafting is crystal-

facet dependent, being more favourable on (111) than on (100), a finding that adds 

control over surface chemistry during the device fabrication. The impact of this 

spontaneous chemistry in single-molecule electronics is demonstrated using STM-

break junction approaches by forming metal–single-molecule–semiconductor 

junctions between silicon and gold source and drain, electrodes. Au‒C and Si‒C 

molecule-electrode contacts result in single-molecule wires that are mechanically 

stable, with an average lifetime at room temperature of 1.1 s which is 30‒400 % 

higher than that reported for conventional molecular junctions formed between gold 

electrodes using thiol and amine contact groups. The high stability enabled 

measuring current-voltage properties during the lifetime of the molecular junction. 

We show that current rectification, which is intrinsic to metal-semiconductor 

junctions, can be controlled when a single-molecule bridges the gap in the junction. 

The system changes from being a current-rectifier in the absence of a molecular 

bridge to an ohmic contact when a single-molecule is covalently bonded to both 

silicon and gold electrodes. This study paves the way for the merging of the fields of 

single-molecule and silicon electronics. 

 

4.3 Introduction  

One of the main goals of molecular electronics is to use molecular films, or even single 

molecules, as functional electronic components such as diodes, resistors or 

transistors.1-3 The biggest challenge preventing this concept from becoming reality is 

the lack of mechanically robust contacts of an organic molecule with source and drain 

electrodes.4-5 To date, the most used electrode‒molecule contacts have relied on the 

chemisorption of thiols on gold surfaces.6-11 Such contacts are spontaneously formed 

from dilute solutions of thiols.12-14 Although widely used, molecular electronics on 

gold platforms suffer from major drawbacks, such as the lability of the S‒Au bonds, 

electric field-induced structural changes and the lack of tunability of the electric 

properties of the gold substrate which limits the scope of these junctions.15-16 In the 
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last few years there has been an increasing interest in expanding the field of 

molecular electronics from gold towards semiconducting platforms, particularly 

GaAs17-18 and Si.19-21 It is anticipated that combining the vast and tunable range of the 

electrical properties of semiconductors with the chemical variety of molecules, new 

technological development can be achieved.  

Among all the methods developed to modify semiconducting surfaces, the most 

common is the addition of an 1-alkene or 1-alkyne to a silicon radical to produce a 

covalent Si‒C bond.22-23 This process, although successful in forming well packed 

monolayers, requires either a source of UV-light or heat, as well as a concentrated 

solution of the alkene or alkyne molecule. Such assembly requirements are not viable 

to form a stable contact in molecular electronics devices, and it is therefore essential 

to find new chemical strategies to form contacts on silicon electrodes that are of 

comparable ease to those for standard thiol-based contacts on gold. In this context, 

the cathodic electrochemical reduction of aryldiazonium salts is one of the most 

widely used methods for chemically modifying metal, carbon and silicon surfaces, 

which leads to strong covalent bonds.21, 23-33 Tao and co-workers34 have reported the 

formation of single-molecule junctions in the presence of diazonium molecules in 

solution by means of electrochemically reducing, simultaneously, the two diazonium 

terminal groups. This allowed to form two Au‒C covalent bonds, in-situ, using a 

bipotentiostatic “gated” control of two gold electrodes against a reference electrode. 

The Au‒C contact is significantly more stable to what is achievable with thiol and 

amine molecules, which are typically used for molecular junction contacts. 

In this study the diazonium radical reaction is demonstrated on semi-conducting 

electrodes, Si (111) and Si (100), and is utilized to form metal‒molecule‒

semiconductor junctions at the single-molecule level. We use two axial diazonium 

terminal groups to form covalently bonded molecular junctions on gold and silicon 

electrodes. We show that molecular contacts on both silicon and gold can be made 

spontaneously by using a diazonium salt of high redox potential such that it can be 

reduced and consequently bridge both electrodes at open circuit. The role of surface 

energy was investigated by studying the effect of crystal orientation [(100) vs (111)] 

on the grafting process. Our findings remove the need of applying an electrochemical 

gate because the top and bottom contacts can be formed on the same molecule 
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spontaneously and yet sequentially. Further, our strategy does not require the 

continuous presence of molecules in the solution, which simplifies device fabrication 

for molecular junctions. The molecular films reported here are characterized by 

electrochemical methods, X-ray reflectometry and by atomic force microscopy. The 

scope of this chemistry in single-molecule electronics is demonstrated by means of 

single-molecule STM-break junction technique to electrically bridge silicon and gold 

electrodes via axial diazonium terminal groups. The mechanical stability of these 

covalently bonded single-molecule junctions were investigated using the “blinking 

approach” and compared to standard Au‒molecule contacts. Current-voltage 

properties are reported for junctions made in the presence or absence of molecules; 

demonstrating the tunability of semiconductor junctions by the electronics of a 

single-molecule.  

 

Figure 4. 1 Structure of the molecule (bis-diazo) studied and a schematic describing 

its reaction with surface and tip electrodes or with ferrocene. The surface and tip 

electrodes can be gold or silicon. 

 

4.4 Experimental Methods 

4.4.1 Chemicals and Materials 

Unless stated otherwise all chemicals were of analytical grade and used as received. 

Hydrogen peroxide (30 wt% in water), sulfuric acid (PuranalTM, 95–97%), ammonium 

fluoride (PuranalTM, 40 wt% in water), ammonium sulfite monohydrate (Sigma-
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Aldrich, (NH4)2SO3, 92%) used for wafer cleaning plus etching, and silicon 

modification procedures were obtained from Sigma Aldrich. Acetonitrile (ACN) and 

dichloromethane (DCM) were distilled before use. o-Dianisidine bis(diazotized) zinc 

double salt (Sigma Aldrich, 98%), bis-diazo hereafter, 1,4-phenylenediamine (Sigma 

Aldrich ≥ 99%), benzene-1,4-dithiol (Sigma Aldrich, 99%), potassium hydroxide (VWR, 

86%) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were used as received. Tetrabutylammonium 

hexafluorophosphate (Bu4NPF6, Sigma-Aldrich, >99%), used as supporting 

electrolyte, was recrystallized twice from 2-propanol. Milli-QTM water (>18 MΩ cm) 

was used for surface cleaning procedures and to prepare electrolytic solutions. Gold 

polycrystalline (rod like) electrodes were purchased from CH Instruments, USA. Gold 

single crystal electrodes (99.999%) were purchased from Goodfellow. Prime-grade, 

single-side polished silicon wafers were obtained from Siltronix, S.A.S. (Archamps, 

France) and were n-type (phosphorous doped), 500 ± 25 μm thick and either (100) ± 

0.5° (with resistivity of 0.003 Ω cm), or (111) ± 0.5° (0.003 Ω cm). 

 

4.4.2 Surface Modification  

4.4.2.1 Polycrystalline Au modification  

Au polycrystalline electrodes were polished to a mirror-like finish by means of 

mechanical polishing (ca. 5 min) on a micro cloth pad, using a slurry of 0.05 µm Al2O3. 

The electrodes were then rinsed with water, acetone, and then sonicated for 5 min 

in Milli-QTM water. The electrodes were then electrochemically cleaned by cycling 

them between −300 mV and +1600 mV (versus an aqueous Ag/AgCl reference 

electrode) in 0.5 M H2SO4. The electrode cleaning by cyclic voltammetry was 

continued until a reproducible voltammogram was obtained (typically after 25 

cycles), and the electrode was then rinsed with Milli-QTM water and rested in distilled 

acetone prior to use.  

 

4.4.2.2 Preparation of 100% Au(111) and 70% Au(111) single crystal  

Single-crystal Au(111) disks were cleaned in a hot Piranha solution for 2-3 min (3:1 

(v/v) mixture of concentrated sulfuric acid to 30 wt % hydrogen peroxide), rinsed with 

Milli-QTM water and then annealed using a hydrogen flame. Annealed crystals were 
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cooled down to room temperature, washed with Milli-QTM water, DCM and then 

blown dry under stream of argon gas. The crystals were then transferred to a 

deoxygenated solution of bis-diazo (1 mM) and Bu4NPF6 (0.1 M) in a 1:49 (v/v) 

mixture of DMSO and ACN and then either dynamically biased against a reference 

electrode or rested at open circuit. 

For the preparation of surfaces exposing only ~70% of Au(111), a single-crystal 

Au(111) disk was melted on one of its edges (Appendix C, Figure C‒4‒1). The 

remaining intact surface area of Au(111) was estimated from the oxidation wave in 

cyclic voltammetry (Figure 4.2). The samples exposing ~70 % of Au(111) were 

modified with bis-diazo in a similar way to that described for the 100 % Au(111) 

crystals (section 4.4.2.2). 

 

4.4.2.3. Si(111) and Si(100) modification  

Silicon electrodes were cleaned and etched following literature procedures.19 In brief, 

silicon wafers were cut into pieces (approximately 10 × 10 mm), cleaned for 30 min 

in hot Piranha solution, rinsed with Milli-QTM water and then etched with a 

deoxygenated 40 wt% aqueous ammonium fluoride solution for 13 min (Appendix C, 

Figure C‒4‒2). This process leads to a hydrogen-terminated silicon surface (Si‒H). To 

the etching bath was added a small amount (ca. 5 mg) of ammonium sulfite. The 

etched samples were rinsed sequentially with Milli-QTM water, DCM and blown dry in 

a stream of argon before modifying the silicon surface using the same procedure as 

described in section 4.4.2.2. 

 

4.4.2.4 Formation of (111) pyramids on silicon (100) 

Hydrogenated n‒type silicon (100) substrates (generally 10 × 10 mm in size) were 

rinsed with DCM, 2-propanol and Milli-QTM water, and then dried under the steam of 

argon. The samples were then etched for 90 min in a 20 % (w/v) aqueous solution of 

potassium hydroxide (10 mL) with 2-propanol (200 µL) and kept at 45 °C. The etched 

samples were then rinsed with copious amounts of water before a final etching step 

in deoxygenated 40% aqueous ammonium fluoride solution (13 min) followed by 

modification with the bis-diazo film as described in section 4.4.2.2. 
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4.4.3 Electrochemical measurements 

All electrochemical measurements were performed using a CHI650 (CH Instruments, 

USA) electrochemical workstation and a conventional three-electrode system with a 

platinum wire as the auxiliary electrode. An Ag/AgCl aqueous electrode (1.0 M KCl, 

CH Instruments, USA) served as the reference in the electrochemical cleaning of gold 

surfaces, while a non-aqueous “leakless” Ag/AgCl electrode (eDAQ, part ET072-1) 

was used in the experiments for the bis-diazo reduction. The non-aqueous “leakless” 

reference electrode (3.4 M KCl) was calibrated before and after each experiment 

against the position, on an Au electrode, of the ferrocene/ferricenium couple Fc/Fc+ 

(1 mM ferrocene solutions in acetonitrile containing 0.1 M Bu4NPF6). All potentials 

are reported versus the apparent formal potential of the Fc/Fc+ couple unless 

otherwise specified.  

 

4.4.4 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)  

Atomic force microscopy images were obtained using Bruker dimension microscope 

operating in tapping mode. All images were obtained in air, at room temperature, 

and using silicon nitride cantilevers (TESPA from Bruker, with a spring constant of 20 

N m−1).  

 

4.4.5 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)  

The SEM images were obtained using a Zeiss Neon 40EsB FESEM equipped with a 

Schottky field emission gun operating at 5 kV and a chamber pressure of 4 × 10−6 

mbar and a Tescan Mira3 FESEM, also equipped with a Schottky field emission gun 

operating at 5 kV, and a chamber pressure of 3 × 10−2 Pa. 

 

4.4.6 STM break junction  

STM break junction (STMBJ) experiments were performed with a PicoSPM I 

microscope head controlled by a ‘Picoscan 2500’ controller, from Agilent. Data were 

acquired using a NI-DAQmx/BNC-2110 National Instruments data acquisition system 

and analysed with a code written with the LabVIEW software. Single-molecule 

conductivity measurements were performed using the STMBJ in the blinking 
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approach under fixed electrodes gap separation in a solution of mesitylene. The 

tunnelling current is first stabilized then current transients are captured. When a 

molecule bridges both electrodes, a sudden jump and ‘blink’ in the captured current 

is obtained. Conductance histograms were built by the accumulation of hundreds of 

individual blinks. The blinking histograms give information about the average 

conductivity of the single-molecule junctions that form spontaneously between the 

two electrodes, as well as information on their mechanical stability (blink lifetimes). 

 

4.4.7 X-ray reflectometry (XRR)  

Specular X-ray reflectometry was conducted as previously described19, 22, 35 on a 

Panalytical Ltd X′Pert Pro instrument. The instrument has a rotating anode source (Cu 

Kα radiation, λ = 1.54 Å), has beam focusing using a Göbel mirror, and fixed 

collimation slits of 0.1 mm. Measurements were conducted at the solid-air interface 

under ambient conditions using angles of incidence from 0.05 to 5.00 in 0.01 steps 

for 20 seconds per step. The raw data was processed using in-house software so that 

the critical edge was normalised to a reflectivity of unity and the data was presented 

as reflectivity versus momentum transfer, Q, defined as:  

𝑄 =
4π sin 𝜃

𝜆
 

where λ is the X-ray wavelength and θ is the angle of incidence. Data analysis was 

conducted using the MOTOFIT software package, which utilises an Abele’s matrix 

method and a least-squares regression of varying the fitted parameters until a best 

fit that matches the experimental data is achieved.36 The organic material was fitted 

using a single layer defined by its thickness, roughness, and scattering length density 

(SLD), ρ, defined as:  

𝜌 =
𝑟𝑒 ∑ 𝑍𝑖

𝑉𝑚
 

where Vm is the total molecular volume (determined to be 237 Å3 for bis-diazo), Zi is 

the atomic number of each atom in the species, and re is the Bohr electron radius 

(2.818 ×10−5 Å).  The theoretical SLD (ρt) of bis-diazo was determined to be 16.69 ×10-

6 Å-2. The number of molecules per cm2 was determined from the fitted values as 

follows:  
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𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑚2 =
𝜏𝜌𝑓1016

𝑉𝑚𝜌𝑡
 

Where τ is the fitted thickness and ρf is the fitted SLD.  

 

4.5 Results and Discussion  

4.5.1 Electro‒ versus spontaneous‒grafting of bis-diazo on gold  

Multiple reduction peaks during the electrografting of diazonium salts on 

polycrystalline Au have been reported for several molecules and are often attributed 

to a range of different phenomena. One hypothesis is that multiple waves originates 

from the presence of different crystallographic facets present on the polycrystalline 

Au surface.37-40 To test this hypothesis we deliberately varied the crystallinity of the 

Au surface from a completely polycrystalline sample to a single crystal (111) surface 

(Figure 4.2a‒c). The degree of crystallinity was estimated from the gold oxide anodic 

wave in cyclic voltammetry: a single oxidation peak indicates that the surface is 100% 

(111) while multiple or broad oxidation waves are ascribed to a polycrystalline sample 

(Figure 4.2a‒c). For the reduction of bis-diazo on highly oriented single crystal 

Au(111), only a single wave is observed at −70 mV (Figure 4.2d). A second wave at 

more negative potentials (−350 mV) appears for the reduction of bis-diazo on other 

Au crystal orientations. For instance, the reduction of bis-diazo on a 70% Au(111) 

surface (Figure 4.2e) results in two waves, with that assigned to (111) being almost 

three folds larger than that centered at −350 mV (Figure 4.2e). Completely 

polycrystalline samples (Figure 4.2f) shows multiple broad waves between 0 and 

−400 mV, again highlighting the correlation between the crystallinity of the surface 

and the shifts in biases required to graft bis-diazo. 
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Figure 4. 2 Electrochemical grafting of bis-diazo on mono- and poly-crystalline gold 

surfaces. Cyclic voltammograms showing the oxidation and reduction waves of a) 100 

% single crystal Au (111). The Inset in (a) shows an AFM topography image of the 

single crystal surface. b) 70% Au (111) and c) polycrystalline gold (0.5 M H2SO4 as the 

electrolyte) at scan rate 100 mV s−1. The potential is expressed in mV against aq. 

Ag/AgCl electrode (1 M KCl). The inset in (c) shows an AFM topography image of the 

polycrystalline Au surface. The gold oxidation wave is a single peak at around +1300 

mV for 100% Au (111). (b‒c) Multiple oxidation waves between +1000 mV and +1400 

mV appear for 70% Au (111)/30% polycrystalline in (b) and for a 100% polycrystalline 

surfaces in (c). (d‒f) Electrochemical reduction waves for the grafting of bis-diazo (1 

mM) with Bu4NPF6 (0.1 M) in a 1:49 (v/v) dimethyl sulfoxide/acetonitrile 

(DMSO/ACN) solvent mixture on the different gold surfaces shown in panels a‒c. The 

scan rates in panels d‒f are 50 mV s−1 and the potential is expressed in mV against 

Fc/Fc+ (1 mM in ACN). The more polycrystalline the Au surface is the broader and the 

more split are the reduction waves. 

 

The reduction potential of bis-diazo on Au(111) is relatively anodic (−70 mV vs Fc/Fc+, 

Figure 4.2), meaning the grafting could spontaneously occur even at open circuit. 

Following the reduction step, a radical intermediate will form a covalent bond 
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between the organic molecule and the gold surface,41-42 as schematized in Figure 

4.3a. The surface-tethered molecule would still have a diazo group at the distal end, 

and this hypothesis was tested by resting a clean Au(111) sample at open circuit in a 

solution of bis-diazo for 2 h, after which the sample was transferred to a ferrocene 

solution. Ferrocene can act as sacrificial electron donor, reducing the diazonium to 

generate a radical41-42 that can in turn react with excess ferrocene in solution forming 

a covalent bond (see Figure 4.3a). The coupling reaction between the metallocene 

and the unreacted azo distal end of the monolayer formed at open circuit was then 

tested by means of measuring cyclic voltammograms. Cyclic voltammetry data for 

these films is shown in Figure 4.3c, and the amount of ferrocene units tethered on 

the surface are comparable to films formed by either spontaneous or potentiostatic 

electrolysis 2.30 (± 0.40) ×10−10 mol cm−2 equivalent to a 1.38 (± 0.24) ×1014 molecule 

cm−2 for the electrochemical grafting (Figure 4.3b) and 1.80 (± 0.29) ×10−10 mol cm−2 

equivalent to 1.08 (± 0.17) ×1014 molecule cm−2 for the spontaneous process (Figure 

4.3c). 
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Figure 4. 3 Electrochemical and spontaneous grafting of bis-diazo on Au(111) 

followed by a reaction with ferrocene. a) Schematics describing the formation of a 

diazonium film on an Au surface and the reduction of the distal diazonium moiety by 

ferrocene molecules. b) Cyclic voltammogram for an Au(111) surface that was first 

modified with bis-diazo then exposed to a solution of ferrocene. The electrochemical 

reduction was first performed via 1 potential cycle (0 to −1 V vs Fc/Fc+) in a solution 

of bis-diazo (1mM) with Bu4NPF6 (0.1 M) in a 1:49 (v/v) DMSO/ACN solvent mixture. 

The surface was then exposed to a solution of ferrocene (1 mM in ACN) for 30 min at 

open circuit. Note that the schematic in (a) does not take into account the 

polymerization of the film, see Appendix C, Figure C‒4‒3 for details. c) Cyclic 

voltammogram for the spontaneous reduction of bis-diazo, by means of resting an 

Au(111) sample in a solution of bis-diazo for 2 h at open circuit, followed by the 

spontaneous reaction with ferrocene (30 min) to indirectly probe the presence of an 

intact unreacted diazo group at the distal end of the monolayer. The potential scan 

rate is 50 mVs−1. d) Stability of the interface tested by means of 30 repetitive cyclic 

voltammograms scans for a surface that is prepared in a similar way to that described 

in (c), see Appendix C, Figure C‒4‒4 for details. The voltammograms in (b‒d) were 

recorded in 1 M HClO4 and the potential is expressed in mV against Ag/AgCl electrode 

(1 M KCl). 
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4.5.2 Electro-versus spontaneous-grafting of bis-diazo on silicon  

Having established the formation of bis-diazo monolayers on gold surfaces, we then 

attempted to graft bis-diazo on silicon electrodes. Figure 4.4a shows that the wave 

for the electrochemical reduction of bis-diazo is centered at −650 and −830 mV on 

Si(111) and Si(100), respectively. Thickness of the films was determined using X-ray 

reflectometry (XRR) and was found to be 2.43 nm when one potential scan, between 

+0.4 and −1.8 V vs Fc/Fc+ with a scan rate of 50 mV s−1, was applied. A thickness of 

2.43 nm means that bis-diazo polymerizes and the film comprises about 3 repeated 

bis-diazo units (Figure C‒4‒3 and Table C‒4‒1, Appendix C). 

As shown in Figure 4.4b, the electrochemical reduction of bis-diazo is scan rate-

dependent, and digital simulations of the experimental voltammetry were used to 

gain quantitative insights on the heterogeneous electrochemical rate constant, ket, 

values for the electrochemical reaction on both gold and silicon electrodes (Appendix 

C, Figures C‒4‒6-C‒4‒8). We assumed an ECirrev mechanism (E is the homogeneous 

redox step, bis-diazo+/bis-diazo; Cirrev is the chemical homogeneous nitrogen loss, bis-

diazo → bis-diazo• + N2). The ket best-fit values are 4.0 × 10−3cm s−1 for Au(111), 1.0 

× 10−5 cm s−1 for Au(100), 2.0 × 10−7 cm s−1 for Si(111), and 5.0 × 10−9cm s−1 for Si(100). 

The electrochemical rate is significantly slower for silicon, and both for silicon and 

gold the ket drops from (111) to (100) facets. Furthermore, it is apparent from the 

absence of a return wave that the reduced form of the diazonium salt expels nitrogen 

after its initial electrochemical reduction with a rather large chemical rate (best-fit kf 

of 5.0 × 103 s−1). The sluggish reduction kinetics on silicon indicates that for films of 

bis-diazo to form spontaneously at open circuit on silicon may require more time 

than that on gold.This was confirmed by measuring the ferrocene surface coverage 

vs time on both gold and silicon electrodes (Appendix C, Figures C‒4‒9-C‒4‒12). The 

ferrocene molecules coverage increase from 7.67 (± 1.15) × 1011 molecule cm−2 to 

3.89 (± 0.58) × 1012 molecule cm−2 when the resting time of the Si‒H surface in the 

solution of bis-diazo increased from 2 min to 8 h (Appendix C, Figures C‒4‒10). In 

contrast, on the gold electrode the reaction reached equilibrium after 2 h. 
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Figure 4. 4 Electrochemical and spontaneous grafting of bis-diazo on silicon. a) 

Reductive grafting of bis-diazo (1 mM bis-diazo with 0.1 M Bu4NPF6 in a 1:49 (v/v) 

DMSO/ACN solvent mixture) on Si(111) (red line) and on Si(100) (black line) using one 

potential cycle (+0.4 V to −1.8 V for Si(111) and +0.5 V to −2.1 V for Si(100)) at scan 

rate of 50 mV s−1. The second potential cycle is shown in Appendix C, Figure C‒4‒5. 

b) Reduction of bis-diazo on Si(111) using one potential cycle at different scan rates 

(10, 25 and 200 mV s−1). c) XRR profiles for samples prepared by grafting bis-diazo on 

Si(111)‒H electrochemically (black trace) or spontaneously (blue trace). The inset in 

(c) shows an AFM topography image of the Si(111)‒H surface. The symbols with error 

bars are the collected data and the red solid lines are the fits to each data set. The 

data is vertically offset for clarity and the parameters used in the interpretation of 

the XRR data are listed in Appendix C, Table C‒4‒1. d) Cyclic voltammogram at a scan 

rate of 200 mV s−1 of a film of bis-diazo spontaneously prepared by resting a 

hydrogen-terminated Si(111)‒H surface in a solution of bis-diazo for 8 h and then 

exposing it to a solution of ferrocene for 30 min. The potential in (a‒b) is expressed 

in mV against Fc/Fc+ (1 mM in ACN). The voltammogram in (d) was recorded in 1M 

HClO4 and the potential is expressed in mV against Ag/AgCl electrode (1 M KCl). 
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As in the case of gold, a surface comprising both Si(111) and (100) facets should show 

two discrete waves. To verify this, we etched crystallographically oriented Si(111) 

pyramids on a Si(100) surface by anisotropic etching in KOH solutions.43-45 KOH 

etching creates samples with both (111) and (100) that can be used to probe in-situ 

the crystal-facets dependency of the electrochemical reduction.  

 

 

Figure 4. 5 Electrochemical grafting of bis-diazo on crystalline silicon: Si(100) vs 

Si(111). a) AFM image of Si(111) pyramids grown on Si(100) by anisotropic etching of 

the surface in a solution of KOH solution. b) SEM image for the same surface. c) A 

zoom-in AFM image of a single pyramid. d) The electrochemical reduction wave of 

bis-diazo (1 mM bis-diazo with 0.1 M Bu4NPF6 in a 1:49 v/v DMSO/ACN mixture) on 

the sample presented in (a) and (b). The potential scan rate in (d) is 50 mV s−1 and the 

potential is expressed in mV against Fc/Fc+ (1 mM in ACN). 

 

The difference in the peak position for the reduction waves of bis-diazo on separate 

samples of Si(111) and (100) is 180 mV, as in Figure 4.4a. Similar differences (ca. 200 

mV) in the position of the reduction were observed for the mixed (111/100) (sample 
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with pyramids; (100) surface etched to expose (111) pyramids) (Figure 4.5b). The 200 

mV difference is significant such that it can be used to control chemical reactivity on 

different silicon crystal orientation by controlling the applied reduction potential. The 

crystal-facet dependence is not restricted to the bis-diazo compound, and similar 

shifts in the diazo reduction wave were observed for 4-bromodiazonium salts 

electrochemically reduced on Si(111), Si(100) and on mixed (111)/(100) silicon 

surfaces (Appendix C, Figures C‒4‒13).  

It is worth noting that since the source of electrons is not identified, the mechanism 

by which the spontaneous modification on both Au and Si occur is less clear than that 

when using the electrochemical method. The open circuit potential (OCP) measured 

for Au and Si electrode/electrolyte systems used in this study are −200 ± 100 mV and 

−300 ± 100 mV vs Fc/Fc+, respectively. These values are relatively cathodic, and the 

formal potential of the bis-diazo is relatively anodic making it easily reducible to the 

aryl radical. The most plausible electron donors are the gold and silicon surfaces. 

Unlike bulk gold, which can usually be regarded as inert, surface defects, step edges 

and nanoscale protrusions are known to oxidize at significantly lower potentials. 46-47 

Silicon oxidation can involve up to four electrons,48 and the anodic growth of oxide 

can extend longitudinally away from the interface49 meaning that the oxidation of 

limited surface areas can be sufficient to generate enough coulombs to reductively 

graft a bis-diazo monolayer. This scenario is in agreement with the slightly lower 

coverage measured by XRR (Appendix C, Table C‒4‒1) for the spontaneous versus 

electrochemical grafting. Another possibility or a contributor is the oxidation of 

adventitious impurities in the reaction solution; however this possibility is unlikely 

since the spontaneous reaction also occurred with an STM gold tip in a mesitylene 

solvent (section 4.5.3), a different environment to that used to form the bis-diazo 

films. 

 

4.5.3 Single-molecule STMBJ studies 

The monolayer results of the previous section verify the spontaneous attachment of 

an electron-poor diazonium salt (bis-diazo) to both gold and silicon electrodes. The 

distal diazonium group of the molecule is conserved upon attachment, which opens 

the possibility for the further spontaneous attachment of a redox active organic 
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molecule (e.g. ferrocene in Figure 4.3a), or more importantly, of a top metal point-

contact to spontaneously close the electrical circuit. We proceeded to show this by 

forming Si−bis-diazo−Au junctions (Figure 4.6a). We performed single-molecule 

measurements using the scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) junction technique in 

the “blinking approach”50-52 in which a gold STM tip is brought within tunnelling 

distance to a silicon surface that was pre-modified with bis-diazo molecules. When a 

chemical bond is formed between the tip and the molecule a sudden current jump, 

or blink, appears in the current-time STM trace. A typical blink is shown in Figure 4.6b 

(inset) depicting the junction comprising a bis-diazo molecule passing a current of 3.5 

 0.5 nA for 1.2 s. Figure 4.6b shows a histogram of the single-molecule conductance 

obtained from hundreds of blinks, with an average value of 90  35 G0 (G0,77.5 S, 

is the conductance of a single quantum channel). The relative uniform conductivity 

distribution indicates that these molecular circuits are reproducible and of similar 

chemical nature. A histogram of blink lifetimes is shown in Figure 4.6b with the 

average being centered at 1.1  0.2 s. This lifetime is significantly higher than 

previously reported for single-molecule junctions between gold surfaces using other 

chemistries.53 As a comparison, the lifetime of an Au−bis-diazo−Au junction is 0.75  

0.15 s (Appendix C, Figure C‒4‒14) which is 30% less than that of the Au−bis-diazo−Si 

system. The difference was unexpected, given that the lifetime of both junctions 

should be limited by the relatively weak Au−molecule contact. We attribute the 

superior stability of the Au−bis-diazo−Si system to the presence of at least one robust 

point of contact (the silicon side), which can enhance the robustness of the junction 

if the mechanical pull is distributed more heavily on the silicon side, which is a 

probable scenario as the STM tip is drifting away during measurements. The lifetime 

of the junctions was also compared on gold electrodes, but using a contact chemistry 

different than the Au−carbon of the Au−bis-diazo−Au junctions. The blinking lifetime 

for Au−molecule−Au system that relies on either Au−sulfur or Au‒nitrogen contacts 

are 0.50  0.10 s and 0.20  0.05 s, respectively. These blinking lifetimes are several 

folds lower than that of the Au−bis-diazo−Au and Au−bis-diazo−Si contacts, 

highlighting the superior mechanical stability of the covalent Au−C and Si−C electrode 

contacts. (Appendix C, Figure C‒4‒14). 
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Figure 4. 6 Single-molecule junction measurements of a Si(111) surface pre-modified 

electrochemically (one potential cycle from +0.4 V to −1.8 V Fc/Fc+) by a bis-diazo 

film with a gold tip forming the top contact. a) Schematic depicting the molecular 

junction formed. b) Conductance histogram built from ca. 200 blinks averaging 90  

35 µG0. ( inset). Representative Au–bis-diazo–Si blink, measured at a bias of 0.5 V. c) 

Histogram of blink lifetimes with the average being 1.1  0.2 s d) Blinking color maps 

obtained by accumulating ca. 200 blinks and normalized to a common time origin. (e) 

Representative data for a voltage sweep applied during a blink of a single-molecule 

Au–bis-diazo–Si junction. Current is monitored before and after the voltage sweep to 

ensure the voltage is ramped while the molecular junction is still intact. (inset) shows 

the corresponding current-voltage curve. The STM experiments were performed at 

room temperature in mesitylene. 

 

The superior duration of the blinks formed by bis-diazo molecules is owed to its 

covalent bonding to both electrodes (Si−C and Au−C). Figure 4.6e shows that these 

junctions can be subjected to a voltage ramp of ± 1.5 V, for a duration of 0.5 s, without 

rupture. The timescale for the collection of current-voltage (I–V) is well within the ~1 

s of the lifetime of a bis-diazo junction. I–V curves are symmetrical around the origin 
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with very limited current rectification being observed. This is in contrast to the I–V 

curves measured on bare unmodified Si–H surfaces which showed current 

rectification (Figure 4.7a). Even when the molecule is not bridging the two electrodes 

a shift towards a non-rectifying I‒V curves are observed (Figure 4.7b). 

 

Figure 4. 7 STM-current-voltage measurements. a) Schematic and current-voltage 

measurements of Au-Si tunneling junctions in the absence of bis-diazo molecules. b) 

Schematic and current-voltage measurements Au--bis-diazo--Si junctions in the 

absence of a “blink” and therefore absence of covalent bonding to both electrodes. 

c) Schematic and current-voltage measurements of Au–bis-diazo–Si junctions in 

which the bis-diazo molecule is covalently bonded to both electrodes. The data for 

each set is the accumulation of 30 different voltage sweeps and the bias is applied to 

the silicon surface. The characteristics of the current-voltage curves changes from 

rectifying in (a) to ohmic in the presence of a top contact with the molecule in (c) 

where the path of charge transfer is restricted to within the molecule. If the electrons 

can tunnel in the gaps between the molecules the rectification characteristic is 

intermediate. The STM experiments were performed at room temperature in 

mesitylene. 
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Of a particular note is the gradual decrease in the current rectification ratio (RR) when 

the system switches from a tunneling through space (Figure 4.7a, RR = 10‒20 at ± 1V) 

to tunneling through the bis-diazo molecular film without a covalent attachment to 

the top gold electrode (therefore absence of a blink, Figure 4.7b, RR = 1‒10 ± 1V), 

then to tunneling though the molecule when a blink forms (RR = 1‒2 ± 1V). As a 

comparison we performed I‒V curves on symmetrical Au–bis-diazo–Au junctions 

(Appendix C, Figure C‒4‒15). Although the I‒V of Au–bis-diazo–Au junctions are also 

symmetrical, they are significantly different than the Au–bis-diazo–Si junctions. First, 

they are more conducting as evidenced by a larger I‒V slope specifically in the small 

bias window of −0.5 to +0.5 V; and second there is no difference in the I‒V curves 

shape nor in the non-rectifying properties of the junctions whether a molecule is 

connected between the gold electrodes or whether electrons are tunneling through 

space and not through a connecting bis-diazo molecule. This rules out the possibility 

of gold atom transferring to the silicon being the reason for the symmetric I‒V curves 

for the Au–bis-diazo–Si junctions in Figure 4.7c. It also means that in Au–bis-diazo–

Si junctions the covalently-connected molecule is providing a pathway for electrons 

to tunnel through the silicon’s band gap. Non-rectifying junctions were recently 

observed for Au–molecule–GaAs junctions by Nichols and co-workers17-18 in which 

the degree of rectification was found to depend on the molecules used to bridge the 

Au and the semiconducting GaAs electrodes: the more conjugated the molecules are 

(such as bis-diazo) the smaller the band gap and the more likely to have the lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) energy closer to the metal Fermi level 

enabling states for electron transport from the metal to the semiconductor under 

reverse bias. Another possible contributor to the high reverse bias current is the 

introduction of surface states that reduces the barrier height for electron transfer 

between the metal and the bottom of the conduction band.54 This means that unlike 

conventional solid-state metal-semiconductor diodes, the metal─bis-

diazo─semiconducting diodes can be tuned not only by the choice of the molecule 

but also by the nature of the top-contact (covalent versus non-contact). 
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4.6 Conclusion 

We demonstrated that bis-diazo compounds form molecular films spontaneously, as 

well as electrochemically, on gold and silicon electrodes. The grafting is more sluggish 

on silicon that it is on gold and is crystal-facet dependent, being more favourable on 

(111) than it is on (100). This aspect of the work could become a way to address 

chemical reactivity at discrete locations, for example by forming molecular 

monolayers on Si(111) pyramids on a rather unmodified Si(100) surface. This can be 

of significant practical implications in molecular electronics. We also show that the 

formed molecular films enable for the further attachment of top molecules and/or 

electrodes. We utilized this approach to form metal─molecule─semiconductor 

junctions between silicon and gold electrodes using the STMBJ technique. The single-

molecule wires are mechanically stable, owing to the strong Au–C and Si–C contacts, 

with an average life time of 1.1 s, which is 30‒400 % more stable than previous 

molecular junctions on gold electrodes and which enables current-voltage properties 

of the devices to be measured while the molecule is intact. We demonstrate that 

unlike conventional metal-semiconductor diodes, the metal─bis-

diazo─semiconducting diodes can be tuned by a single-molecule contact and by the 

nature of the top-contact being covalent versus non-contact. This study offers a 

viable way to make top/bottom contacts between semiconductors and metals in 

miniaturized electronic devices and open prospects for a hybrid silicon and single-

molecule electronics technology. 
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5.1 Summary of this chapter 

This chapter reports the spontaneous formation of covalent Si‒S bonds. The covalent 

bonding requires no heating, UV irradiation, or external catalysis, but is dependent 

on having ambient levels of dissolved O2 in solution. The monolayers are 

mechanically robust and resist desorption under an electric field of 2 V/nm. DFT 

calculations indicate that thiyl (RS•) radicals form spontaneously in solution then 

react with H–terminated silicon surfaces to abstract a hydrogen. The resulting surface 

silicon radicals then combine with a thiol to form Si‒S bonds. As similar to the Si‒C 

bonds, thiol monolayers formed on Au and Si are comparable suggesting that Si–S 

contacts are highly conducting and a viable alternative to the widely used Au‒S 

contacts in molecular electronics, opening new prospects for electrically transmissive 

molecule–semiconductor circuitry as shown in Figure 5.1. Further details are 

provided in the form of the published manuscript in Chemical Science, based on this 

work. The signed author contribution letter is provided in Appendix D (D‒5‒1). 
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5.2 Abstract 

We report the synthesis of covalently linked self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on 

silicon surfaces, using mild conditions, in a way that is compatible with silicon–

electronics fabrication technologies. In Molecular Electronics, SAMs of functional 

molecules tethered to gold via sulfur linkages dominate, but these devices are not 

robust in design and not amenable to scalable manufacture. Whereas covalent 

bonding to silicon has long been recognized as an attractive alternative, only 

formation processes involving high temperature and/or pressure, strong chemicals, 

or irradiation are known. To make molecular devices on silicon under mild conditions 

with properties reminiscent of Au–S ones, we exploit the susceptibility of thiols to 

oxidation by dissolved O2, initiating free-radical polymerization mechanisms without 

causing oxidative damage to the surface. Without thiols present, dissolved O2 would 

normally oxidize the silicon and hence reaction conditions such as these have been 

strenuously avoided in the past. The surface coverage on Si(111)–H is measured to 

be very high, 75% of a full monolayer, with density-functional theory calculations 

used to profile spontaneous reaction mechanisms. The impact of the Si–S chemistry 

in single-molecule electronics is demonstrated using STM-junction approaches by 

forming Si–hexanedithiol–Si junctions. Si–S contacts result in single-molecule wires 

that are mechanically stable, with an average lifetime at room temperature of 2.7 s, 

which is five folds higher than that reported for conventional molecular junctions 

formed between gold electrodes. The enhanced “ON” lifetime of this single-molecule 

circuit enables previously inaccessible electrical measurements on single molecules. 

 

5.3 Introduction  

Self-assembled monolayers have captured the attention of the scientific community 

owing to their ease of formation and affinity to different types of substrates, with a 

vast range of established application in nano fabrications, sensors, biotechnology and 

molecular electronics. Considering electronics applications, thiol and dithiol SAMs, 

particularly on Au, have attracted considerable interest1-13 owing to their ease of 

preparation from gas phase or from solution.14-15 Although widely used, thiols on Au 

suffer from major drawbacks, including the high mobility of the S–Au bonds and the 

availability of a wide range of possible thiol–gold bonding motifs at quite similar 
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energies.16 S–Au bonds are dominated by dispersion forces17-18 and are hence 

relatively weak,19 poorly directional, and can accommodate a wide range of 

coordination numbers.20-22 

In the last few years, there has been increasing interest in expanding the use of SAMs 

in nanoelectronics from gold8 towards semiconducting platforms including GaAs23-25 

and Si.26-31 It is anticipated that combining the electrical properties of semiconductors 

with the chemical diversity of organic molecules, a variety of technological 

development can be achieved. Silicon, in particular, provides an attractive choice as 

an electrode because atomically flat silicon substrates are commercially available, are 

widely used in microelectronics industry, and their electronic properties can be 

controlled via doping and chemical variation.7, 16, 32-35 

SAMs built upon covalent bonds to silicon were first assembled36 in 1993, utilizing Si–

C bonds formed through activated free-radical chemistry. In one almost-trivial 

application, SAMs could replace SiO2 as the insulating material in field-effect 

transistors and other devices, providing better structural and chemical control,33, 37-

39 leading even to biomedical applications.40 Devices in which the interface forms a 

critical component16 include: quantum-dot photonics,41 light harvesting and usage,42-

43 photoluminescence,44 general electrochemical applications45 including sensing,46 

polymer engineering,47 hydrophobicity,48 general electrochemical sensors,49 

bioimaging, biosensing, and cancer treatment,50-51 as well as molecular-electronics 

applications.32, 45, 52-56 Mostly the strategies used for making covalent bonds to 

silicon57 have involved conditions considered harsh for silicon engineering, including: 

radical initiators,36, 58-59 Lewis acids,60 Grignard reagents,35, 61 electrografting,62 and 

microwave63 or UV-Visible irradiation,64-66 with many processes also requiring 

significant heating. Hence notable absences in the developed applications involving 

silicon–molecule interfaces are those that would involve integration into standard 

silicon–device fabrication. 

We focus on covalent links between silicon and sulfur as a means of achieving this 

goal (Figure 5.1). Molecules tethered to silicon in this way were first synthesized using 

ultra–high vacuum technologies,67-68 followed by high–temperature solution 

chemistry27, 69 and even high–temperature high‒pressure processes in supercritical 

CO2,70 as well as UV71-73 and visible74 photochemical approaches. Well-formed layers 
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have been produced that are resistive to chemicals that could be applied in 

subsequent stages of CMOS processing,27 with junction characteristics useful for 

Molecular Electronics.32, 52, 75 Nevertheless, synthetic conditions involving the use of 

radical initiators, catalysts, high temperature and/or high pressure, or irradiation, are 

harsh, with even exposure to radiation known to induce SAM damage.76 To date, 

there has been no technology developed, using Si–S or other types of covalent 

bonding, that could be readily applied to integrate molecular electronics into silicon 

engineering. 

Typically, organic interfaces to silicon are dominated by surface–layer silicon oxides,77 

and hence device synthetic strategies often focus on conditions leading to oxide-free 

surfaces.16, 33, 35, 38, 40, 61, 70, 78-79 Indeed, dangling bonds on the surface that survive 

SAM formation, and other functionalities, are susceptible to attack from O2, H2O, and 

other common ambient species, demanding that functional SAMs assemble at high 

coverage with low levels of flaws. The explicit exclusion of oxygen from reactions has 

therefore been a priority. Most reactions with silicon are believed to proceed via 

radial mechanisms,36, 58-59, 73, 80-82 either through thermal or other production of 

surface radicals or else through the attack of radicals from solution on the surface. 

The presence of O2 in solutions of thiols spontaneously leads to radical production, 

without the need for harsh conditions such as high temperature, pressure, added 

chemical radical initiators, or applied radiation. 

We demonstrate that indeed such reactions can form high–quality SAMs on Si(111), 

synthesizing highly stable, low–oxygen-content monolayers with electrical properties 

akin to classic SAMs incorporating Au–S interfaces. The reactions performed are 

sketched in Figure 5.1 and involve reaction of two molecules (Figure 5.1a) with thiol 

groups (RSH) at least on one end, on H–terminated silicon (Figure 5.1b). The products 

are identified as densely-packed Si–S–linked SAMs (Figure 5.1d) based on extensive 

characterization X-ray reflectometry (XRR), atomic force microscopy (AFM), X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and cyclic voltammetry (CV) for determining SAM 

thickness, topography, surface composition and coverage. Reaction mechanisms 

(Figure 5.1c) and SAM properties are then understood using density-functional 

theory (DFT) modelling of the reaction pathways, depicting a set of reactions leading 

to spontaneous SAM formation under ambient conditions through free-radical 
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surface polymerization. Monolayers are formed using only mild conditions on Si 

containing different dopants (n– or p–type silicon), as well as on different crystal 

orientations (including (100) and (111)), indicating the versatility of the approach. 

Whilst 1 is used to form redox active monolayers, 2 containing thiol groups at both 

ends (Figure 5.1a), is utilized in forming single-molecule circuits connected to two 

silicon electrodes in scanning-tunneling microscopy (STM) break-junction (STM-BJ) 

experiments. 

 

Figure 5. 1 (a) Molecular and SAM structures: 1 enables electrochemical studies while 

2 enables STM-junction studies (a) molecules are reacted with H−terminated silicon 

surfaces (b) via a thiyl free-radical polymerization (c), as illustrated for propanethiol, 

to form covalently bonded SAMs (d). (e) Si–molecule–Si junction formed from 2 using 

single-molecule STM-junction technology (e). S– yellow, Si– fawn, C– cyan, H– white. 

 

5.4 Experimental methods 

5.4.1 General chemicals and materials.  

All chemicals were of analytical grade and used as received. Chemicals used in surface 

modification and electrochemical experiments were of high purity (>99%). Hydrogen 

peroxide (30 wt % in water), ammonium fluoride (Puranal TM, 40 wt % in water) and 

sulfuric acid (Puranal TM, 95−97%) used in wafer etching and cleaning procedures 

were of semiconductor grade from Sigma-Aldrich. Compound 1 (98 %) and 2 (98 %) 
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were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich; both were used without further purification. 

Milli-Q water (>18 MΩ cm) was used to prepare electrolytes and for surface cleaning 

procedures. The DCM, 2–propanol, and ethanol solvents were redistilled prior to use. 

When required, dissolved O2 was removed from the DCM by bubbling argon for 60 

min. All silicon wafers were purchased from Siltronix, S.A.S. (Archamps, France). The 

thickness of the wafers was 500 ± 25 μm, cut to be oriented ± 0.5° away from the 

(100) or (111) plane. p–type silicon was boron doped with nominal resistivity of either 

0.001 Ω cm (for highly doped) or 10 Ω cm (for low doped). n–type silicon was 

phosphorous doped with nominal resistivity of 0.001 Ω cm (for highly doped) or 10 Ω 

cm (for low doped). 

 

5.4.2 Thiol–functionalized silicon (100) and (111) surfaces. 

Assembly of 1 or 2 onto both n–type and p–type silicon proceeded as sketched in 

Figure 5. 1. Silicon wafers were cut into pieces (approximately 10 × 10 mm), cleaned 

for 20−30 min in hot Piranha solution (130 °C, 3:1 (v/v)) mixture of concentrated 

sulfuric acid to 30 % hydrogen peroxide), rinsed with water and then etched with a 

deoxygenated 40 % aqueous ammonium fluoride solution for 13 min. The freshly 

etched Si–H surface was then covered by a 4 mM solution of the thiol in DCM for 24 

h to allow spontaneous monolayer formation. Re-distilled DCM was used to clean 

samples before all subsequent analyses, followed by drying under a stream of Ar gas. 

 

5.4.3 Electrochemical Measurements.  

All the electrochemical measurements were performed with a CHI650 (CH 

Instruments, USA) electrochemical workstation and a conventional three-electrode 

system with a platinum wire as the auxiliary electrode, silicon wafer modified with 1 

as the working electrode. An Ag/AgCl aqueous electrode (3.0 M KCl, CH Instruments, 

USA) served as the reference. 

 

5.4.4 AFM Measurements.  

Atomic force microscopy images were obtained using a Bruker dimension microscope 

operating in tapping mode. All images were obtained in air, at room temperature, 

and using silicon nitride cantilevers (TESPA from Bruker, with a spring constant of 20 
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N m–1). Tip induced oxide formation was carried out by conductive AFM, current–

voltage data were obtained using a Bruker ICON head with Peak Force Tuna module 

at room temperature with Pt (RMN) probes having a spring constant of 18 N m−1. 

AFM–Pt tip induced SiOx oxide patterns were obtained by varying the applied bias 

from 0.5 V to 5 V. The resolution was set to 256 points/line, the scan rate to 1 Hz and 

the peak force to 554 nN. During the local oxidation, the humidity, tip scan speed, 

and all other parameters were kept constant, except for the applied bias voltage. The 

local oxidation patterns were obtained for n–type Si(111) substrates, with the surface 

is modified with 2. The oxidation rate of the SAM modified surface was compared to 

that for the Si(111)–H surface under identical conditions. 

 

5.4.5 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements.  

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements were performed on a Kratos Axis 

Ultra DLD spectrometer using a monochromatic Al–Kα (1486.6 eV) irradiation source 

operating at 150 W. Spectra of Si 2p (90–110 eV), C 1s (277–300 eV), N 1s (390–410 

eV) and S2p (163−164 eV) were taken in normal emission at or below 7 × 10–9 Torr. 

Data files were processed using CasaXPS© software and the reported XPS energies 

are binding energies expressed in eV. After background subtraction (Shirley), spectra 

were fitted with Voigt functions. To correct for energy shifts caused by adventitious 

charging, all peak energies were corrected with a rigid shift to bring the C 1s emission 

to 285.0 eV. X-ray Reflectometry (XRR) Specular X-ray reflectometry at the solid-air 

interface was conducted on a Panalytical Ltd X′Pert Pro instrument with a rotating 

anode source (Cu Kα radiation, λ = 1.54 Å). The beam was focused using a Göbel 

mirror and collimated using fixed slits of 0.1 mm. The samples were mounted onto a 

motorized stage to adjust the sample into the optimal position for measurements. 

Angles of incidence were measured from 0.05 to 5.00 in 0.01 steps for 20 seconds 

per step. The raw data was reduced so that the critical edge was normalized to a 

reflectivity of unity and the data was presented as reflectivity versus momentum 

transfer, Q, which is equal to 4π sinθ/λ, where θ is the angle of incidence and λ is the 

X-ray wavelength (1.54 Å). Structural parameters for the monolayer were refined in 

MOTOFIT reflectometry analysis software. 
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5.4.6 STM break junction.  

STM experiments were carried out with PicoSPM 1 microscope head controlled by a 

“Picoscan 2,500 electronics, from Agilent”. The STM-junction data were collected 

using an NI-DAQmx/BNC-2,110 national instruments (LabVIEW data collection 

system) and analysed with code based on LabVIEW software. 

In the blinking approach, the tunnelling current is first stabilized for 1 h until 

tunnelling current variation of < 10 % is obtained. Current transients are then 

captured when a molecule connect between the STM tip and the surface in the 

presence of 4 μM solution of 2. 

In the current-distance approach, the STM tip is moved in and out from a surface in 

the presence of the 4 μM solution of 2. 3000 current versus distance traces were 

collected and were all accumulated in the conductance histograms without selection. 

  

5.4.7 DFT Calculations.  

All periodic-slab calculations were performed using VASP 5.4.1, where the valence 

electrons were separated from the core by use of projector-augmented wave pseudo 

potentials (PAW) using “PREC=HIGH”. The energy tolerance for the electronic 

structure determinations was set at 10-7 eV to ensure accuracy. We used k–space 

grids of 221 for 3×3 supercells and 111 for 5×5 supercells. The PBE density 

functional was used, combined with Grimme’s “D3” empirical dispersion correction 

with Becke-Johnson damping; the dispersion force is known to be important in 

controlling properties of SAMs containing alkane chains.21, 83-84 The vacuum region 

between slabs was ca. 15 Å wide, with the silicon lattice vector being 5.412 Å (4/31/2 

times rSi-Si = 2.34346 Å). Dipole corrections were not used. Geometry optimizations 

were made for all structures, terminating when the forces on all atoms fell below 

0.01 eV/Å. The slabs were 4 silicon layers thick; for 3×3 supercells, the lower two 

layers were frozen. 

The transition state was optimized first for a model cluster compound using 

Gaussian1685 with the 6-31++G** basis set,86 employing Hessian matrices analytically 

evaluated at each step. This was then transferred onto the 2D surface and optimized 

using aspects of the DUSHIN vibrational analysis package,87 utilizing a numerically 

evaluated Hessian matrix weighted to favor coordinate updates to closely following 
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the imaginary Hessian eigenvalue up toward the transition state at the expense of 

following positive eigenvalues downhill. This guarantees the rapid and smooth 

convergence of the VASP calculations to the transition state. Free energies were 

evaluated using DUSHIN for all structures based on standard approaches.88 

 

5.4.8 STM tip preparation.  

Silicon STM tips were mechanically cut from double-side polished silicon wafers 

oriented on the ((111) ± 0.05°) and of thickness 180 μm using a diamond cutter into 

ca. 3 mm size tips. Ohmic contact to the tips was made by connecting a gold wire 2 

mm away from the apex of the tip. The gold wire connector serves as the connection 

to the STM scanner. The tips were then washed with DCM, 2-propanol, Milli-QTM 

water and cleaned for 30 min in hot Piranha solution (130 °C, a 3:1 (v/v) mixture of 

concentrated sulfuric acid to 30% hydrogen peroxide), rinsed with water and dried 

under a stream of Ar gas. Gold wires were then connected to the tips using gallium-

indium eutectic to form an ohmic contact and conductive adhesive (Anders) to give 

mechanical stability. The tips were then etched in 3.50 M KOH solution at 65° C for 

48 h. The silicon tips were then dipped in a 40% solution of NH4F for 5 min to remove 

any remaining oxide and to expose Si–H at the apex of the tip. Tip apexes radius of < 

1 μm was consistently obtained using the above method and is comparable to the 

mechanically cut gold STM tips routinely used in STM break junction experiments. 

Scanning electron-microscopy (SEM) images of the silicon tips are shown in Appendix 

E Figures. E‒5‒1d to E‒5‒1f. Similar images for the gold STM tips used are shown in 

Appendix E Figures. E‒5‒1a to E‒5‒1c. 
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5.5 Results and discussion 

5.5.1 Synthesis.  

SAMs of compound 1 and 2 was produced as described in Methods and summarized 

in Figure 5.1. All operations in this method are universally available in silicon 

fabrication laboratories, with, in particular, the reaction of the thiol with the surface 

being as easy to perform as is standard gold–thiol chemistry. Critically, no heating, 

UV irradiation or external catalysis is required; note that performing the experiments 

under ultra-low light conditions did not affect the outcome.  

The aspect of the synthesis of most note is the O2 content of the dichloromethane 

(DCM) solvent used in the reaction of the thiol and the prepared silicon surface. Using 

DCM as purchased and re-distilled, the reaction proceeds to completion on the 24-

hour timescale. However, removal of O2 from the solvent resulted in SAMs of only ca. 

one tenth the coverage after the same period of time (see Figure 5.2f). Hence the 

presence of dissolved O2 is critical to the reaction mechanism. 
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Figure 5. 2 Cyclic voltammetry. (a) Cyclic voltammetry at different scan rates for a 

SAM of 1 on p–type Si(111)–H of resistivity 0.001 Ω cm. The estimated surface 

coverage is 2.53×1014 molecules cm-2. (b) Current versus scan rate for the SAM 

formed of 1. The current increases linearly with scan rate, indicating a surface redox 

reaction. (c) Cyclic voltammetry for a SAM of 1 on Si(111)–H at 50 mV s-1 on n–type 

phosphorus doped of resistivity 0.001 Ω cm. Coverage is dopant independent, the 

results leading to coverages of 2.50×1014 molecules cm-2 and is comparable to that 

obtained on p–type boron doped silicon shown in (a). (d) Cyclic voltammetry at 50 

mV s-1 for SAMs of 1 on Au(111), showing very similar appearances to those reported 

for Si in (a) at a similar scan rate. The deduced coverages are 2.20 ×1014 molecules 

cm-2, slightly less than that for the corresponding monolayers on Si(111)–H. (e) Cyclic 

voltammetry at 50 mV s-1 for SAMs of 1 on Si(100)–H showing a similar appearances 

to those reported for Si(111)–H; however the surface coverage is lower and 

estimated at 9.3 ×1013 molecules cm-2. (f) Cyclic voltammetry for SAMs of 1 on 

Si(111)–H prepared from fresh solid of 1 dissolved in deoxygenated DCM. Oxygen was 

removed by bubbling Ar for 60 min in the DCM solution containing 1 using a septum 

sealed vessel and a needle as a vent. The SAM reaction flask was kept under a positive 

pressure of Ar during the 24 h reaction time. The surface coverage is estimated to be 

2.10 × 1013 molecules cm-2 and is about 10% of that produced under ambient 

conditions. 
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5.5.2 SAM characterization by cyclic voltammetry.  

Figure 5.2a shows cyclic voltammograms obtained for SAM of 1 on p–type Si(111)–H. 

The estimated coverage of the ferrocenyl-terminated compound 1 is 2.53 ×1014 

molecules cm-2, about the highest coverage possible for a layer of ferrocene 

molecules. This translates to 0.32 bound molecules for every surface silicon atom, 

suggesting a high-quality SAM at 1:3 coverage, possibly on a (3×3) supercell. 

Results shown in Figures. 5.2a, 5.2c and Figure 5.2d indicate that this coverage is 

insensitive to doping (p–type or n–type) of the silicon. The shapes of the 

voltammetric waves and the surface coverage were comparable to a monolayer of 

the same molecule formed on Au(111) (Figure 5.2d). The voltammetric waves were 

stable after extensive voltammetric cycling. Similar to thiol–gold monolayers, the 

peak current in thiol–silicon monolayers increase linearly with the scan rate, 

indicating a surface-bound electrochemical process (Figure 5.2a and 5.2b). 

Analogous results shown in Figure 5.2e indicate that, independent of doping, the 

adsorbate coverage on Si(100) is 9.3×1013 molecules cm−2, one third of that observed 

on Si(111)–H. As a ratio of the number of surface Si atoms, this coverage is 1:7.3, a 

value difficult to understand based on the surface symmetry and adsorbate size 

which would suggest likely values of 1:2 or 1:4. The Si(100) surface used has not 

undergone its possible (2×1) reconstruction and hence two H atoms protrude from 

each surface Si atom, so only one in fifteen surface hydrogens were replaced. Hence, 

while the same chemical reaction is likely to be occurring independent of the silicon 

surface used, only Si(111)–H appears useful for the production of dense and regular 

SAMs, as is needed for large scale molecular electronics devices. It is possible that 

method modifications could yield higher coverages, however, as electronically 

functional alkane SAMs on Si(100), with a coverage of 31×1014 molecules cm−2, have 

been produced using UV irradiation,72 with high coverages also produced utilizing 

thermal surface-radical production.89 
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5.5.3 SAM characterization by AFM and C-AFM.  

Figure 5.3a and Appendix E, E‒5‒2 show 10 × 10 μm2 and 20 × 20 μm2 AFM images, 

respectively, of a p–type Si(111)–H surface covered by the dithiol 2. The topography 

shows flat terraces separated by atomic steps. The peak-to-peak roughness 

measured within one Si(111) terrace is ca. 1.7 Å, consistent with an atmically smooth 

alkyl monolayer on Si(111).90 Further, the high-quality topography confirms that the 

SAMs are homogeneous monolayers at the nanoscale, free of any contaminants or 

oxidative products or etched regions. These properties parallel those of SAMs 

produced by other means,27, 70-71, 74, 80-81 despite the utilization of dissolved O2 in the 

reaction mechanism. 

The mechanical stability under electric fields of the monolayers were assessed by 

conductive AFM measurements using peak force tunneling mode (PF-TUNA) tip-

induced local oxidation method. The topography and current‒voltage (I–V) data 

show that unmodified bare H–terminated silicon can be oxidized by applying 2 V for 

a period of 8 min. In contrast, surface covered with a SAM of 2 provides a robust 

barrier to surface oxidation up to 2 V (see Appendix E, E‒5‒3). 
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Figure 5. 3 Surface characterization. (a) 10 × 10 μm2 of a p–type Si(111)–H surface 

covered by dithiol 2 on Si(111). (b) XRR measurements of 2 on Si(111)–H for various 

silicon dopant levels: high p–doped (green), low n-doped (red), low p–doped (yellow) 

and high n–doped (blue). The symbols with error bars are the collected data and the 

solid lines are the fits to each data set. The data is offset for clarity (c) XPS spectra 

showing the absence of Si–Ox at 102–104 eV for SAMs of 2 on high p–doped (green), 

low p–doped (yellow), low n–doped (red) and high n–doped (blue). The data is offset 

for clarity. (d) S2p narrow XPS scan of monolayers of 2 on Si (p–type, 0.001 Ω cm). 

Two sets of spin‒orbit-split S2p peaks (2p1/2 and 2p3/2, high and low binding energy, 

respectively), held 1.16 eV apart, are evident between 162 and 165 eV. The intensity 

ratio between the 3/2 and 1/2 emission is set to two, and values of full width at half 

maximum are 1.3 eV. The S2p emission centred at 164.7 eV is ascribed to thiols in a 

R‒SH configurations, and the emission 163.3 eV is associated to thiols bound to Si 

(RS‒Si)  
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5.5.4 SAM characterization by XPS and XRR.  

The reflection of applied X-rays to a SAM of 2 on p–type and n–type Si is shown in 

Figure 5.3b, from which the thickness and surface coverage can be approximately 

extracted, see Section E-3, Appendix E. For Si(111)–H, the adsorbate volume fraction 

is estimated to be from 0.878 to 0.981. This corresponds to 5.36–6.64×1014 molecules 

cm−2, indicating 68–84 % coverage. Averaging over four samples of different doping 

levels, the coverage is 758 %. The apparent height of the SAM is given in Appendix 

E, Tables E‒5‒1 and E‒5‒2, ranging from 8.5–11.1 Å. The height variation is due to 

the differences in surface coverage, the perceived surface roughness, and the angle 

of the molecules from the surface. Later DFT calculations perceive the C–C chain 

propagation direction as being closely parallel to the vector from the surface-bound 

Si atom to the distant S atom, a vector of length 11.1 Å at low coverage and 11.4 Å at 

1:1 coverage. If the angle of chain propagation from the surface face is , then the 

SAM height is ca. 11.1 sin . Using this relationship, the average chain angle obtained 

from this data is 6616, in rough agreement with previous measurements for 

alkanethiol SAMs on Si(111)–H of 57 for dodecanethiol,81 75 for octadecanethiol,70 

and 602 for hexanethiol and larger alkanethiols.91 

XPS analyses of monolayers of 2 showed two sets of spin-orbit-split (SOS) S 2p1/2 and 

S 2p3/2 peaks, each 1.18 eV apart (Figure 5.3d). The SOS emissions at 162.7 eV and 

163.9 eV correspond to S−Si bonding, whilst the emissions at 164.17 eV and 165.35 

eV correspond to the distal free SH of 2. The ratio of the two sets of SOS is 0.49:0.51 

for the bound versus free thiol, respectively, indicating that the molecules do not 

hairpin and therefore do not bind with both thiols attached to the Si surface. The 

peak at 168 eV is attributed to Si plasmon loss.92 The absence of peaks in the 102–

104 eV range indicate that negligible oxides or sub-oxides are present, a requirement 

of a well-formed monolayer that historically has not been expected when O2 is 

present under reaction conditions.27, 33, 35, 54, 70, 81, 91  
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5.5.5 DFT understanding of the SAM formation process. 

DFT calculations for the test reagent C3H7SH attacking a Si(111)–H surface, 

represented as a 3×3 supercell, produced no indication of a reaction pathway below 

an activation free energy of 90 kcal mol-1. To account for the observed reaction, 

barrier heights must be much lower than this, presumably < 20 kcal mol-1. Hence 

some means for enhancing the reaction is required. The observation that SAM 

formation is greatly retarded in oxygen-depleted solutions indicates that O2 is 

involved. It can act as an initiator as thiols RSH and O2 in solution react to form 

disulfides RSSR, species always in equilibrium with thiyl radicals RS• (Figure 5.4a). 

Most significantly, this reaction consumes the available solution oxygen before it 

becomes exposed to silicon surfaces. DFT calculations (Figure 5.4b) then indicate that 

thiyls react with Si(111)–H barrierlessly to abstract a surface hydrogen and form a 

thiol RS−H physisorbed to a silicon-surface radical site; similar reactions on silicon 

compounds usually have a small barrier to abstraction.93 The produced intermediate 

can then react quickly over a transition state free-energy barrier of 9 kcal mol-1 to 

form a covalent Si–S bond and a neighbouring surface radical, releasing H2. 
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Figure 5. 4 Proposed reaction scheme for the consumption of ambient oxygen as an 

initiator leading to surface free-radical polymerization. (a) Known solution reactions 

of thiols (RSH). (b) DFT mechanism for surface SAM formation starting at low 

coverage. Calculations indicate that thiyl radicals (RS•, with here R = C3H7) react with 

Si(111)–H to abstract hydrogen to form thiol physisorbed to a silicon surface radical 

(black dot). Reaction over a barrier then leads to chemisorption and radical 

regeneration. This provides initiation for a free-radical polymerization reaction that 

then covers the surface with adsorbate. Some critical bond lengths are shown, in Å; 

only one copy of the used 3×3 supercell is shown. These results show Gibbs free 

energy changes for surface reactions, while Appendix E, Figure E‒5‒4 provides 

analogous electronic energy changes, with detailed internal reaction coordinate 

descriptions provided in Appendix E, Figure E‒5‒7. Also, Figures. E‒5‒5 and E‒5‒6 

provide analogous energies for a model compound. 

 

The calculations indicate that thiols can barrierlessly react with silicon surface 

radicals, either a pre-existing radical or else one produced by the above thiyl attack. 

In either case, Figure 5.4 shows that this leads to a similar physisorbed intermediate 

and the same chemical reaction, making a new product surface radical. Hence, thiyl 

attachment can be considered as an initiation reaction for a subsequent free-radical 

polymerization process. The net free-energy change of the propagation reaction at 

low coverage is calculated to be −24 kcal mol-1. In simpler terms, the net reaction 
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occurs owing to the different bond strengths, calculated to be Si–S: 88 kcal mol-1 and 

H–H: 103 kcal mol-1 for the products, outcompeting Si–H: 78 kcal mol-1 and S–H: 89 

kcal mol-1 for the reactants.84 

 

5.5.6 SAM completion at high coverage for the binding of 2 to Si(111)–H 

Progress of SAM formation up to high coverage is described in detail in Section E‒4 

in Appendix E. There, calculations on a 3×3 supercell for the binding of 2 to Si(111)–

H depict a complicated scenario, with many possible mechanisms for the formation 

of irregular, kinetically trapped SAMs. Key results are presented in Figure 5.5a shows 

a low coverage 1:9 SAM with the alkane chain at its native angle of 68 from the 

surface. Next, Figure 5.5b shows a SAM at 7:9 coverage producible quickly by free-

radical polymerization, displaying six nearly vertically aligned chains and one chain 

lying over at 54. Averaging the sine of these orientations indicates an average angle 

of 76, consistent the observed XRR average value of 6616. This coverage is 78 %, 

close to the XRR observed value of 758 %. The inter-chain separations are near their 

optimal value of 4.3 Å, indicating near-maximum chain density. Finally, Figure 5.5c 

shows a SAM at full 1:1 coverage (inter-chain separation (8/3)1/2rSi-Si = 3.827 Å). The 

calculations indicate that increasing the coverage from 7:9 to 8:9 is endothermic, 

owing to increasing chain compression. A coverage of 1:1 could be producible, in 

principle, by repeated attack of solution thiyl radicals RS• on the 7:9 SAM. 

 

 

Figure 5. 5 DFT calculated SAM structures for 2 on Si(111)–H as a function of 

coverage, showing each four copies of the 3×3 supercell used in the calculations. 

 

These results are consistent with the observed qualitative chemistry. The production 

of regular surfaces requires 24 hours owing to the low concentration of thiyls in 
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solution and the need for them to diffuse to the reaction sites, but, under most 

circumstances, regular SAMs of coverage ca. 75 % coverage, e.g., the calculated 7:9 

SAM, not 1:1 SAMs. In deoxygenated solutions, SAM growth can still be initiated by 

intrinsic surface radical defects, defects produced if there is exposure to UV light, or 

by most any other radical species present in solution, utilizing well-known harsh 

technologies.36, 58-59, 73, 80-82, 89 Without such harsh conditions, SAM growth is erratic 

and easily inhibited, producing SAMs of at most 10 % coverage. 

 

5.5.7 Control experiments using S–CH3 contacts. 

Control experiments using 3, a methyl protected version of 1 showed that the SAM 

formation is not possible with S–CH3 contacts (see Appendix E, Figures.E‒5-8 - E‒5‒

13. Unlike SAMs formed with 1 or 2, Si(111)–H surface incubated in 4 mM solution of 

the methyl protected thiol (3) for 24 h showed no evidence of ferrocene signals in 

cyclic voltammetry and no evidence of S–Si bonding in XPS. These results are 

consistent with the DFT mechanism in that the reaction pathway of 1 or 2 with Si 

(111)–H involves the formation of disulfides RSSR (Figure 5.4a) which is not possible 

to form in the protected version of 1 (S–CH3 contacts).  

 

5.5.8 Single molecule STM-junction studies 

The SAMs results in the previous sections demonstrate the mild conditions by which 

thiols are capable to covalently bond to Si electrodes. The distal thiol contacts in 2 is 

conserved upon attachment as shown in the XPS section, which opens the possibility 

of a top Si (or Au) contact to spontaneously connect, forming Si–molecule–Si circuits. 

We proceeded to show this by performing single-molecule measurements using the 

scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) junction technique in the current–time or 

“blinking approach”94-96 (Figure.5.6a‒c) in which a Si STM tip is brought within 

tunneling distance to a Si surface in the presence of a dilute solution of 2.  

Figure 5.6b shows typical blinks of the Au–2–Au as compared to that of Au–2–Si and 

Si–2–Si junctions. The average conductance peaks occur at 180 µG0 (G0 = 77.4 µS and 

is the conductance of a single open quantum channel) for Au–2–Au junctions, 120 

µG0 for Au–2–Si junctions, and 50 µG0 for Si–2–Si junctions, with both Si electrodes 
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being p-type highly doped at 3.8x1019 dopant atoms per cm3. The conductivity of the 

junctions formed from the Si electrodes are only few folds less than those made using 

gold. Nevertheless, the slightly lower conductivity of Si–2–Si junctions is mild and is 

well within the accessible current range of typical STM–junction measurements for 

detecting single molecules between gold electrodes. The important advantage of the 

Si–2–Si junctions, however, is their enhanced mechanically stability, facilitating 

junctions lasting on average 5 times longer than the gold-molecule junctions. This 

increased “ON” lifetime will enable a range of external stimuli, such as light and 

electrochemical gating to be applied while a single molecule is connected between 

the source and drain electrodes. 

 

Figure 5. 6 (a) Cartoons of the junctions studied. (b) Representative blinks for single 

molecules of 2 bonded to two Au(111) electrodes (blue), one Au(111) and one 

Si(111)–H electrode (yellow), and two Si(111)-H electrodes (red). (c) Blinking 

histograms for the Au–2–Au, Au–2–Si and Si–2–Si junctions. The blinking histograms 

were constructed by the accumulation of 300 blinks for each system. The blinking 

histogram was normalised to the total number of blinks (d) Representative current-

distance traces for the Si–2–Si junctions. (e) Representative current-distance traces 

for the Si–2–Si junctions. (f) Current-distance traces histograms constructed from the 

accumulation of 3000 curves for each system. The blinking histogram was normalised 

to the total number of traces. 
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Figures 5.6 d-f show the results obtained from the tapping method (current versus 

distance profiles), where the tip is driven into and out from the surface while the 

current versus distance is monitored. Three thousands of current versus distance 

traces (Figures 5.6 d and e) are collected and accumulated in conductance histograms 

and the peak maximum in the histograms represents the most probable conductance 

value for each system. The average conductance peaks (Figure 5.6f) occur at 170 µG0 

for Au–2–Au junctions, 125 µG0 for Au–2–Si junctions, and 60 µG0 for Si–2–Si 

junctions, all of which are consistent with the conductance values obtained via the 

blinking method. Plateau length histograms for Au–2–Au and Si–2–Si junctions 

showed an average plateau length of 0.25 and 0.70 nm, respectively (Appendix E, 

Figure. E‒5‒14). This suggests that due to the enhanced mechanical stability, the Si–

2–Si junctions are resistant to breakage during the entire pulling cycle while the 

typical Au–2–Au junctions break before a full molecular stretch. 

 

5.6 Conclusions 

We demonstrate that thiols can form stable covalent bonds to H–terminated silicon, 

leading to the nearly regular and dense SAMs, using reactions that are easy to 

perform and compatible with facilities available in silicon-manufacturing plants. They 

involve radical mechanisms, being initiated by O2 present in the reaction solvent at 

ambient conditions. DFT calculations indicate that thiyl radicals produced in solution 

by the O2 can react barrierlessly with Si(111)–H to initiate a subsequent free-radical 

polymerization reaction between the surface and solution thiols. They can also react 

with, and eliminate, SAM imperfections. The DFT results, obtained here for alkyl-

radical attack on Si(111), are generally applicable for the description of many free-

radical polymerization processes previously reported on Si(111)‒H pertaining to the 

use of harsh reaction conditions.36, 58-59, 73, 80-82, 89 The important, unexpected, feature 

of the current work is that SAMs made under mild conditions in the presence of O2 

do not show oxidative damage to the silicon, a feature that would limit product 

usefulness and hence has been, historically, rigorously excluded. This results as the 

oxygen is consumed by the thiols in solution, which happens before the solution is 

exposed to the surface. 
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In principle, highly ordered pure alkanethiol SAMs with 1:1 coverage of adsorbate 

molecule to Si(111) surface sites are possible, but this requires compression of the 

alkane chains together, demanding specific circumstances to facilitate the 

compression. Observed SAM coverages of ~ 75 % are found, in agreement with 

calculated results suggesting that 7:9 is the maximum achievable coverage under 

normal conditions. This coverage is high enough to generate a dense, if not perfectly 

regular, monolayer that will prevent further reactions with the silicon surface and 

hence sample degradation, similar to the best SAMs produced by other means. 

Ferrocene-terminated alkane thiols also form very regular SAMs on Si(111) at 1:3 

coverage. The monolayers are mechanically robust and resist desorption under an 

electric field of 2 V/nm opening new prospects in molecular electronics. Single-

molecule Si─molecule─Si junctions are mechanically stable, owed to the strong Si─S 

contacts, with an average life time of 2.7 s at room temperature, which is five times 

higher than molecular junctions formed between the typical gold electrodes. The Si–

S chemistry offers a viable way to make top/bottom contacts between 

semiconductors in miniaturized electronics and open prospects for a hybrid 

technology that merges silicon and molecular electronics. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Silicon oxide nanostructures formation using atomic force microscope tip induced 

oxidation. Revealing the mechanism and more. 

 

6.1 Overview of this chapter 

The previous two chapters discussed in detail developing new chemistry for 

molecular electronic devices on silicon (Si). As reported in chapters 4 and 5, 

diazonium and thiols on Si show a high density of molecules on the surface enabled 

by strong Si–C and Si–S bonds. After understanding how to modify Si with molecules 

in a way comparable to that with gold, this chapter demonstrates how Si oxidation 

can be used as an advantage or adversary to separate molecular arrays for molecular 

electronic circuits. Oxide on Si can be used as an insulator to separate arrays of 

molecules akin to a tunable diode that depends on the thickness of the oxide layer. 

The aim, of this chapter, is to first determine the threshold of the voltage needed to 

oxidize the Si surface to form a uniform and insulating dielectric layer of oxide on 

Si(111)−H compared to the isotope substituted Si(111)‒D. Secondly, to study the 

current-voltage (I‒V) properties of the thin oxide layers by using conductive atomic 

force microscope (c–AFM), peak force tunnelling current (PF–TUNA) mode. 

Importantly, this chapter demonstrates that topography is deceptive in visually 

assessing the oxide formation on Si as minimal changes in the oxide thickness lead to 

a large change in the electrical measurement. Therefore, current measurements can 

be used as a tool to read the less dense oxide patterns as shown in Figure 6.1.  

This chapter reveals that the thin oxide layers behave as tunable Schottky diodes with 

different rectification ratios and the oxide formation rate is slower on the Si surface 

when hydrogen is replaced with deuterium. It is also found that the oxide layer height 

increases gradually for Si(111)‒H surfaces with increasing the applied voltage and the 

Si(111)‒D surface shows a very slow rate of oxidation up to +3 V when writing speed, 

humidity, temperature and peak force were kept constant. This isotopic effect is an 

advantage to Si-based nanofabrication since the isotope substitution can tailor the 
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surface properties such as the thickness of oxides on Si and electrical properties 

without complicating the controllability of other external factors.  

Up to now, it is not clear whether it is electron tunnelling or the electric field that 

induces desorption of the H and the subsequent oxidation. To separate the effects of 

the electric field from electron tunnelling (electric current), we fabricated Pt‒Si 

Schottky junctions with both n‒type and p‒type Si. Such junctions enabled blocking 

the current at the reverse bias (when + ve is applied to n‒type Si or –ve applied to p‒

type Si) and i.e. allowed, for the first time, disentangling electric current and electric-

field-induced effects. Results show that oxidation is dependent mainly on the electric 

field and not the current. 

Importantly, this chapter illustrates that SiOx structures show other behaviours rather 

than simply insulating and showed that the oxide layer can breakdown when applying 

a high bias using an AFM tip. With the applied high bias oxide layer develop 

conducting oxide channels and the properties of the oxide changed from insulating 

to ohmic. These conducting oxide channels can be reversed back to the insulator by 

applying a low bias voltage such as ±2 V. This switching Schottky/ohmic properties 

can potentially be used as memory devices. 
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Figure 6. 1 Overview of the work and application of this project where a) metal-

semiconductor junction behaving as a Schottky diode b) tunable Schottky diode and 

c) as a perfect dielectric (insulator) with the increase of positive bias voltages and d) 

potential application of oxide pattern formation by AFM tip induced oxidation where 

oxide zones are needed to separate molecular arrays in a molecular electronics 

device and e) as a potential memory device. 
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6.2 Introduction 

The formation of surface oxide patterns within a nanometre scale has attracted 

significant interest for nanoelectronics devices such as single-electron transistors. 

With the invention of the scanning probe microscope (SPM), semiconductors such as 

Si can be oxidised by the electric field localized at the tip-surface interfaces promising 

low-cost nanolithography for electronic devices. Tip induced local anodic oxidation 

was originally demonstrated on Si surfaces with STM operating in the air by Dagata 

et al. in 19901 and followed by many other groups to develop oxide patterns.2-7 The 

height of the oxide pattern induced by the STM tip usually in the order of 1–10 nm, 

which is robust enough to be used as a mask for Si nanostructure fabrication.8 To 

avoid the disadvantages of STM such as applying a bias voltage to the tip without 

changing the feedback control,8 recent work has replaced STM with AFM to develop 

oxide patterns on surfaces. AFM tip-induced local anodic oxidation (ATLAO) has been 

applied for conducting materials such as Ti, Mg,  and Ca5, 9 and semiconducting 

materials, such as Si4, 10-11 and GaAs.5-6 AFM has been used to locally oxidize the Si 

surface using both contact and non-contact modes. Notably, these oxide patterns can 

be used as a lithographic mask.  

In ATLAO, there are few mechanisms proposed so far for the oxidation of H‒

terminated Si surfaces. One of the proposed mechanism is the depassivation of the 

Si surface by desorption of hydrogen assisted by the electric field above the threshold 

voltage, followed by converting into SiOx in the presence of O2.12-16 Si‒H when 

exposed to dry O2 or deoxygenated water gives a low oxide growth rates but, where 

a combination of H2O and O2 gives a significant faster oxide growth.15, 17 The 

formation of OH– in the water meniscus between the tip and surface involves both 

electrochemical and dissolution process.6, 18 It was suggested that the migration of 

the OH– is assisted by the electric field toward the SiOx–Si interface which further 

accelerates the oxidation in the presence of a positive bias.19 As reported by Marchi 

et al.19 the oxide growth is dependant on both applied bias voltage and ambient air. 

So far, oxide formation experiments carried out in the literature are mainly focused 

on positive biases.6, 20-21 However, there are few reports of negative biases being able 

to produce oxide layers, thus the mechanism of the process and factors that control 

the rate are still debatable.22-23 Another suggested mechanism is an electric field that 
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can shift the vibrational excitation energy which is known as a “Stark shift”24-25 which 

can affect the desorption of Si−H. When this shift is larger than the bandwidth of the 

vibrational excitation, the bond can break, and H will be released from the surface 

creating reactive Si radicals.26 

However, understanding the desorption of hydrogen from Si is also a subject of 

significant technological importance.8, 27 Up to now, it is not known whether the AFM 

tip induced oxidation is due to electric current or an electric field that induces 

desorption of the H and the subsequent oxidation. The difficulty lies in the lack of 

experiments that can separate electric field from electric current effects which both 

are usually present simultaneously.  

To separate the effects of the electric field from electric current, in this chapter, we 

address the mechanism of the AFM tip induced oxidation of H–terminated Si by 

designing junctions that comprise a platinum AFM tip which has a high work function 

(5.65 eV) and therefore creates a Schottky diode with Si p‒ and n‒type (work function 

of Si is 4.05‒5.15 eV). The diode current is low in the reverse bias and therefore 

applying a positive bias to n‒type Si will lead to negligible current in the reverse bias 

and the inverse will happen with p‒type Si in which a negative bias to the p‒type 

surface will lead to a negligible current. Thus by applying negative and positive 

voltages on p‒ and n‒type, these experiments can reveal the mechanism of oxide 

growth and distinguish the difference between the effects of electric field and electric 

current towards the oxidation of Si, respectively.  

Oxides also have other applications for example electric-field-induced resistive-

random-access-memories28-31 (ReRAMs) have recently attracted increased attention 

as a promising candidate for the next generation of memory devices. Studying oxide 

resistive switching has been so far studied using capacitor-like structure composed 

of SiOx or other oxide materials32 such as metal oxides sandwiched between two 

metal electrodes.32-37 For these studies normally the oxide layer is thermally grown. 

Thermal oxidation will not likely be the method of use for further miniaturization of 

electronics because of the complexity of controlling the dimensions of thermally 

grown oxide layers at the nanoscale.38-41 Alternative methods are to use scanning 

probe techniques such as atomic force microscopy to form local silicon oxide zones 

on Si. Although much work has been devoted in investigating the growth conditions 
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of AFM induced SiOx pattern on Si, little is known about the electrical properties of 

the AFM grown oxide. In this work, after determining the threshold voltage needed 

to create these oxide layers, switched to the low-resistance state by applying a 

second threshold high voltage stress. Applying a high bias such ±6 V silicon oxide layer 

can undergo partial breakdown forming conducting channels and can reset this 

process by applying a lower voltage. 

In contemplating future electronic devices on the nanoscale, materials required 

include conductors, tunable diodes, memory devices and insulators. One of the 

problems associated with using semiconductors for microelectronics is the difficulty 

of doping such small structures. So, one of the solutions for this problem is using tip 

induced oxidation to make oxide patterns which make a barrier to control the current 

passing through the semiconductor. In this chapter, we demonstrate that the thin 

oxide layers behave as a tunable Schottky diode with different rectification ratios and 

can act as a memory device with an applied high electric field. This chapter also 

compares the oxidation rate of H‒terminated Si with D–terminated Si to examine the 

importance of isotope effects for the dynamics of the desorption process in the 

presence of the applied electric field. Where use AFM to study how the current-

voltage (I–V) behaviour changes on the oxide of Si(111)–H/D surface with applied 

different bias voltages from –3 V to +5 V. The current maps are used to demonstrate 

which applied bias formed dense or thin layers of oxides on the surface where the 

topography is misleading in visually assessing the oxide formation. This chapter also 

investigates using SiOx formation and breaking as write-erase memory devices. 

 

6.3 Experimental methods 

6.3.1 Chemicals and materials 

Unless stated otherwise, all chemicals were of analytical grade and used as received. 

Hydrogen peroxide (30 wt% in water), sulfuric acid (PuranalTM, 95–97%), ammonium 

fluoride (PuranalTM, 40 wt% in water), ammonium sulfite monohydrate (Sigma-

Aldrich, (NH4)2SO3, 92%) used for wafer cleaning and Si modification procedures were 

obtained from Sigma Aldrich. Deuterated water (D2O), deuterated dichloromethane 

(d2−DCM) and potassium fluoride (KF) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used 

for wafer cleaning and etching to prepare deuterated Si surfaces. Milli-QTM water 
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(>18 MΩ cm) was used for surface cleaning procedures. Prime-grade, single-side 

polished Si wafers were obtained from Siltronix, S.A.S. (Archamps, France) and were 

n–type (phosphorus doped), 500 ± 25 μm thick and either (111) ± 0.5° (with a 

resistivity of 0.007‒0.013 Ω cm), p‒type (Boron doped), 500 ± 25 μm thick, (111) ± 

0.5° with a resistivity of 0.007‒0.013 Ω cm. 

 

6.3.2 Si(111)–H surface modification  

Silicon electrodes were cleaned and etched by the following literature procedures.42 

In brief, Si wafers were cut into pieces (approximately 10 × 10 mm), cleaned for 30 

min in hot Piranha solution (H2SO4 : H2O2 3 : 1) at 130 º C, rinsed with Milli-QTM water 

and then etched with a deoxygenated 40 wt% aqueous ammonium fluoride (NH4F) 

solution for 13 minutes (Scheme 6.1). This process leads to a hydrogen-terminated Si 

surface (Si(111)‒H)). To the etching solution, added a small amount (ca. 5 mg) of 

ammonium sulfite to absorb oxygen. The etched samples were rinsed sequentially 

with Milli‒QTM water, dichloromethane (DCM) and blown dry in a stream of argon 

before analysis or further modifying the Si surface. 

 

6.3.3 Si(111)–D surface modification  

As in the preparation of Si(111)–H, Si wafers were cut into pieces (approximately 10 

× 10 mm), cleaned for 30 min in hot Piranha solution, rinsed with Milli-QTM water. For 

deuterating the surfaces, a solution of approximately 60 : 40 deuterated water (D2O) 

and anhydrous potassium fluoride (KF) (w/w) were prepared and to this solution 

added few drops of 37% deuterated sulfuric acid (DCl) and a small quantity of sodium 

sulphite. The etching solutions were bubbled under argon for at least 15 minutes 

before use and surfaces were etched for 13 minutes under argon. The deuterated 

surfaces were rinsed once in D2O and twice in deuterated dichloromethane(d2–

DCM)and stored in distilled d2–DCM until use (Scheme 6.1). 
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Scheme 6. 1 a) schematic diagram of preparation Si(111)–H surface, b) Si(111)–D 

surface using Si wafers after piranha treatment. 

 

6.3.4 Formation of Si oxide squares on Si(111)  

Tip induced oxidation was performed in the ambient conditions with Bruker 

Dimension Icon atomic force microscopy (AFM) fitted with a PF‒TUNA module 

operating in peak force tunnelling current (PF‒TUNA) mode (Figure 6.1). All images 

and current-voltage (I–V) curves were obtained in air, at room temperature, and 

using solid Pt tips (RMN-25PT300B tip, nominal spring constant = 18 N/m, nominal 

resonant frequency = 20 kHz, tip radius < 20 nm) purchased from Rocky Mountain 

Nanotechnology. The 2 × 2 µm areas of Si(111) were oxidised to SiOx by applied biases 

ranging from –3 to +5 V with the number of lines (256), the number of scans (2), scan 

rate (1 Hz), humidity (55%), peak force (554 nN) and temperature (21 ºC) were kept 

as constants. I‒V curves were measured by ramping 20 times in each position from a 

negative bias to positive bias to negative bias at 2.25 µN and 1 Hz ramp rate. The 

positive to negative bias ramps were averaged and plotted. For these preliminary 

experiments, a Si sample was mounted on the base plate of the AFM with carbon 

tape which acts as a pathway to electrical ground via the metal stage. The AFM and 

control software was set up to allow the sample to be biased whilst maintaining the 

tip at the ground. The data were processed using NanoScope Analysis v1.9. 
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6.3.5 Conducting oxide tunnels formation on SiOx 

After forming the SiOx layer, the oxide tunnels were formed by ramping 10 times in 

20 positions by applying ‒6 to +6 to ‒6 V biases at 2.25 µN and 1 Hz ramp rate. The 

positive to negative bias ramps were averaged and plotted. To check the reversibility 

of oxide formation, the oxide tunnels filled by ramping 20 times in the same 20 

positions by applying ‒2 to +2 to ‒2 V biases at 2.25 µN and 1 Hz ramp rate. The 

positive to negative bias ramps were averaged and plotted.  

 

6.4 Results and discussion 

6.4.1 Conductivity change of the oxide hillocks on Si(111)–H formed by different 

positive bias voltages 

The I−V characteristics have been studied as a function of bias voltages applied for 

the Si to form oxide when other parameters such as scan rate (1 Hz), humidity (55%), 

and peak force (554 nN) at 25 ºC for 8 minutes (2 scans) were kept as constants. 

Height images corresponding to the bias applied on the fresh surfaces in the air are 

presented in Figure 6.2c, Figure 6.2e, Figure 6.2g, Figure 6.2i and their representative 

I−V’s in Figure 6.2d, Figure 6.2f, Figure 6.2h and Figure 6.2j, respectively. These I−V 

characteristics are the average result of 20 I−V measurements obtained on 20 

different regions as shown in Figure 6.2c in “X” marks. The voltage range has been 

applied on the substrate from ‒2 to +2 V (forward and reverse) with a ramp speed of 

1 Hz and current sensitivity 100 nA / V. The I−V curves recorded on oxide hillocks 

were compared with the I−V behaviour of the bare Si(111)‒H. In the absence of oxide, 

direct Pt‒Si contact is made, showed high current rectification (RR) ~300 with the 

significant forward current higher than reverse current for Si(111)–H surface (Figure 

6.2b) demonstrating the behaviour of a typical metal–semiconducting junction. The 

height of the oxide pattern is measured from the cross-section profiles for at least 

three sections, and then the average is calculated. The average oxide height plotted 

versus applied voltages are presented in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6. 2 AFM height topography of the oxide hillocks obtained on n‒type Si‒H with 

the AFM‒tip induced oxidation at an applied positive bias voltage of 0 V (a), +0.5 V 

(c), +2 V (e), +3 V (g) and +5 V (i). The corresponding forward and reverse I−V 

characteristics recorded on the oxide hillocks are presented at current sensitivity 100 

nA/ V, at 0 V (b) and after oxidation of Si(111)−H surface with +0.5 V (d), +2 V (f), +3 

V (h), +5 V (j). 

 

Oxide growth on Si(111)–H surfaces significantly increases with the voltage and one 

can see the oxide patterns visibly in AFM height images, however, they are not very 

prominent up to +3 V (Figure 6.2). At +3 V, the growth of oxide is prominent in the 

topography (Figure 6.2g). This illustrates that the threshold bias voltage for achieving 

a fully robust layer of oxide on Si(111)–H is +3 V or higher with the given conditions. 

Bias voltages of +0.5 V (Figure 6.2c), +1 V, +2 V (Figure 6.2e), +3 V (Figure 6.2g) and 

+5 V (Figure 6.2i) show average oxide height increases of 1.0 ± 0.36 nm, 1.6 ± 0.40 

nm, 2.6 ± 0.19, 4.3 ± 0.09 nm, 6.3 ± 0.37 nm, respectively. 
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Figure 6. 3 Heights of the oxide hillocks on Si(111)–H surface as a function of applied 

positive bias voltage under a relative humidity ~55 % at 25 ºC, scan rate 1 Hz, and 

peak force 554 nN for 8 minutes.  

 

The I–Vs illustrate that oxide hillocks show less forward current when the oxide 

thickness is increasing with the function of bias voltage (Figure 6.2d, 6.2f) and after 

applying +3 V or higher the current is completely blocked in the ‒2 V to +2 V window 

(Figure 6.2h, 6.2j). Moreover, the topography images demonstrate the difference in 

the hillocks’ heights which increase from 1 nm to 6 nm when the voltage is increased 

from +0.5 V to +5 V. According to the I−Vs and height topography, it clearly shows 

that the 4 nm thickness of oxide is enough to show a complete insulator where the 

threshold bias is +3 V. Slightly positive tip bias such as +0.5 V develop a thin oxide 

layer which does not completely block the current but yield a diode with a lower 

forward current. 

 

6.4.2 Conductivity of the oxide hillocks formed on Si(111)−H by negative bias 

voltages 

The I‒V characteristics have been studied as a function of negative voltages applied 

on Si(111)–H as shown in Figure 6.4. The height topography after oxidation with 

negative biases are shown in Figure 6.4c, 6.4e, 6.4g and 6.4i.  
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Figure 6. 4 AFM height topography of the oxide hillocks obtained for the n‒type Si‒

H with the AFM–tip induced oxidation at an applied negative bias voltage of 0 V (a), 

‒0.5 V (c), ‒1 V (e), ‒3 V (g) and ‒5 V (i). The corresponding forward and reverse I−V 

characteristics on the oxide hillocks are presented (current sensitivity 100 nA/ V) at 0 

V (b), after oxidation of Si(111)−H surface at ‒0.5 V (d), ‒1 V (f), ‒3 V (h) and ‒5 V (j). 

  

The I−Vs illustrate that the oxide hillocks formed by negative biases show higher 

forward current compared to the oxides formed by positive biases (Figure 6.4d, 6.4f, 

6.4h and 6.4i). 

To confirm this oxide formation on Si surface, TUNA current images were recorded 

for the two different positive and negative bias voltages. After forming of oxide 

hillocks with two positive biases (+0.5 V, +3 V) and two negative biases (−0.5 V, −3 V), 

the TUNA current was measured by applying −1 V and +1 V to illustrate the 

conductivity of the oxide hillocks formed under different biases. These TUNA current 

images are shown in (Figure 6.5) at positive and negative biases.  

With the applied bias where the topography is misleading in visually assessing the 

oxide formation (low biases as +0.5 V or negative biases which formed very thin layers 

of oxides), minimum changes in the oxide thickness lead to a measurable change in 

the electrical measurement. Therefore, current images are more conclusive than 
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height images. These current maps demonstrate which applied bias formed dense or 

thin layers of oxides on the surface. 

 

 

Figure 6. 5 Height topography of the oxide hillocks for the n‒type Si‒H formed by 

different bias +0.5 V, ‒0.5 V, +3 V and ‒3 V (a, b, c, d) for 8 minutes, TUNA current 

was measured by AFM−PF TUNA mode by applying +1 V bias (e, f, g, h) and ‒1 V (I, j, 

k, l) at scan rate 1 Hz and peak force 554 nN for 4 minutes.  

 

The oxide is barely visible in the topography images in Figure 6.5a, 6.5c but it is visible 

in the TUNA current images (Figure 6.5e, 6.5g). The greater the oxide density, the less 

TUNA current is observed. TUNA current images recorded for the oxide hillocks read 

with applying +1 V (Figure 6.5e), and ‒1 V (Figure 6.5i), after oxidising with +0.5 V 

shows that the hillocks show more forward current compared to the oxide hillocks 

formed with +3 V (Figure 6.5f, Figure 6.5j). This is similar to the I−V plots shown in 

Figure 6.2. TUNA current maps for the ‒0.5 V (Figure 6.5g, Figure 6.5k), +0.5 V(Figure 

6.5e, Figure 6.5i) and ‒3 V (Figure 6.5h, Figure 6.5l) recorded in the same 

environment demonstrate that the oxide hillocks heights are not visible at very low 

bias voltages but, TUNA current confirms the existence of the different oxide heights 

of the hillocks, indicating the oxide height sensitivity of the TUNA images 
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To distinguish the difference between the effect of electric field and electron 

tunnelling towards the oxidation of Si, the same experiment was repeated with p‒

type Si(111) highly doped surface. The I−V characteristics have been studied as a 

function of positive and negative voltages applied on p‒type Si(111)–H to check the 

oxide formation. The height topography for p‒type, Si(111) after oxidation with 

positive and negative bias is shown in Figure 6.6 and 6.7, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 6. 6 AFM height topography (p‒type) of the oxide hillocks obtained for the p‒

type Si‒H with the AFM−tip induced oxidation at an applied positive bias voltage of 0 

V (a), +0.5 V (c), +2 V (e), +3 V (g) and +5 V (i). The corresponding forward and reverse 

I−V characteristics recorded on the oxide hillocks are presented at current sensitivity 

100 nA/ V, 0 V (b) and after oxidation of p‒type Si(111)−H surface at +0.5 V (d), +2 V 

(f), +3 V (h), +5 V (j), respectively. 
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Figure 6. 7 AFM height topography of the oxide hillocks obtained for the p‒type Si‒

H with the AFM–tip induced oxidation at an applied negative bias voltage of 0 V (a), 

−0.5 V (c), −1 V (e), −2 V (g) and −3 V (i). The corresponding forward and reverse I−V 

characteristics on the oxide hillocks are presented (current sensitivity 100 nA/ V) at 0 

V (b), after oxidation of p‒type Si(111)−H surface at 0 (b), −0.5 V (d), −1 V (f), −2 V (h) 

and −3 V (j), respectively. 

 

The I−Vs illustrate that the p‒type oxide hillocks show higher forward current due to 

a thinner oxide layer compared to the oxides formed on n‒type Si and less tendency 

to oxidise with applied positive and negative bias. Similar to n‒type, to confirm this 

oxide formation on the Si surface, TUNA current images were recorded on p‒type for 

different applied positive and negative bias voltages. After forming oxide hillocks with 

two positive bias (+0.5 V, +3 V) and negative bias (−0.5 V, −3 V) the TUNA current was 

measured by applying +1 V to illustrate the conductivity of the oxide hillocks formed 

under different biases (Figure 6.8). Although p‒type has more current at positive bias, 

the oxide thickness is more similar to n‒type Si (see section 6.4.6 for more details) 
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Figure 6. 8 The height topography of the oxide hillocks formed on p‒type Si by 

different bias +0.5 V, −0.5 V, +3 V and −3 V (a, c, e, g) for 8 minutes and TUNA current 

was read by AFM−PF TUNA mode by applying +1 V bias (b, d, f, h) at scan rate 1 Hz 

and peak force 554 nN for 4 minutes (one scan) 

 

6.4.3 Si‒D versus Si‒H 

To further examine the effect of electric field versus electric current, we have 

replaced the H on the Si‒H surfaces with Deuterium (Si‒D). The D is a heavier atom 

and therefore it will significantly affect the vibration of the Si‒D bond as compared 

to that of the Si‒H bond. Both Si‒H and Si‒D have a similar capability towards OH‒ 

adsorption that is suggested to initiate oxidation at positive biases. Hence, comparing 

the oxide formation on Si‒D and Si‒H surfaces will give information about whether 

electric fields or an electrochemical process is the dominant mechanism of oxide 

formation. Figure 6.9 shows the height topography and I‒Vs for the oxidation of Si‒

D.  
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Figure 6. 9 AFM height topography of the oxide hillocks obtain for the n‒type Si‒D 

with positive applied bias voltage at 0 V (a), +0.5 V (c), +2 V (e), +3 V (g) and +5 V (i). 

The corresponding forward and reverse I−V characteristics are presented on the 

oxide hillocks at 0 V (b), after oxidation of Si(111)−D surface at +0.5 V (d), +2 V (f), +3 

V (h) and +5 V (j), respectively with current sensitivity 100 nA/V. 

 

The I−Vs illustrate that the oxide hillocks formed on Si‒D show a higher forward 

current due to the formation of a thinner oxide layer compared to the oxides formed 

on n‒ and p‒type Si‒H and less tendency to oxidise with applied positive bias. Figure 

6.10 shows the TUNA Current measured by applying +1 V to illustrate the conductivity 

of the oxide hillocks formed under different positive biases on Si‒D surface. 
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Figure 6. 10 The height topography of the oxide hillocks formed on the n‒type Si‒D 

by different bias +0.5 V, +2 V, +3 V, +4 V and +5 V (a, c, e, g, i) for 8 minutes (two 

scans) and TUNA current was measured by AFM−PF TUNA mode by applying +1 V bias 

(b, d, f, h, j) at scan rate 1 Hz and peak force 554 nN for 4 minutes (one scan) 

 

According to Figures 6.9 and 6.10, the threshold voltage of Si(111)‒D oxidation is +4 

V. High forward current observed for the I−Vs of thin oxide hillocks formed below + 5 

V as shown in Figures 6.9d, 6.9f and 6.9h. The thickness of the oxide is 5 fold less than 

in n‒type, Si(111)−H up to +3 V of applied bias as shown in Figure 6.9. The oxide 

growth rate of for Si‒D is slow compares to Si‒H with applied bias as shown in Figure 

6.11. Thickness of the oxides are 0.2 ± 0.03 nm, 0.3 ± 0.01 nm, 0.5 ± 0.01 nm, 1.4 ± 

0.02 nm, 3.8 ± 0.34 nm and 4.7 ± 0.34 nm for the applied bias of +0.5, +1, +2, +3, +4 

V and +5 V, respectively. At the applied bias of +3 V, Si(111)‒H surface is completely 

oxidised and act as an insulator, but Si(111)‒D still can pass current in the forward 

bias (acting as a diode) after applying +3 V, which agrees with the observation that 

the Si(111)‒D oxide hillocks (1.4 ± 0.02 nm, at +3.0 V) are thinner compared to 

Si(111)−H (4.3 ± 0.09 nm, at +3 V). 
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Figure 6. 11 Oxide hillocks heights for n‒type Si(111)‒D surface as a function of 

applied positive bias voltage. The oxide thickness is smaller than that of Si(111)‒H at 

the same bias range (see Figure 6.3) 

 

6.4.4 Advanced oxide architecture using different writing bias voltages 

The oxide formation can be used to perform advanced lithography where oxide 

thickness is controlled to give a specific current response. We use both voltage and 

time to control the oxide thickness as shown in Figure 6.12. The TUNA current and I‒

V changes of the oxide hillocks forms with the duration of bias applied on Si, oxides 

were formed on n‒type Si at different bias, time and the current was read by applying 

a negative bias. 
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Figure 6. 12 (a) height topography for the area of 10 µm × 10 µm Si(111)‒H surface 

oxidised first with +3 V (2 µm × 2 µm, 8 minutes), then read with ‒1 V (5 µm × 5 µm, 

4 minutes) and finally read again with applying ‒1 V (10 µm × 10 µm, 4 minutes). (b), 

(d) and (f) are the corresponding I−V curves for the area of A, B and C. Differences of 

the forward current shows that oxide growth can be controlled to a degree that 

current‒voltage can be predicted in nanodevices.  

 

At the end of the experiment, the area marked in green has been exposed to a total 

of 16 (four scans) minutes, 8 minutes (two scans) of which are +3 V and ‒1 V. The 

area marked in blue has accumulated to a total of 8 minutes of ‒1 V and the area 

marked in red is exposed to 4 minutes (one scan) of ‒1 V. The difference between the 

blue and red area shows that time at a constant voltage can be used to control the 

thickness of the oxide. The oxide patterning with different levels of oxide thicknesses 

on the same surface has practical implications in the design of nanodevices to 

develop molecular arrays and resistors with different conductivity. Characteristic I‒

Vs recorded for this study illustrate that the three surface areas exposed to the 

different voltages have different forward currents as shown in Figures 6.12b, 6.12c 

and 6.12d. The I−Vs demonstrate that area A is acting as an insulator because of the 

applied high positive bias (+3 V for 8 minutes and exposed to ‒1 V for another 8 
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minutes). Section C shows more forward current than B because ‒1 V was applied 

twice (8 minutes) for area B than C (‒1 V for 4 minutes).  

The experiment results shown in Figure 6.13 was recorded by applying only negative 

bias voltages. This experiment was carried out by first applying ‒1 V on the 2 × 2 µm 

area for 8 minutes and reading the area by increasing the size to 5 µm with ‒1 V for 

4 minutes, then again increasing the size of the scan area to 10 µm and reading it 

with ‒1 V for 4 minutes.  

At the end of the experiment, zone “A” has been exposed to a total of 16 minutes 

with ‒1 V. The area marked in green has accumulated to a total of 8 minutes of ‒1 V 

and the area marked in red is exposed to 4 minutes of ‒1 V. The tunnelling current 

changes with the applied voltage as shown in Figure 6.13. TUNA currents are 

tabulated in Table. 6.1. 

 

 

Figure 6. 13 TUNA image for the area of 10 × 10 µm Si(111)−H surface oxidised first 

with ‒1 V (2 × 2 µm, 8 minutes), then enlarge the area and read with applying ‒1 V (5 

× 5 µm, 4 minutes) and finally reading the whole image (10 × 10 µm, 4 minutes) with 

‒1 V. 
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Table 6.1 TUNA currents recorded for the areas A, B and C of the oxide hillocks formed by 

negative bias (‒1 V).  

Area A voltage applied is ‒1V TUNA current/ pA SD 

A 16 accumulated minutes −1.95 0.80 

B 8 accumulated minutes −21.30 6.61 

C 4 minutes −78.90 9.73 

 

As in Table 6.1, the forward current gradually changes due to the oxide layer formed 

by the applied negative bias. When the voltage is applied for a long period (16 

minutes in total for area A) the forward current is less than areas B (8 minutes) and C 

(4 minutes). The important observation here is that the thickness of the oxide layer 

not only depends on the applied bias but also with writing time. Therefore, to a 

certain degree oxide growth is controlled by writing time when the bias is constant. 

 

6.4.5 Tunable Schottky diodes  

 

Next, we used a platinum AFM tip which has a high work function creates a Schottky 

diode with Si. In these experiments, the primary aim is to design tunable Schottky 

diodes using different thicknesses of oxide. Therefore, by oxidising the Si using a 

range of positive and negative bias to form an oxide layer between this metal‒

semiconductor junction, the oxide acts as a resistor to change the properties of the 

Schottky diode as shown in Figure 6.14. Ultimately these metal‒oxide-semiconductor 

junctions can act as future electronic devices on the nanoscale as tunable diodes and 

insulators. Here, according to the I‒Vs, the oxide thickness changes only the forward 

current, not the reverse current. The reason for this behaviour can be attributed to 

the oxide layer only changing the magnitude of the resistance in the forward current 

while the reverse current is dominated by the depletion region of the Schottky Pt‒Si 

junction. 
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Figure 6. 14 Shows the accumulation of 20 I‒V curves of a) Pt–Si (n‒type) and Pt–

oxide–Si (n‒type) junctions (b, c), formed with the applied voltages of (b) +0.5 V and 

(c) +3 V. The I‒V curves averaged from 20 I‒Vs of Pt–oxide–Si (n‒type) junctions 

showing a change in the slope beyond an applied forward bias of ca. ±0.5 V which 

behave as a tunable Schottky diode. Analogue behaviour was observed with the Pt‒

oxide‒Si (p‒type) junctions as shown in Figure 6.6, 6.7. 

 

6.4.6 Possible mechanisms of oxide formation 

For the n‒type, the current is negligible in the reverse bias and therefore applying a 

positive bias to n‒type Si will lead to negligible current and the inverse will happen 

with p‒type Si in which a negative bias to the p‒type surface will lead to a negligible 

current. These I‒V plots can be used to identify whether it is the current or the 

electric field that creates the oxide on Si when a bias is applied between a metallic 

tip and Si. 

Herein, forward current is affected by both electric current and electric field for both 

n‒ and p‒type. However, in the reverse current (at reverse bias), there is only electric 

fields effects in the depletion region with the current between tip and surface being 

negligible. Applying a positive bias to p‒type Si causes a significant increase in the 

current (under accumulation, forward-biased) however, the opposite happens with 

the n‒type Si (applying positive to n‒type Si brings the junction into depletion and 

negligible current can pass). Hence, it is expected that at significant positive biases 

(example +3 and +5 V), the p‒type Si should show higher oxide formation than n‒

type if the current is the dominant factor in the formation of the oxide. However, 

Figure 6.8, shows the oxide layer formed is less in p‒type Si at +3, +5 V and junctions 

allows current to tunnel through the oxide layer. This shows that the forward current 

in the p‒type does not affect the growth of oxide. The thickness of oxide is in a similar 
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range to that observed with the n‒type where the positive voltage gives a negligible 

forward current. The I‒V plots and topography images also show that n‒type Si grows 

less oxide at negative biases (‒3 V) than in positive biases (+3 V) where the reverse 

current is insignificant at positive bias. This shows that even higher current at positive 

biases is not making a difference for the oxidation of Si, so it effects of electric fields 

is dominant over current effects.  

The electric field can split Si‒H bonds either forming ions such as Si‒, H+ or radicals 

(Si• and H•) by heterolytic or homolytic cleavage (Eq–1, 2) which then react with 

molecular oxygen15-17, 43-45 to form SiO2 and Si‒OH. For example, silyl radicals can 

react with the molecular oxygen to form peroxyl radicals, that can abstract 

neighbouring hydrogen to produce a new surface dangling bond as shown in scheme 

6.2. 

As shown by the experiments on H‒terminated Si, oxide formation begins to occur at 

a bias of +0.5 V and ‒0.5 V (Figures 6.2, 6.3), which can be attributed to Si‒H bond 

cleavage induced by the electric field when there is a minimal current in the reverse 

bias.  

Si‒ H →Si• + H• Eq–1 

Si‒ H →Si‒ + H+ Eq–2 
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Scheme 6. 2. A possible mechanism for the oxidation of silicon surface by molecular 

oxygen 

 

The Si–H oxidation in an air of Si(111)‒H surface is humidity dependent. Therefore 

the oxidation of Si‒H to Si‒OH, H2O also affecting the rate-limiting step in the native 

oxide formation.44 In addition to the depassivation mechanism by an applied electric 

field, electrochemical oxidation occurs spontaneously on the Si surface, which 

accelerated by the positive bias applied on the Si substrate thus it explains a thinner 

oxide layer formed on Si when applying a negative bias on the Si substrate. The OH–

in the water layer migrates towards the Si surface under a positive applied bias and 

further induces the oxidation on the Si substrate.3, 19, 46 The oxide growth mechanisms 

under positive bias are schematically presented in Scheme 6.3. 
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Scheme 6. 3 Schematic diagram of tip induced oxidation on Si(111)–H surface with a 

conductive Pt tip keeps in and out contact (tapping) with the sample surface. The 

surface under the tip is locally oxidized to produce oxide hillocks simultaneously 

when the tip is moving across the Si(111)−H surface with applied bias voltage. a) 

illustrate the mechanism of oxidation with the applied electric field and b) represent 

the electric field-assisted OH‒ migration and electrochemical oxidation of Si. 

 

Another indication of electric field effects comes from replacing Si‒H by Si‒D. When 

the experiment is repeated with deuterium terminated Si, an isotope effect was 

observed: the deuterium substituted surface shows two times lower oxidation rate 

than the hydrogen-terminated Si. The influencing factor for Si oxidation on the D‒

terminated surface is the electric field effect since the electrochemical oxidation rate 

is the same for both surfaces when applying a positive voltage on the surface. With 
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defect creation by the complete replacement of hydrogen with deuterium, the only 

substantial difference between the isotopes is their mass, leading to a change in their 

dynamical or vibrational properties. Both H and D feel the same repulsion moving on 

the excited-state potential energy curve. However, D moves more slowly due to the 

higher mass of D and, as a result, it stays in the surface longer. Si−D has a shorter 

vibrational lifetime than Si−H.47-48 The vibrational frequency of the bending mode for 

Si–H is 650 cm−1 compared to 460 cm−1 for Si–D.49-50 Therefore, breaking the bond of 

Si−D is much more difficult than Si−H. At the same time applied external electric field 

gradually reduced the binding forces between H/D and Si and at one point, the 

interaction region is mainly dominated by purely repulsive forces that result in 

desorption of H/ D atoms from the Si surface at a constant temperature where 

applied electric field redistributes the charges in the system and rearranges to a 

favourable environment for desorption. Therefore, the dominating factor on 

oxidation is the electric field effect51 rather than the electrochemical process. Results 

obtained in this experiment illustrate that it is possible that substituting with D slows 

down the rate of depassivation. The desorption yield of deuterium is a strong 

function of leakage current. The rate of oxidation of Si−D surfaces is slow compared 

to Si−H which is clearly illustrated in the topography and I−Vs obtained for this 

system. 

 

6.4.7 Forming conducting oxide channels/ memory devices 

Recently, there have been reports of an intrinsic reversible breakdown of silicon 

oxides, produced by the field-induced movement of oxygen ions in silicon oxide,28, 37, 

40 which is usually ascribed to the formation of chains of oxygen vacancies. In this 

chapter, we demonstrate that by applying a high electric field using AFM we can 

break down the oxide layer in a specific location. This can induce the movement of 

oxygen ions which can change the electrical properties of oxides changing from an 

insulator to ohmic contact from the underneath Si.37  

The I−V measurements are one of the most sensitive techniques available to probe 

the formation of defects states in oxides. Therefore, the electrical properties and 

current images were recorded on oxide before and after applying an electric field on 

the oxide layer. Conductive AFM images show the correlation between surface 
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distortion and regions of increased conductivity due to the formation of oxide tunnels 

as shown in Figure 6.15i. and both polarities can influence the breakage of the oxide 

layer.28, 32, 34  

According to the data obtained, we proposed a mechanism for the formation of these 

conductive oxide channels on silicon oxide with the applied electric field. Previous 

work related to the oxide-forming and breaking reported that the rapid oxygen 

movement through the bulk SiOx under electrical stress and subsequent deformation 

of the Si surface underneath. These vacancies act as a mediator for the electron 

transport between the tip and the surface; however, the mechanisms of the 

formation of these defect are still being investigated by many groups.  

These vacancies in the SiOx which act as a conducting channel for the electron 

transfer from bulk silicon to the surface, as supported by observations that can 

increase current in these channels compared to the surrounding SiOx as shown in 

Figure 6.15i. Figure 6.15e and 6.15h show the topography changes before and after 

applying high electric fields and corresponding I−Vs changes for each stage before 

and during applying electrical fields as is shown in Figure 6.15f and 6.15j. 
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Figure 6.15 a) Schematic representation of the Schottky junction between Pt and Si. 

b) height topography of the area of 5 µm × 5 µm Si(111)‒H surface before the 

oxidation. c) corresponding I−V curves for the area representing in “X” marks in Figure 

6.15b. d) Schematic representation of the dense oxide layer formation on Si. e) height 

topography of the area of 5 µm × 5 µm Si(111)‒H surface oxidised by applying +3 V f) 

corresponding I−V curves for the area marked in “X”. g) Schematic representation of 

the formation of electric field-induced defects (conductive tunnels) on oxide by the 

AFM tip. h) corresponding height image for the area of 5 µm × 5 µm Si(111)‒H surface 

oxidised with +3 V and defects formed by 20, ‒6 to +6 to ‒6 V ramps i) TUNA current 

image at an applied bias of +1 V, for the area of 5 µm × 5 µm Si(111)‒H surface of the 

oxide tunnels). j) corresponding I−V curves for the creation of oxide defects in h). k) 

enlarged TUNA current image of one oxide tunnel as seen in i). l) schematic diagram 

representing the movement of electrons through the low-density oxide with oxygen 

vacancies. 
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After the creation of these conducting tunnels onto the oxidised surface, the site of 

interest was cut out by a focused ion beam (FIB) and the cross-section of one single 

conductive channel was examined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as 

shown in Figure 6.16 The dark hemisphere appeared around the oxide channel 

(Figure 6.16e) implies the structural changes of the bulk Si 33 after forming conductive 

oxide channels, which was not observed in the silicon oxide structure without the 

formation of these channels. Figure 6.16 d and 6.16 e show the TEM cross-section of 

oxide channels formed after applying ±6 V. The white spots in the SEM represent the 

edge of the oxide holes (blue circle in Figure 6.16c) and larger white regions are the 

oxide produced by the applied electric field (green circle in Figure 6.16c) instead of 

forming conductive channels. The nanometer-scale hemisphere appeared under the 

oxide channel inhomogeneity is evident as contrast variation of the silicon where the 

size of one oxide channel is ~50 nm and depth of the oxide channel is 2−3 nm which 

is sufficient to reach the bulk silicon to change the properties of the Si‒Pt contact 

from insulating to ohmic. 
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Figure 6.16 Structural changes of the oxide when forming a conducting oxide channel 

by applying an electrical field a) AFM TUNA current image after forming conductive 

oxide structures b, c) FIB-SEM images of a with SE detector and in-beam SE detector, 

respectively. d) dark-field TEM cross-sectional image of the sample after forming 

oxide channels. e) corresponding image of one oxide channel, showing removal of 

SiOx (f) EDX image of one oxide channel. The area marked with the white rectangle 

indicates the conductive oxide channel, which shows a decrease in oxygen 

concentration inside the channel  

 

To check the reversibility of the formation of conductive oxide channels by applying 

a bias back to holes formed on the oxide. The typical I−V curves show switching 

behaviour as shown in Figure 6.17. The system begins in a high resistance “off” state 

as shown in Figure 6.17 a-d. The applied bias from ‒6 to +6 to ‒6 V, 10 times shows a 

high conductance and thus a switch to a low resistance “on” state as seen in Figure 

6.17 e-h. An applied bias from ‒2 to +2 to ‒2 V, 20 times switches this low resistance 

state to the initial high resistance “off” state as shown in Figure 6.17 i-l. The switching 

to an “off” state is likely to be silicon oxidation driven by applying a positive bias 

which is sufficient enough to oxidise the surface. The application of a voltage range 

greater than ±4Vbreaks the oxide, switching to the “on” state.  
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Figure 6.17 a) height image for Si(111)‒H surface oxidised with 3 V b) and c) are the 

adhesion and TUNA current images of a. d) is the corresponding I−V curves for the 

area marked in “X”. e) corresponding height image for the formation of electric field-

induced defects (conductive tunnels) on oxides by AFM tip where the defects formed 

by ramped with +6 V‒ (‒6 V ). f) and g) are the corresponding Adhesion and TUNA 

current images of e and h) is the corresponding I−V curves for the area conductive 

channels formed. i) disappearance of the conductive channels in the height 

topography ( 5 µm × 5 µm) after oxidising the conductive channels by applying ±2V, 

where electric field-induced defects (conducting tunnels) formed with applying +6 V‒ 

(‒6 V ). j) and k) are the corresponding Adhesion and TUNA current images of i and 

d) is the corresponding I−V curves for the area marked in ramps after oxidising the 

channels with ±2V.  

 

To confirm whether these conducting channels formed due to the break down of the 

oxide, the same voltage range (±6 V) was applied to the freshly prepared Si−H surface 

without forming the SiOx. Applying the same voltage range to Si−H shows the 
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formation of oxide on the particular locations where voltage is applied rather than 

the formation of conductive channels as shown in Figure 6.18. This behaviour 

confirmed that to develop oxide channels, first, we have to grow an oxide layer (~2-

3 nm) on the surface (Figure 6.18) and break down the SiOx layer. 

 

Figure 6.18 a) corresponding height image for the area of 2 µm × 2 µm Si(111)‒H 

surface oxidised by 20, ‒6 to +6 to ‒6 V ramps b) TUNA current image at an applied 

bias of +1 V, for the area of 2 µm × 2 µm Si(111)‒H surface of the oxides showing that 

without holes there is no conducting channels. 

 

The evidence obtained from conductive AFM, FIB-SEM and TEM shows that by 

applying high electric fields (±6 V) we can break down the oxide layer. This process 

can be reset by applying a smaller bias range (±2 V) which regrows the oxide again. 

This work provides evidence of the ability to form reversibly switchable 

Schottky/ohmic contacts in a highly localised fashion. This has potential applications 

in future write-erase memory devices.  

 

6.5 Conclusion 

The AFM−tip induced oxidation has been performed on both n‒ and p‒type Si(111)−H 

and, n‒type Si(111)−D surfaces to produce protuberant oxide hillock patterns using 

the AFM−PF TUNA mode. The current-voltage properties of these oxide hillocks have 

been investigated by recording the I−V plots and TUNA current images. Here, the AFM 

tip induced oxidation method is used to construct oxide patterns with different 

thicknesses, where it can act as a tunnelling barrier to control the current passing 

through the metal‒semiconductor junction, demonstrating that the thin oxide layers 
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can behave as a tunable Schottky diode with different rectification ratios. By 

examining the I‒V data and oxide growth, the mechanism of the AFM tip induced 

oxidation of H–terminated Si was studied by separating the effect of the electric field 

from the electric current by forming Shottky diodes with a platinum AFM tip with 

both n‒type and p‒type Si. At the positive voltages, p‒type formed an oxide layer 

which is not thick and it allows current to pass through the oxide layer. This proves 

that the forward current in the p‒type does not affect the growth of oxide. Similar 

behaviour was observed with the n‒type when applying negative voltages. Hense, I‒

Vs showed that there is zero contribution from tunnelling and oxidation is based only 

on the electric field. It is also found that the oxide hillocks height increase gradually 

for Si(111)−H and Si(111)−D surfaces with increasing the applied voltage when writing 

speed, humidity, temperature and peak force are kept constant. Compared to Si−H, 

Si−D surfaces show a very slow rate of oxidation up to +3 V. This indicates that the 

substitution of H with D strongly influences the oxidation process on Si. The D‒

terminated Si surfaces possess a similar oxidation mechanism to that on a H 

substituted Si surface, but the rate of oxidation is lower due to the difference 

between the masses, leading to a change in their dynamical or vibrational properties. 

This allows D to stay on the surface longer in the presence of an electric field aside 

from an additional degradation of the Si bulk due to the electrochemical oxidation. 

The threshold voltage differences of these two surfaces is a great advantage to Si‒

based nanofabrication since the isotope substitution can tailor the surface oxidation 

rate. This study also demonstrates that voltages can be used for patterning of Si 

surfaces with different thicknesses and electrical properties. In contrast to Si(111)−H, 

Si(111)−D surface threshold voltage is high (+4 V). Therefore, lower voltages below 

+2 V and negative voltages up to −3 V with the same writing speed can induce 

oxidation on the Si substrates which can act as tunable Schottky diodes and also can 

avoid the negative effects on the electrical characteristics of the adjacent region, 

which is of great benefit to the fabrication of integrated nanometre-sized oxide 

height based electronic devices such as nanowires and resistors in future molecular 

electronic devices.  

After developing different oxide densities, results showed that applying a high 

voltage such as (‒6 V to +6 V) can break the insulating oxide layer. The insulating 
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properties of the oxide changed into ohmic properties. By applying a low voltage back 

to these conducting channels, oxygen vacancies get blocked by the SiOx and this 

process becomes reversible. This can be used as a potential application for future 

memory devices. These conducting channels were investigated by using the AFM 

peak force tunnelling current (PF‒TUNA) technique and focussed ion beam milling 

combined with scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM). A cross-section of one single 

conducting channel was examined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and 

energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). Results show that that the thin oxide layers 

can form a tunable Schottky diode with different rectification ratios and also this 

work proves that SiOx structures can have other behaviours than simply insulating 

and that oxide formation and breakdown with potential for use in developing 

memory devices. 
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Chapter 7 

 

Conclusions and future outlook 

 

7.1 Conclusions 

 

Using a single molecule as a component in an electronic device offers a solid answer 

to the quest of extending Moore’s law into the 21st century. Molecules are 

advantageous not only because of their smaller size but also because of their diversity 

that offers properties beyond the reach of current electronics technology. This 

research discussed factors that govern the discovery and exploitation of the 

electronic properties of molecules on semiconductors as building blocks for 

nanoscale electronics.  

Molecular electronics in its current state suffers from a few drawbacks. The majority 

of work to date has been restricted to highly specialised and expensive materials such 

as gold. However, gold is unlikely to be implemented in molecular electronics at a 

practical level. Another challenge of using molecules as electrical entities is to make 

stable contacts at ambient conditions. This thesis addressed these issues by 

developing stable molecule contacts on the micro (monolayers) and single-molecular 

level which can be separated using insulating SiOx developed by AFM.  

While Chapter One provided a brief overview of the thesis, Chapter Two presented a 

comprehensive literature review. The characterization techniques and experimental 

details were described in Chapter Three.  
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Chapter Four described the fabrication of stable molecular junctions on a non-gold 

substrate material by using diazonium salts on silicon surfaces. Here, a Si‒C top-to-

bottom single-molecule device was developed with the mechanical stability of 1.1 ± 

0.2 s, a significant advancement in terms of stability and substrate material. This 

study showed that molecular contacts of diazonium salt derivated monolayers on 

silicon can be synthesised electrochemically and spontaneously. The monolayers on 

gold and silicon substrates were modified by spontaneously attaching ferrocene to 

the distal end of the diazonium molecule. This was further characterised by various 

spectroscopic and electrochemical techniques.  

Furthermore, the electrochemical reduction of diazonium salts on different 

crystalline facets of Si was studied. Results showed that the grafting of diazonium 

salts was crystal-facet dependent and more favourable on Si(111) than Si(100). To 

confirm these assignments, microstructures of Si (111) were created on Si (100) 

surface by anisotropic etching. By doing so, the surfaces were used to probe in-situ 

the difference in the electrochemical reduction between the two crystal facets. This 

find is of great significance in terms of practical implications such as patterning of 

molecules for electronic devices.  

Chapter Five described Si‒S contacts developed using 1,6-hexanedithiol on a silicon 

substrate. These contacts showed a record lifetime for single-molecule junctions with 

a lifetime of 2.7 s at room temperature. This brings the field of single-molecule 

electronics into a workable timescale. For example, I‒Vs can be obtained while a 

single-molecule in contact or light can be used to stimulate switching while the 

molecule is between two silicon electrodes.  

Analogous to diazonium salts, thiols reacted spontaneously when the thiol is exposed 

to ambient oxygen. When thiols are exposed to oxygen, thiols are converted to a 

disulfide. which is in equilibrium with thiyl radicals. DFT calculations indicated that 

thiyl radicals produced in solution by the O2 can react barrierlessly with Si(111)–H to 

initiate a subsequent free-radical reaction between the surface and solution thiols.   
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Thiol modified surfaces were characterized by various techniques, including X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS showed SAMs of 1,6-hexanedithiol on silicon 

with the presence of distal free thiol groups (R‒S‒H) and R‒S‒Si bonds. This is 

important because now thiols that have been long used on Au can be implemented 

on Si to merge silicon and molecular electronics.  

Chapter Six demonstrates that SiOx structures can have other behaviours than simply 

insulating. The oxide structures on Si can be used as an insulator to separate arrays 

of molecules. These structures can also act as a tunable diode that depends on the 

thickness of the oxide layer, demonstrating that the thin oxide layers can behave as 

a tunable Schottky diode with different rectification ratios. Chapter Six also showed 

an isotope effect where the bias voltage needed to oxidize the Si surface to form a 

uniform and insulating dielectric layer of oxide on Si(111)−H is lower than compared 

to the isotope substituted Si(111)‒D. Therefore, the difference of the threshold 

voltage of these surfaces is an advantage when developing oxide-free monolayers on 

Si and for Si-based nanofabrication. This isotope substitution can tailor the surface 

properties such as the thickness of oxides on Si and electrical properties without 

complicating the controllability of other external factors. 

Examining the I‒V data and oxide growth for different types of silicon showed that 

there is an insignificant contribution from tunnelling current for the oxidation and 

that oxidation is based only on the applied electric field. Importantly, this chapter 

demonstrated that topography is deceptive in visually assessing the oxide formation 

on Si as minimal changes in the oxide thickness lead to a large change in the electrical 

measurement. Therefore, current measurements can be used as a tool to read the 

less dense oxide patterns which is a turning point of this work and allowed us to study 

unknown electrical properties of oxides. 

Another important aspect of this work illustrated that SiOx structures have switching 

behaviours where insulating SiOx can be changed to conducting offering prospects as 

a memory device for nanoelectronics. This work showed that the oxide layer can 

break down by applying a high bias using an AFM tip. With the applied high bias, the 

oxide layer develops conducting oxide channels and the properties of the oxide 

changed from insulating to ohmic. These conductive oxide channels can be blocked 

by applying a low bias voltage, reversing the process. This switching between 
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Schottky and ohmic contacts can potentially be used for nanoscale memory devices 

and shows that the insulating behaviour of the oxide is not a fixed property; but 

rather is dynamic. This tunable oxide layer can have potential applications in 

advanced nanoelectronic devices where it can be used as a tunable diode, memory 

device or insulator. 
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7.2 Future outlook 

The work in this thesis achieved a remarkable single-molecule junction lifetime by 

using flexible molecules. This junction lifetime can further be increased by using long 

and rigid yet conductive molecules connecting between silicon electrodes. However, 

as the molecular length increases so does the resistivity which dissipates energy in 

the form of heat, so the use of highly conductive molecules is critical. The rigidity of 

the molecule is also important as rigid molecules prevent rotation or the attachment 

of both ends of the molecules to the same surface. These factors prevent mechanical 

instability ensuring good control of the molecular junction and allow us to graft 

trillions of molecular wires, transistors and switches on to a semiconducting surface. 

Therefore, in future by using long, rigid and conductive molecules such as 

norbornylogous bridges (NB) with anthraquinone, oligophenyls, oligonaphthalenes, 

oligonaphthalenediimide, oligoperylenediimides or carbon nanostructures like 

carbon nanotubes or fullerenes, these issues in molecular electronics can be 

overcome.  

Another suggestion is by combining stable contacts with metal nanostructures or 

quantum dots that support light-driven coherent collective electron oscillations 

called plasmons. This combination of conjugated molecules with plasmonic 

nanostructures will increase the length of the molecular wire without decreasing its 

conductivity. It will allow greater tuning of the properties of the molecule leading to 

the development of efficient electron transfer through the longest available 

molecular wires for electronic circuits. 

This thesis presents a new chemical technology that allows reproducible silicon–

molecule–silicon contacts to be built, utilizing strong Si–S and Si-C covalent bonding 

to fabricate Si–molecule–Si devices into future different doping of Si can be used to 

formed P–N junctions. P–N junctions are usually made by doping one piece of silicon 

with n- and p-type dopants. P–molecule–N devices are the next step for this work.  

Various P‒N heterojunctions can be constructed to obtain high rectification ratios.  In 

addition, irradiation with light can be used to create a current inside the silicon 

offering more control of the junction. This is a fertile field for study, as shown in Figure 

7.1. This will provide a way for the merging of silicon electronics with molecular 

electronics to provide the ultimate in component design. 
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As in Chapter Six, Si oxides show very promising properties which can replace 

molecules in electronic circuitry. In particular, the switchable conducting channels 

provide a promising avenue for applications in electronic devices and future work will 

investigate how this switching will depend on different dopings of silicon type and 

concentration. Similar to molecules, oxides also can be used as electronic 

components in nanoscale devices.  

 

Figure 7.1 P–molecule–N devices for the nanoscale molecular electronic devices 
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Appendix A 

 

Figure 2.2 
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Figure 2.4 
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Appendix B 

 

B-4-1 Statement of contribution to a co-authored paper 
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published in Journal of the American Chemical Society. The details of this article is 

given below 

Chandramalika R. Peiris, Yan B. Vogel, Anton P. Le Brun, Albert C. Aragonès, Michelle 

L. Coote, Ismael Díez-Pérez, Simone Ciampi and Nadim Darwish. Journal of the 

American Chemical Society, Volume 141, Issue 37, 27th August 2019, Pages 14788–

14797 

DOI: https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.9b07125 

I, Malwattage Chandramalika Rukmali Peiris, as the primary author, conducted all of 

the experimental work and data analysis, creating tables, figures, writing and editing 

of the manuscript.  

Contribution of other co-authors is as follows: 

Anton P. Le Brun contributes to the paper by doing X-ray refractometry and Yan B. 

Vogel contributes by capturing scanning electron microscope images of the surfaces. 

Albert C. Aragonès, Michelle L. Coote, Ismael Díez-Pérez, Simone Ciampi contribute 

by ideas, co-supervision and manuscript editing. Nadim Darwish contributes by 

helping with scanning tunnelling microscopic experiments, supervision, data analysis 

and editing of the manuscript. 
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Reproduced with permission from (Journal of the American Chemical Society, Volume 

141, Issue 37, 27th August 2019, Pages 14788–14797.) Copyright (2019) American 

Chemical Society.” 
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Appendix C 

 

 

Figure C‒4‒1 a) An image of the 70% Au (111) single crystal. The melted edge is 

circled in red. b) Cyclic voltammogram for the 70% Au (111) oxidation/reduction 

showing two waves between +1150 mV and +1350 mV. 

 

Figure C‒4‒2 Schematic describing the formation of Si(111)‒H and Si(100)‒H surfaces 

via surface oxidation of Si(111) and Si(100) surfaces for 30 min in a 3:1 H2SO4: H2O2 

piranha mixture followed by oxide etching with ammonium fluoride. 
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Figure C‒4‒3 a) Schematics diagram describing the possible polymerization outcome 

during one cycle of electro-reduction of the bis-diazo compound. This mechanism 

describes the formation of a covalent bond between the free bis-diazo radicals in 

solution with the bis-diazo grafted on the surface. A companion reaction is that 

between the radicals of bis-diazo attached to the electrode surface with excess bis-

diazo in solution. This results in 3 polymerized units which has a thickness of ca. 2.43 

nm comparable to the thickness of the film obtained via XRR measurements. b) 

Theoretical 3D Structure of the bis-diazo molecules with 3 polymerized units (Si-

purple, C- grey, N-blue). 

 

Table C‒4‒1. Fitted SAM thickness and surface roughness (in Å), and fitted SLD (in 10-6 Å−2) 

for bis-diazo on Si(111)−H for the electrochemical and spontaneous grafting as determined 

from XRR data (see XRR curves in Figure 4.4 in the main text).  

Sample Thickness / Å Fitted SLD 

/ ×10
−6

 Å
−2

 

Air-monolayer 

/ monolayer-

silicon 

roughness / Å 

Volume 

fraction  

Molecules 

per cm
2
 / 

×10
14

 

Electrochemically 

grafted  

24.3 ± 1.2 10.1 ± 0.4 10.7 / 9.0 0.606 ± 

0.024 

6.21 ± 0.06 

Spontaneous 

grafting (12 h) 

23.8 ± 2.5 9.28 ± 

0.41 

5.5 / 11.7 0.556 ± 

0.025 

5.58 ± 0.11 
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Figure C‒4‒4 Testing the stability of the interface. The red curve shows a cyclic 

voltammogram of the spontaneous reduction of bis-diazo by means of resting an 

Au(111) sample in a solution of bis-diazo for 2 h at open circuit, followed by the 

reaction with ferrocene (30 min). The blue curve shows a cyclic voltammogram of a 

spontaneously reduced diazo-film that was held at +1 V vs Ag/AgCl for 300 s before 

being exposed to a solution of ferrocene (30 min). The efficiency of ferrocene 

reaction with the pre-biased bis-diazo film (blue trace) is comparable to that on the 

fresh unbiased diazonium film (red trace) both being 1.08 (± 0.17) ×1014 molecule 

cm−2, testifying for the stability of the interface. The potential scan rate is 50 mVs−1 

and the potential is expressed in mV against an aqueous Ag/AgCl (1.0 M KCl) 

reference electrode. 
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Figure C‒4‒5 Cyclic voltammograms for the 1st and 2nd reduction cycles at a scan rate 

of 50 mV s−1 of bis-diazo ((1 mM) and Bu4NPF6 (0.1 M) in a 1:49 (v/v) mixture of DMSO 

and ACN) on a) Si(111) and b) Si(100). 

 

Digital simulations of cyclic voltammetry were performed in DigiElch-Professional v7 

(ElchSoft). Butler-Volmer kinetics was used to estimate charge transfer parameters 

and we assumed a semi-infinite 1D diffusion. Simulated kinetic, thermodynamic and 

transport parameters for the electrode reaction were determined from fittings of 

experimental data sets that covered a range of sweep rates and assuming an ECirre 

mechanism (E, bis-diazo+/bis-diazo and Cirre, bis-diazo → bis-diazo• + N2). The cell iR 

drop was not compensated during measurement. Values of cell resistance were 

measured by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and used in the simulations 

(130 Ω for ACN/Bu4NPF6). The double-layer capacitance was set to 10 µF. Adsorption 

steps were neglected in the simulations and the transfer coefficients for the 

heterogeneous electron transfer reaction (the E step) was assumed as a constant (α, 

0.5) for fitting purposes. In the simulation the heterogeneous adsorption step was 

not considered as this has no effect on the quality of the fits. For the chemical step 

(Cirrev) only the forward (kf) constant is considered. The diffusivity of molecular 

nitrogen is high and the value of kf large enough so that the second-order backward 

(kb) constant tends to zero (i.e. backward chemical reaction is not operative in the 

time scale of the experiments). 
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Figure C‒4‒6 Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM bis-diazo salt in 0.1 M ACN/Bu4NPF6 at 

polycrystalline gold electrodes (0.13 cm2). Experimental (solid lines) and simulated 

(empty symbols) curves for an ECirrev mechanism. The best-fit kinetics parameters for 

the heterogeneous E step (the one electron process for the bis-diazo+/bis-diazo 

couple) are ket = 4.0 × 10−3 cm s−1 on Au(111) facets, and ket =1.0 × 10−5 cm s−1 on 

Au(100) facets. For the Cirrev step, that is the bis-diazo → bis-diazo• + N2 

homogeneous chemical reaction, the kf is 5 × 103 s−1. The apparent formal potential 

is 0 mV. The optimized diffusivity (D) for bis-diazo, bis-diazo+ and bis-diazo• is 3.0 × 

10−6 cm2 s−1 and 2.5 × 10−4 cm2 s−1 for nitrogen. The voltage sweep rate is changed 

between 10 mV s−1 (black traces), 50 mV s−1 (red traces) and 100 mV s−1 (blue traces). 

The experimental reduction peak is at −37 mV at 10 mV s−1, −70 mV at 50 mV s−1 and 

−105 mV at 100 mV s−1. 
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Figure C‒4‒7 Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM bis-diazo salt in 0.1 M ACN/Bu4NPF6 at 

Si(111). Experimental (solid lines) and simulated (empty symbols) curves for an 

ECirrev mechanism. The best-fit kinetics parameters for the heterogeneous E step 

(the one electron redox process for the bis-diazo+/bis-diazo couple) are ket = 2.0 × 

10−7 cm s−1 for Si(111). The kf for the Cirrev step, that is the bis-diazo → bis-diazo• + 

N2 homogeneous chemical reaction, is 5.0 × 103 s−1 and the apparent formal potential 

is 0 mV. The optimized diffusivity (D) for bis-diazo, bis-diazo+ and bis-diazo• is 3.0 × 

10−6 cm2 s−1 and D for nitrogen is set to 2.5 × 10−4 cm2 s−1. The electrode area is 0.35 

cm2. The voltage sweep rate is changed between 10 mV s−1 (red traces), 50 mV s−1 

(black traces) and 100 mV s−1 (green traces). The experimental reduction peak is at 

−564 mV at 10 mV s−1, −650 mV at 50 mV s−1 and −671 mV at 100 mV s−1. 
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Figure C‒4‒8 Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM bis-diazo salt in 0.1 M ACN/Bu4NPF6 at 

Si(111) or Si(100) electrodes (blue and red trace, respectively). Experimental (solid 

lines) and simulated (empty symbols) curves for an ECirrev mechanism. The best-fit 

kinetics parameters for the heterogeneous E step (the one electron redox process for 

the bis-diazo+/bis-diazo couple) are ket = 2.0 × 10−7 cm s−1 for Si(111) and ket = 5.0 × 

10−9 cm s−1 for Si(100). The kf for the Cirrev step, that is the bis-diazo → bis-diazo• + N2 

homogeneous chemical reaction, is 5.0 × 103 s−1 and the apparent formal potential is 

0 mV. The optimized diffusivity (D) for bis-diazo, bis-diazo+ and bis-diazo• is 3.0 × 10−6 

cm2 s−1 and D for nitrogen is set to 2.5 × 10−4 cm2 s−1. The electrode area is 0.35 cm2 

and the voltage sweep rate is 50 mV s−1. 
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Figure C‒4‒9 Cyclic voltammogram of a film of bis-diazo electrochemically reduced 

on Si(111) and then exposed to a solution of ferrocene for 30 min at a scan rate of 

100 mV s−1. b) Cyclic voltammograms at different scan rates for the surface in (a). 
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Figure C‒4‒10 Cyclic voltammogram of a film of bis-diazo spontaneously grafted on 

Si(111) by resting a Si(111)−H surface in a solution of bis-diazo and then exposed to a 

solution of ferrocene at a scan rate of 50 mV s−1. The surfaces were rested in a bis-

diazo compound for a) 2 h, b) 5 h and c) 8h. d) Cyclic voltammograms at different 

scan rates for the surface in (c). Due to the low coverage in (a) and (b) of 7.67 (± 1.15) 

× 1011 molecule cm−2, the current increases significantly at anodic potentials (more 

anodic than + 100 mV) which is attributed to the oxidation of silicon. The current-

increase at anodic potentials is relatively lower in (c) and (d) which is attributed to 

the surface having a relatively higher molecular coverage of 3.89 (± 0.58) × 1012 

molecule cm−2. 
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Figure C‒4‒11 Repetitive cyclic voltammograms at a scan rate 50 mV s−1 of a film of 

bis-diazo spontaneously reduced (resting a Si(111)‒H surface in a solution of bis-

diazo for 8 h and then exposed to a solution of ferrocene for 30 min). 

 

 

Figure C‒4‒12 Cyclic voltammogram of a film of bis-diazo spontaneously reduced on 

Si(100)‒H surface (resting in a solution of bis-diazo for 2 h and then exposed to a 

solution of ferrocene for 30 min at a scan rate 50 mV s−1). Due to the very low 

coverage of the bis-diazo on Si(100), no clear ferrocene signals are detected and the 

current increases significantly at anodic potentials (more anodic than + 100 mV) 

which is attributed to the oxidation of the silicon substrate. The absence of ferrocene 

signals is attributed to the rate of reduction of bis-diazo being slower on Si(100) than 

it is on Si(111) 
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Figure C‒4‒13 a) AFM (height) image showing the Si(111) pyramids on Si(100) surface 

obtained by anisotropic etching of a Si(100) surface in 20% KOH solution. b) AFM 

(amplitude error) image for the same surface. c) The electrochemical reduction wave 

of 4-bromobenzene diazonium on separate Si(111) and Si(100) surfaces are at −540 

and −808 mV, respectively. d) The electrochemical reduction wave of 4-

bromobenzene diazonium on the mixed Si(111)/Si(100) surfaces showing two waves 

at −570 and −805 mV corresponding to the reduction of 4-bromobenzene diazonium 

on Si(111) and Si(100), respectively. 
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Figure C‒4‒14 2D conductance histograms of blinking experiments between a gold 

STM tip and a gold electrode using either (a) neat mesitylene, with an accumulation 

time of 2 h, (b) 1,4-phenylenediamine (Au−molecule−Au) (c) benzene-1,4-dithiol 

(Au−molecule−Au) (d) bis-diazo (Au−C−Si). The 2D maps in (b‒d) are obtained from 

the accumulations of ca. 250 blinks and an accumulation time of 2‒3 h. Insets in (b‒

d) show the corresponding 1D linear histograms obtained from the same data used 

to accumulate the 2D maps. The average blinking lifetime was 0.20, 0.50 and 0.75 s 

for 1,4-phenylenediamine, benzene-1,4-dithiol and bis-diazo, respectively.  
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Figure C‒4‒15 (a) A representative Au–bis-diazo–Au blink measured at a bias of 0.2 

V, with a bias sweep (−1 to +1 V) applied during the lifetime of the blink. (b) Current‒

voltage data acquired during a blink of the Au–bis-diazo–Au systems shown in panel 

(a). (c) Current-voltage measurements of Au–bis-diazo–Au junctions in which the bis-

diazo molecule is covalently bound to both electrodes. (d) Current-voltage 

measurements of Au‒Au tunneling junctions in the absence of bis-diazo molecules. 

Each data set is the accumulation of 30 different voltage sweeps. 
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Appendix E 

E‒1 Silicon STM tip preparation 

 

 

Figure E‒5‒1 (a-c) SEM images of mechanically cut gold STM tips at different scales. 

The radius of these conventional gold tips is comparable to that formed with silicon 

(111) tips shown in (d-f). SEM images of typical silicon (111) tips prepared by etching 

in 3.50 M KOH solution for 48 h at 65 °C. The tip preparation procedure consistently 

led to tip radii less than 1 µm and is comparable to that of gold STM tips.  
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E‒2 AFM characterization 

 

Figure E‒5‒2 AFM characterisation of 20× 20 μm of a p–type Si(111)–H surface 

covered by dithiol 2. The topography shows flat terraces separated by atomic steps. 

The peak-to-peak roughness measured within one Si(111) terrace is ca. 1.7 Å, 

consistent with an atomically smooth alkyl monolayer on Si(111). The high-quality 

topography confirms that the SAMs are homogeneous monolayers at the nanoscale, 

free of any contaminants or oxidative damage. AFM images of the same surfaces kept 

for 7 days under ambient condition did not show any sign of deterioration. 
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Figure E‒5‒3 (a) and (d) show the topography images (5 × 5 µm) of the Si–H and the 

Si–S(CH2)6SH after a squared (2 × 2) µm area in the center of the Si surface was held 

at +2 V for a period of 8 min with constant peak force of 554 nN . The “×” lables 

indicate the location where a bias sweep was applied. (b) and (e) show the current-

volatge (I–V) sweeps applied on the bias-treated areas at the center of the surfaces. 

The I–V curves of the Si–S(CH2)6SH  surface are almost all rectifying (e) as expected 

for a platinum‒n-type Si Shottky junction indicating that the hexanethiol monolayer 

prevent the surface from oxidation; however, after oxidation of the Si–H surface (b) 

a clearly AFM-visible oxide layer forms (3.0 ± 0.6 nm) which significantly blocks the 

current passing through the surface in more than 75% of the collected current–

volatge curves meaning that the thin layer of oxide acts as dielectric film. Since the 

first step of oxidation of the Si surface requires the desorption of the ‒H or the –

S(CH2)6SH, we conclude that the high density Si–S(CH2)6SH monolayers are 

exceptional in preventing silicon oxidation. (c) and (f) are schematic diagrams of the 

studied surfaces.  

 

E‒3 X-ray Reflectometry (XRR) 

Specular X-ray reflectometry at the solid-air interface was conducted on a Panalytical 

Ltd X′Pert Pro instrument with a rotating anode source (Cu Kα radiation, λ = 1.54 Å). 

The beam was focused using a Göbel mirror and collimated using fixed slits of 0.1 

mm. The samples were mounted onto a motorised stage to adjust the sample into 

the optimal position for measurements. Angles of incidence were measured from 
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0.05 to 5.00 in 0.01 steps for 20 seconds per step. The raw data was reduced so 

that the critical edge was normalised to a reflectivity of unity and the data was 

presented as reflectivity versus momentum transfer, Q, defined as: 

Q =
4π sin θ

λ
 

where λ is the X-ray wavelength and θ is the angle of incidence. The data was 

analysed using MOTOFIT which utilises an Abele’s matrix method. The monolayer was 

fitted using a single layer model with fitting parameters of thickness, roughness, and 

scattering length density (SLD), ρ, defined as: 

ρ =
re ∑ Zi

Vm
 

where Vm is the total molecular volume (determined to be 149 Å3 for compound 2), 

Zi is the atomic number of each atom in the species, and re is the Bohr electron radius 

(2.818 ×10−5 Å). The theoretical SLD (ρt) of compound 2 was determined to be 15.6 

×10−6 Å-2. The fitting parameters were varied using least-squares regression until the 

calculated reflectivity from the fit suitably matched the collected data. The number 

of molecules per cm2 was determined from the fitted values as follows: 

molecules per cm2 =
τρf1016

Vmρt
 

Where τ is the fitted thickness and ρf is the fitted SLD. 

Table E‒5‒1 Theoretical parameters used in the modelling. 

Molecule Calculated SLD / 

10-6 Å-2 

Estimated 

maximum thickness 

/ Å 

Estimated 

volume / Å3 

1,6-hexanedithiol 15.6 11.3 149 
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Table E‒5‒2 Fitted SAM thickness and surface roughness (in Å), and fitted SLD (in 10-6 Å-2) 

for 2 on Si(111)–H as determined from XRR data (see XRR curves in Figure. 5.2c). 

Monolayer Thickness 
/ Å 

Fitted 
SLD / 
10-6 Å-

2 

Volume 
fraction 

Molecules 
per cm2 

coverage 
% 

Roughness 
of  Si-

monolayer 
interface/ Å 

Roughness of 
monolayer-

air interface / 
Å 

Low doped 
n 

9.1 ± 0.2 13.7 ± 
0.2 

0.878 ± 
0.013 

5.36 ×1014 68 0.6 ± 0.1 4.4 ± 0.1 

Low doped 
p 

10.4 ± 0.5 13.8 ± 
0.2 

0.885 ± 
0.012 

6.17 ×1014 78 1.1 ± 0.2 4.6 ± 0.1 

High doped 
n 

8.5 ± 0.6 15.3 ± 
0.1 

0.981 ± 
0.006 

5.59 ×1014 71 3.9 ± 0.1 13.3 ± 0.3 

High doped 
p 

11.1 ± 0.4 13.9 ± 
0.3 

0.891 ± 
0.019 

6.64 ×1014 84 2.9 ± 0.1 7.3 ± 0.2 

The SLD of air and silicon was fixed to 0 and 20.1 10-6 Å-2 respectively. 

 

E-4 Initiation and then propagation of a free-radical polymerization process 

This section provides more details of the initiation and propagation reactions 

depicted in Figure 5.4, involving the model compound RSH (R = C3H7) reacting with 

Si(111)–H. 

Figure 5.4 shows a reaction scheme involving initiation of the surface reaction and 

then propagation of a free-radical polymerization process at low coverage, showing 

calculated Gibbs free energies. The corresponding figure showing the purely 

electronic energy differences is Figure E‒5‒4. 
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Figure E‒5‒4 DFT mechanism for SAM formation starting at low coverage. 

Calculations indicate that thiyl radicals (RS•, with here R = C3H7) produced by attack 

of solution O2 on the thiol reactants (RSH) react with Si(111)–H to abstract hydrogen 

and for thiol physisorbed to a silicon surface radical (black dot). Reaction over a 

barrier then leads to chemisorption and radical regeneration. This provides initiation 

for a free-radical polymerization reaction that then covers the surface with 

adsorbate. Some critical bond lengths are shown, in Å; only one copy of the used 3×3 

supercell is shown. These results show the electronic energy changes coming from 

the VASP calculations that are analogous to the Gibbs free energy changes shown in 

Figure 5.4. 

 

The transition state shown in these figures is a very complex one involving 

simultaneous motion involving changes to the Si–S, S–H, H–H, and Si–H bond lengths: 

the reaction involves the near-synchronous breaking of two bonds and reformation 

of another two. Initial calculations were performed on a model compound, freezing 

the coordinates of the external silicon atoms to coincide with locations on the 2D 

Si(111)–H surface. This cluster, as well as the energetics analogous to those shown in 

Figure E‒5‒5, are provided in Figure E‒5‒4. The results are quite similar to those 

subsequently optimized for the 2D surface. Indeed, the optimization of the transition 

structure for the 2D materials was made starting at the results for the model 

compound. 
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Figure E‒5‒5 DFT mechanism for SAM formation based on the properties of a model 

compound. Calculations indicate that thiyl radicals (RS•, with here R = C3H7) produced 

by attack of solution O2 on the thiol reactants (RSH) react with Si(111)–H to abstract 

hydrogen and for thiol physisorbed to a silicon surface radical (black dot). Reaction 

over a barrier then leads to chemisorption and radical regeneration. This provides 

initiation for a free-radical polymerization reaction that then covers the surface with 

adsorbate. Some critical bond lengths are shown, in Å.  

 

There is one significant difference found between the results for the model 

compound and the 2D surface: a second intermediary species was found for the 2D 

surface, displaying a chemisorbed thiol with in which sulfur forms three covalent 

bonds. It is only a shallow minimum on the potential-energy surface and hence was 

not depicted in the primary results in Figure 5.4. Its structure and properties are given 

in Figure E‒5‒5. 
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Figure E‒5‒6 A chemisorbed intermediate found on the 2D surface, showing the 

covalent-bond lengths to sulfur, in Å. 

 

Not withstanding this difference, the reaction profiles for the model cluster and 2D 

surface are similar. The energy profiles and key coordinate changes as a function of 

an internal reaction coordinate (defines as the integral of the accumulated bond-

length changes in the 4 key bonds) are shown in Figure E‒5‒7. The Si–S and H–H 

bonds are largely formed at the transition state whilst the Si–H and S–H bonds are 

just beginning to break. On the 2D surface, the transition state occurs slightly later 

than it does for the model cluster. 
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Figure E‒5‒7 The top frame shows the energy calculated for the indicated model 

cluster system as a function of a continuous reaction coordinate, going from the 

physisorbed intermediate over the transition state to form products. The lower frame 

shows the critical Si–S, S–H, H–H, and H–Si bond lengths (see Figure 5.4) along this 

reaction coordinate. While at the transition state, the H–H and Si–S bonds are largely 

formed whilst the S–H and Si–H are largely unbroken, critical changes to all 4 bond 

lengths do occur at this structure. The reaction coordinate follows the eigenvector of 

the hessian matrix with imaginary eigenvalue away from the transition state (green 

region), but afterwards becomes the results of unconstrained geometry optimization. 

The reaction profile for the model compound is similar. 

 

E‒5 SAM completion at high coverage for the binding of 2 to Si(111)–H 

Calculations on a 3×3 supercell for the binding of 2 to Si(111)–H at high coverage are 

reported. In this lattice, the chemical state of the 9 surface silicon atoms can be 

represented by the formula 

(SiH)iSij
•(SiSR)k where i + j + k = 9 
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and R = S(CH2)6SH. At the low coverage of 1:9, the structure of (SiH)8Si0
• (SiSR)1, 

shown in Figure 5.5a, has the alkane chains oriented at an angle of 70 to the surface. 

On this surface, initiation occurs through the reaction (akin to Figure 5.5) 

(SiH)9Si0
• (SiSR)0 + RS• → (SiH)8Si1

• (SiSR)1 + H2 

followed by the free-radical polymerization reaction 

(SiH)9−nSi1
• (SiSR)n−1 + RSH → (SiH)9−n−1Si1

• (SiSR)n + H2 

which can, in principle, occur for n = 2 to 8, the final product being the isolated surface 

radical (SiH)0Si1
• (SiSR)8. Figure 5.5b shows the species with n = 7 that forms part of 

this sequence, (SiH)1Si1
• (SiSR)7. DFT predicts the reaction leading to its production 

(SiH)2Si1
• (SiSR)6 + RSH → (SiH)1Si1

• (SiSR)7 + H2 

to be exothermic, with  E = -15 kcal mol-1. However, as Frame c in Figure 5.5 shows, 

in this structure six chairs are forces to align vertically whilst one slightly lays over, 

taking on an orientationally partially disordered structure in which the 7 chains 

quickly adjust be become roughly equally spaced. The inter-chain separation is ca. 4.3 

Å, close to the optimal distances found in 3D alkane materials and in monolayers on 

surfaces. Adding more ligands to this structure, therefore requires compression of 

the ligands, with effectively all of the compression energy of all of the ligands needed 

to be costed during the next step in the polymerization process. As a result, the 

calculated reaction energy for the next step, 

(SiH)1Si1
• (SiSR)7 + RSH → (SiH)0Si1

• (SiSR)8 + H2 

is predicted to be endothermic, with  E = +44 kcal mol-1. The free-radical 

polymerization mechanism therefore cannot proceed beyond a coverage of 7:9. 

Also, free-radical polymerization can only proceed if the silicon free radical Si• is 

located on an adjacent site to a SiH bond. During SAM polymerization, several Si–H 

bonds could be located adjacent to Si•, meaning that the path that the 

polymerization takes across the 2D surface is not controlled. Hence it is possible to 

produce silicon radicals that are not adjacent to Si–H, prematurely terminating chain 

propagation. Similarly, the SAM may grow in ways that leave one or more Si–H bonds 

surrounded by SiSR and hence unavailable for a chain-propagation reaction. It is 

therefore likely that the chain propagation reaction will lead to a SAM containing 

many defects. 
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If the SAM is in thermodynamic equilibrium, then such defects would be healed by 

annealing. Even in SAMs held together only by Van der Waals forces, thermodynamic 

equilibrium is difficult to establish, making final compositions controlled by kinetic 

rather than thermodynamic factors. However, key steps in the formation process 

may be under thermodynamic control, and these can manifest to control some key 

final outcomes. In this case, calculations indicate that the transition state for the 

addition of the eighth ligand above remains accessible from the intermediate state 

(by analogy to Figure 5.5c), it is just that the precursor state itself becomes 

energetically unattainable. Understanding SAM properties then comes down to 

understanding the energetics of reactions that would anneal the SAM. 

We have considered two processes for the model compound with R = C3H7, a species 

for which annealing reactions would be thought to be easier than for 2. First, we 

examined the interchange of the ligand from an SiSR site to a neighbouring Si•site. 

Accurate transition-state energies were not obtained, but many possible paths were 

examined with estimated barriers in the 40-50 kcal mol-1 range. To anneal SAMs at 

room temperature within 24 hours, barriers of at most 25 kcal mol-1 could be 

envisaged. Second, we considered processes in which the ligand on an SiSR site 

interchanges with the hydrogen on a neighbouring Si–H site, possible through a self-

catalysed thiol intermediate. Again, no pathway under 40 kcal mol-1 could be 

envisaged. These results suggest that produced SAMs are kinetically trapped post 

production. 

If the reactions are performed in solutions containing molecular oxygen and thiols, 

then small amount of thiyls present in solution could continue to react with partially 

formed SAMs. Of most significance, the most difficult reaction to complete, the 

reaction of a radical SAM at 8:9 coverage to form a SAM at 1:1 coverage, i.e. 

(SiH)0Si1
• (SiSR)8 + RS• → (SiH)0Si0

• (SiSR)9 

is predicted to be exothermic, with  E = ‒45 kcal mol-1 for R = (CH2)6SH. The energy 

released by the fusing of the two radicals to form a Si–S bond is sufficient to compress 

the SAM into the extremely tight structure shown in Figure. 5.4c. If that silicon surface 

radical can react with solution radicals, then so can any other similar species have 

produced during the SAM formation process. 
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Next, we consider the reaction of an isolated SiH group with an RS• radical from 

solution. The hydrogen abstraction reaction 

(SiH)1Si0
• (SiSR)8 + RS• → (SiH)0Si1

• (SiSR)8 + RSH 

is predicted to be exothermic, with  E = ‒12 kcal mol-1. This reaction introduces no 

new compression to the SAM and gains its exothermicity from the difference in S−H 

and Si−H bond strengths. After it is completed, a silicon surface radical is produced 

that can then react with a second thiyl from solution to complete the SAM. 

The difficulty in doing these reactions, controlling their transition-state energies, will 

be the compression of the SAM that must be introduced prior to the meeting of the 

reacting atoms. These barriers will be strongly ligand-size dependent, suggesting that 

an optimum chain length will exist for producing regular SAMs. They will also strongly 

depend on the precise chemical structure of the defect being attacked by the radical. 

Basically, reactions on defects in SAMs at below 7:9 coverage will be expected to 

proceed based only on the availability of surface radicals, whereas reactions involving 

species at 1:1 coverage will experience high barriers. These high barriers may well 

exceed 25 kcal mol-1 and hence prevent SAMs forming at these coverages. 
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E‒6 Synthesis of 11-(Ferrocenyl)undecyl methyl sulphide (3) 

 

Scheme E‒5‒1 Synthesis of compound 3 

Reagents: 240 ) MeOH, DMF, NaOH, CH3I, 0 oC, 10 min. 

 

All chemicals used for the synthesis of 11-(Ferrocenyl)undecyl methyl sulphide (3) 

were of analytical grade and used as received. 11-(Ferrocenyl)undecanethiol ((1), 

95.0%), iodomethane (99.0%), methanol (97.0%), deuterochloroform (99.8%), N,N-

dimethylformamide (99.8%), chloroform (98.0%) and hexane (98.0%) were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and sodium hydroxide (97.0%) was purchased from 

Ajax fine chem. Milli-Q water (>18 MΩ cm) was used for cleaning and the preparation 

of solutions. The synthesis of 3 is based on a procedure reported by Yasuhiro. M et 

al.( Ann. Nucl. Med. 1993, 7, 173-177). Briefly, to a solution 1 (74.4 mg, 0.1 mmol) in 

10 mL of MeOH: DMF (1:1) was added 10 mL of NaOH (1 M). Iodomethane (0.11 

mmol, 13.68 µL) was cooled down to 0 oC and added to the mixture with continuous 

stirring for 10 min at 0 ºC (Scheme E-5-1). The organic phase was then extracted using 

chloroform, evaporated and purified by gradient column chromatography using 

hexane. The purified form of 3 is then dried under vacuum resulting in a pale-yellow 

solid (46.4 mg, 60% yield). 1H NMR 400 MHz (CDCl3): δ (ppm) = 4.08 (s, 5H), 4.02 (s, 

4H), 2.47 (m, 2H), 2.30 (t, 2H), 2.11 (s, 3H) for the added methyl group, 1.55 (m, 4H), 

1.47 (m, 2H), 1.36(m, 2H), 1.28 (m, 10H). 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm) = 

15.61(CH3), 28.85(CH2), 29.21(CH2), 29.27(CH2), 29.54(CH2), 29.61(CH2), 29.67(CH2), 

31.14(CH2), 34.38 (CH2), 53.41 (CH2, next to ferrocene ring), 67.05 (CH), 68.14 (CH), 

and 68.50 (CH). HRMS m/z calculated for 3 [M+H]+ 386.1725, found 386.1720.  
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Figure E‒5‒8 1 H NMR 400 MHz (CDCl3) spectrum of 3 
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Figure E‒5‒9 13C NMR (CDCl3, 101 MHz) spectrum of 3 
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Figure E‒5‒10 13C NMR spectra for 3 (blue) and 1 (red) with the methyl signal in 3 at 

δ=15.7. 

 

E‒7 XPS analysis 

 

The XPS spectra Si(111)−H, incubated in 4 mM solution of 3 for 24 h showed an 

absence of the S−Si bonding at 162 eV. The observed noise between 162-164 eV is 

related to the Si plasmon loss background as it is also present in untreated Si(111)−H 

(Figure E‒5‒12). Further, the high resolution of the Si 2p envelope showed in addition 

to an emission centred at 99.5 eV that is assigned to the Si−Si bonding, an additional 

weak emission at 103 eV that is assigned to the growth of SiOx suggesting that the 

Si(111)−H surface is prone to oxidation in the absence of a monolayer. This indicates 

that 3 does not form a monolayer.  
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Figure E‒5‒11 a) XPS High-resolution Si 2p emission and b) S 2p emission for a 

Si(111)−H surface incubated in 4 mM solution of 3 for 24 h. 

 

As a control measurement on the background signal of the Si electrode surface, we 

performed an XPS measurement for a freshly etched, unmodified Si(111)−H electrode 

(see Figure E‒5‒12 below). Si 2p emission showed a background emission alongside 

the high intensity Si plasmon loss peak at 168 eV.  

 

Figure E‒5‒12 a) XPS high resolution Si 2p emission and b) S 2p emission for 

untreated Si(111)−H electrode stored in DCM for 24 h. 
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E‒8 Electrochemical characterisation of 3 

 

Figure E‒5‒13 Cyclic voltammograms of Si(111)−H surface incubated in 4 mM 

solution of 3 for 24 h. The voltammograms show absence of ferrocene signals and an 

increase in current beyond + 400 mV, indicating surface oxidation in the absence of 

a monolayer, suggesting that 3 does not form a monolayer on Si(111)–H surfaces. 
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E‒9 STM‒Plateau length histograms 

 

Figure E‒5‒14 Plateau length histogram for (a) Au–2–Au with average plateau length 

of 0.25 nm and (b) Si–2–Si junctions with average plateau length of 0.70 nm. This 

suggests that due to the enhanced mechanical stability, the Si–2–Si junctions are 

resistant to breakage during the entire pulling cycle while the typical Au–2–Au 

junctions break before a full molecular stretch (c) Blinking duration histograms when 

2 is bonded to two Au electrodes (blue) versus when bonded to two Si electrodes 

(red) with average lifetime of 0.56 s and 2.70 s, respectively. 
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E‒10 DFT optimized coordinates for all optimized 2D structures and associated 

molecules. 

Table of Contents: 

 1. H2 

 2. C3H7SH 

 3. C3H7S 

 4. Si(111)-H 3x3 

 5. Si(111)-H 3x3 radical, with one removed H 

 6. Si(111)-H 3x3 radical, physisorbed intermediate with C3H7SH 

 7. Si(111)-H 3x3 radical, chemisorbed intermediate with C3H7SH 

 8. Si(111)-H 3x3 radical, transition state for chain propagation reaction 

 9. Si model compound radical, transition state for chain propagation reaction 

10. Si(111)-H 3x3 radical after first ligand addition 

11. C6H13SH 

12. Si(111)-H 3x3 1:9 (SiH)8(Si.)0(SiSC6H12SH)1 

13. Si(111)-H 3x3 1:1 (SiH)0(Si.)0(SiSC6H12SH)9 

14. Si(111)-H 3x3 8:9 (SiH)0(Si.)1(SiSC6H12SH)8 

15. Si(111)-H 3x3 8:9 (SiH)1(Si.)0(SiSC6H12SH)8 

16. Si(111)-H 3x3 7:9 (SiH)1(Si.)1(SiSC6H12SH)5 

17. Si(111)-H 3x3 2:3 (SiH)2(Si.)1(SiSC6H12SH)6 

18. Au-2-Au Flat-S 

19. Au-2-Au Flat-SH 

20. Au-2-Au Tip-S 

21. Au-2-Au Tip-SH 

22. Si-2-Au Flat S 

23. Si-2-Au Flat SH 

24. Si-2-Au Tip S 

25. Si-2-Au Tip SH 

26. Si-2-Si 

 

____________________________________________________________________

___________ 
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 1. H2 

  

E=    -6.7341 eV, Ggas=    -6.7704 eV, Gsoln=    -6.6905 eV 

box:  20.000000 0 0 0  20.000000 0 0 0  20.000000 

Kpoints:  1  1  1 

basis: NGX= 120 NGY= 120 NGZ= 120 NGXF= 180 NGYF= 180 NGZF= 180 

Low Frequencies (cm^-1)=   4444. 

  

 1    0.000000    0.000000   19.624900 

 1    0.000000    0.000000    0.375100 

  

____________________________________________________________________

___________ 

  

 2. C3H7SH 

  

E=   -60.9807 eV, Ggas=   -59.0376 eV, Gsoln=   -58.9577 eV 

box:  25.000000 0 0 0  25.000000 0 0 0  25.000000 

Kpoints:  1  1  1 

basis: NGX= 192 NGY= 192 NGZ= 192 NGXF= 280 NGYF= 280 NGZF= 280 

Low Frequencies (cm^-1)=    113.    207.    221.    248.    356.    689. 

  

16    5.774760    3.958660    3.929870 

 6    1.578410    4.072160    4.007270 

 6    2.991270    3.492330    3.929180 

 6    4.063410    4.566480    4.082810 

 1    1.408350    4.583690    4.967520 

 1    0.819210    3.282340    3.911090 

 1    1.402680    4.804700    3.204090 

 1    3.129040    2.733510    4.717890 

 1    3.140860    2.970610    2.970600 
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 1    3.951590    5.103470    5.037250 

 1    3.975140    5.316540    3.280420 

 1    5.728320    3.096880    4.969450 

  

____________________________________________________________________

___________ 

  

 3. C3H7S 

   

E=   -55.9896 eV, Ggas=   -54.3086 eV, Gsoln=   -54.2287 eV 

box:  25.000000 0 0 0  25.000000 0 0 0  25.000000 

Kpoints:  1  1  1 

basis: NGX= 192 NGY= 192 NGZ= 192 NGXF= 280 NGYF= 280 NGZF= 280 

Low Frequencies (cm^-1)=    114.    224.    226.    357.    477.    724. 

  

16    5.763980    3.981500    3.960160 

 6    1.579950    4.072510    4.007240 

 6    2.988330    3.483920    3.926860 

 6    4.070660    4.554140    4.061620 

 1    1.411880    4.583810    4.968070 

 1    0.816290    3.287340    3.910580 

 1    1.406070    4.806390    3.204560 

 1    3.134310    2.730300    4.716850 

 1    3.128180    2.958110    2.969160 

 1    3.977130    5.097910    5.021530 

 1    3.954570    5.336900    3.287330 

  

____________________________________________________________________

___________ 

  

 4. Si(111)-H 3x3 
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E=  -468.8368 eV, Ggas=  -463.5937 eV, Gsoln=  -463.5138 eV 

box:  11.480586 0 0   5.740293   9.942479 0 0 0  30.000000 

Kpoints:  2  2  1 

basis: NGX=  70 NGY=  70 NGZ= 180 NGXF= 100 NGYF= 100 NGZF= 270 

Low Frequencies (cm^-1)=     44.     44.     77.     77.     77.     77. 

  

14    2.613431    3.861800    2.000000 

14    6.440293    3.861800    2.000000 

14   10.267155    3.861800    2.000000 

14    4.526862    7.175959    2.000000 

14    8.353724    7.175959    2.000000 

14   12.180586    7.175959    2.000000 

14    0.700000    0.547640    2.000000 

14    4.526862    0.547640    2.000000 

14    8.353724    0.547640    2.000000 

14   10.267155    1.652360    2.781155 

14    2.613431    1.652360    2.781155 

14    6.440293    1.652360    2.781155 

14   12.180586    4.966520    2.781155 

14    4.526862    4.966520    2.781155 

14    8.353724    4.966520    2.781155 

14   14.094017    8.280679    2.781155 

14    6.440293    8.280679    2.781155 

14   10.267155    8.280679    2.781155 

14   10.267155    1.652360    5.124620 

14    2.613431    1.652360    5.124620 

14    6.440293    1.652360    5.124620 

14   12.180586    4.966520    5.124620 

14    4.526862    4.966520    5.124620 

14    8.353724    4.966520    5.124620 

14   14.094017    8.280679    5.124620 

14    6.440293    8.280679    5.124620 
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14   10.267155    8.280679    5.124620 

14   12.180586    2.757080    5.905775 

14    4.526862    2.757080    5.905775 

14    8.353724    2.757080    5.905775 

14   14.094017    6.071239    5.905775 

14    6.440293    6.071239    5.905775 

14   10.267155    6.071239    5.905775 

14   16.007448    9.385399    5.905775 

14    8.353724    9.385399    5.905775 

14   12.180586    9.385399    5.905775 

14   12.180586    2.757080    8.249553 

14    4.526862    2.757080    8.249553 

14    8.353724    2.757080    8.249553 

14   14.094017    6.071239    8.249553 

14    6.440293    6.071239    8.249553 

14   10.267155    6.071239    8.249553 

14   16.007448    9.385399    8.249553 

14    8.353724    9.385399    8.249553 

14   12.180586    9.385399    8.249553 

14    2.613431    3.861800    9.033240 

14    6.440293    3.861800    9.033240 

14   10.267155    3.861800    9.033240 

14    4.526862    7.175959    9.033240 

14    8.353724    7.175959    9.033240 

14   12.180586    7.175959    9.033240 

14    0.700000    0.547640    9.033240 

14    4.526862    0.547640    9.033240 

14    8.353724    0.547640    9.033240 

14    2.613431    3.861800   11.378206 

14    6.440293    3.861800   11.378206 

14   10.267155    3.861800   11.378206 

14    4.526862    7.175959   11.378206 
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14    8.353724    7.175959   11.378206 

14   12.180586    7.175959   11.378206 

14    0.700000    0.547640   11.378206 

14    4.526862    0.547640   11.378206 

14    8.353724    0.547640   11.378206 

14   10.267155    1.652360   12.145176 

14    2.613431    1.652360   12.145176 

14    6.440293    1.652360   12.145176 

14   12.180586    4.966520   12.145176 

14    4.526862    4.966520   12.145176 

14    8.353724    4.966520   12.145176 

14   14.094017    8.280679   12.145176 

14    6.440293    8.280679   12.145176 

14   10.267155    8.280679   12.145176 

 1    2.613431    3.861800    0.495623 

 1    6.440293    3.861800    0.495623 

 1   10.267155    3.861800    0.495623 

 1    4.526862    7.175959    0.495623 

 1    8.353724    7.175959    0.495623 

 1   12.180586    7.175959    0.495623 

 1    0.700000    0.547640    0.495623 

 1    4.526862    0.547640    0.495623 

 1    8.353724    0.547640    0.495623 

 1   10.267155    1.652360   13.650245 

 1    2.613431    1.652360   13.650245 

 1    6.440293    1.652360   13.650245 

 1   12.180586    4.966520   13.650245 

 1    4.526862    4.966520   13.650245 

 1    8.353724    4.966520   13.650245 

 1   14.094017    8.280679   13.650245 

 1    6.440293    8.280679   13.650245 

 1   10.267155    8.280679   13.650245 
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____________________________________________________________________

___________ 

  

 5. Si(111)-H 3x3 radical, with one removed H 

  

E=  -464.3662 eV, Ggas=  -459.2202 eV, Gsoln=  -459.1403 eV 

box:  11.480586 0 0   5.740293   9.942479 0 0 0  30.000000 

Kpoints:  2  2  1 

basis: NGX=  70 NGY=  70 NGZ= 180 NGXF= 100 NGYF= 100 NGZF= 270 

Low Frequencies (cm^-1)=     53.     53.     76.     76.     85.     85. 

  

14    2.613431    3.861800    2.000000 

14    6.440293    3.861800    2.000000 

14   10.267155    3.861800    2.000000 

14    4.526862    7.175959    2.000000 

14    8.353724    7.175959    2.000000 

14   12.180586    7.175959    2.000000 

14    0.700000    0.547640    2.000000 

14    4.526862    0.547640    2.000000 

14    8.353724    0.547640    2.000000 

14   10.267155    1.652360    2.781155 

14    2.613431    1.652360    2.781155 

14    6.440293    1.652360    2.781155 

14   12.180586    4.966520    2.781155 

14    4.526862    4.966520    2.781155 

14    8.353724    4.966520    2.781155 

14   14.094017    8.280679    2.781155 

14    6.440293    8.280679    2.781155 

14   10.267155    8.280679    2.781155 

14   10.267155    1.652360    5.124620 

14    2.613431    1.652360    5.124620 
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14    6.440293    1.652360    5.124620 

14   12.180586    4.966520    5.124620 

14    4.526862    4.966520    5.124620 

14    8.353724    4.966520    5.124620 

14   14.094017    8.280679    5.124620 

14    6.440293    8.280679    5.124620 

14   10.267155    8.280679    5.124620 

14   12.180586    2.757080    5.905775 

14    4.526862    2.757080    5.905775 

14    8.353724    2.757080    5.905775 

14   14.094017    6.071239    5.905775 

14    6.440293    6.071239    5.905775 

14   10.267155    6.071239    5.905775 

14   16.007448    9.385399    5.905775 

14    8.353724    9.385399    5.905775 

14   12.180586    9.385399    5.905775 

14   12.181217    2.756716    8.254655 

14    4.526231    2.756716    8.254655 

14    8.353724    2.757175    8.251226 

14   14.094017    6.073097    8.248484 

14    6.440375    6.071192    8.251226 

14   10.267073    6.071192    8.251226 

14   16.005839    9.384470    8.248484 

14    8.353724    9.386128    8.254655 

14   12.182195    9.384470    8.248484 

14    2.613431    3.863995    9.034570 

14    6.440675    3.862020    9.036921 

14   10.266773    3.862020    9.036921 

14    4.526760    7.176018    9.033783 

14    8.353724    7.175518    9.036921 

14   12.180688    7.176018    9.033783 

14    0.698099    0.546543    9.034570 
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14    4.528763    0.546543    9.034570 

14    8.353724    0.547522    9.033783 

14    2.613431    3.866698   11.386741 

14    6.440742    3.862059   11.382304 

14   10.266706    3.862059   11.382304 

14    4.527466    7.175610   11.378639 

14    8.353724    7.175441   11.382304 

14   12.179982    7.175610   11.378639 

14    0.695758    0.545191   11.386741 

14    4.531104    0.545191   11.386741 

14    8.353724    0.548337   11.378639 

14   10.264803    1.653773   12.150988 

14    2.613431    1.652360   12.080753 

14    6.442645    1.653773   12.150988 

14   12.178186    4.967851   12.150988 

14    4.529262    4.967851   12.150988 

14    8.353724    4.966520   12.148100 

14   14.094017    8.280679   12.142359 

14    6.440341    8.277935   12.150988 

14   10.267107    8.277935   12.150988 

 1    2.613431    3.861401    0.495677 

 1    6.440134    3.861708    0.495643 

 1   10.267314    3.861708    0.495643 

 1    4.527850    7.175389    0.495642 

 1    8.353724    7.176142    0.495643 

 1   12.179598    7.175389    0.495642 

 1    0.700345    0.547839    0.495677 

 1    4.526517    0.547839    0.495677 

 1    8.353724    0.548781    0.495642 

 1   10.262957    1.652800   13.655456 

 1    6.444491    1.652800   13.655456 

 1   12.178106    4.969936   13.655456 
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 1    4.529342    4.969936   13.655456 

 1    8.353724    4.966520   13.652730 

 1   14.094017    8.280679   13.647456 

 1    6.438575    8.276824   13.655456 

 1   10.268873    8.276824   13.655456 

  

____________________________________________________________________

___________ 

  

 6. Si(111)-H 3x3 radical, physisorbed intermediate with C3H7SH 

  

E=  -526.1381 eV, Ggas=  -518.5026 eV, Gsoln=  -518.4227 eV 

box:  11.480586 0 0   5.740293   9.942479 0 0 0  30.000000 

Kpoints:  2  2  1 

basis: NGX=  84 NGY=  84 NGZ= 224 NGXF= 126 NGYF= 126 NGZF= 336 

Low Frequencies (cm^-1)=    -44.      15.     36.     47.     53.     54. 

  

16    2.234068    0.514056    8.150558 

14   13.143242    3.243510   25.245284 

14    1.664560    1.034511   26.012848 

14    3.576818    4.350877   26.004793 

14   16.971882    9.877126   25.238685 

14    9.318983    9.871774   25.248394 

14    1.668513    1.034603   28.358865 

14    5.491394    3.243456   25.245242 

14   15.061482    6.552707   25.218236 

14    3.580712    4.356943   28.349647 

14    5.493139    1.034566   26.012861 

14    3.582181    2.148475   29.133083 

14    7.404009    4.348974   26.014619 

14    5.487452    7.663117   25.991587 

14    5.494607    5.463409   29.132731 
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14   13.146818    9.877443   25.235712 

14    5.496955    1.035978   28.359296 

14    3.597594    2.155068    1.479786 

14    9.317071    3.246182   25.245720 

14    7.408952    6.557759   25.245444 

14    7.407660    4.351009   28.360946 

14    5.487330    7.665827   28.335751 

14    5.508016    5.473827    1.479750 

14    9.318423    1.036751   26.010827 

14    7.412508    2.139364   29.142077 

14   13.165705    3.247012    2.266591 

14    5.513273    3.260056    2.240611 

14    9.331151    9.866209    2.151727 

14   11.231290    4.349394   26.013695 

14    9.321218    7.663235   26.017159 

14    9.324686    5.455811   29.138218 

14    7.397222    8.762566   29.128892 

14   15.076935    6.572923    2.254537 

14    7.425071    6.558738    2.259247 

14    9.324567    1.035777   28.357198 

14    7.423790    2.144227    1.490409 

14   11.229516    6.556343   25.238821 

14   11.240113    4.353369   28.359979 

14    9.326940    7.668736   28.363483 

14    9.336953    5.456733    1.484908 

14    7.397082    8.758965    1.472800 

14   15.091236    6.591990    4.597374 

14    7.433296    6.558470    4.604354 

14   11.238881    2.142034   29.141586 

14    9.339030    3.248381    2.259941 

14   13.153910    9.888191    2.292966 

14    7.439763    4.355333    5.381008 
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14   13.151444    7.661435   25.983796 

14   13.153108    5.466738   29.136787 

14   11.257556    8.764107   29.130858 

14   11.253044    6.559541    2.254301 

14    5.531969    7.663226    5.391115 

14    9.350698    7.662121    5.348108 

14   11.250747    2.143942    1.490115 

14    9.343612    3.247415    4.604701 

14   13.162014    7.666796   28.328179 

14   13.165037    5.459254    1.487335 

14   11.267510    8.765506    1.477362 

14   11.265036    6.558186    4.597524 

14    9.355441    1.058089    5.414751 

14   11.247028    4.356851    5.380604 

14   15.063493    8.769769   29.140716 

14   13.169415    7.650740    5.399433 

14   15.069413    8.781875    1.492862 

14    1.743326    1.033044    5.244644 

14    9.347004    9.822910    4.459355 

14   13.184406    3.284801    4.623547 

14    5.465239    1.055265    5.191620 

14    3.622587    4.391413    5.370526 

14    5.519665    3.292048    4.580181 

14   13.188662    9.868230    4.663138 

14   16.992396    9.873919    4.635515 

14   16.989776    9.883237    2.274849 

 6    1.705039    2.200317    8.594209 

 6    2.458964    2.808106    9.771524 

 6   13.416918    4.209184   10.096277 

 1   13.140609    3.241105   23.741833 

 1   16.975489    9.890959   23.735030 

 1    9.320177    9.872005   23.744539 
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 1    5.497832    3.243405   23.741503 

 1   15.069132    6.540261   23.714787 

 1   13.147551    9.901292   23.732142 

 1    9.318842    3.249770   23.742056 

 1    7.424214    6.550606   23.742028 

 1   11.212810    6.548908   23.735200 

 1    7.424305    4.349613    6.884787 

 1    5.526719    7.638509    6.894659 

 1    9.348747    7.740931    6.850567 

 1    9.367150    1.085394    6.919051 

 1   11.230932    4.371282    6.885496 

 1   13.166926    7.613269    6.903132 

 1    5.367318    1.048060    6.705109 

 1    3.645277    4.384802    6.876966 

 1    3.517436    0.815331    7.838937 

 1    1.787037    2.837480    7.701061 

 1   12.112702    2.096369    8.816806 

 1    3.531635    2.855423    9.523982 

 1    2.368543    2.148582   10.648146 

 1   13.529338    4.883881    9.234879 

 1   13.962588    4.648851   10.941955 

 1   12.350035    4.182497   10.362646 

  

____________________________________________________________________

___________ 

  

 7. Si(111)-H 3x3 radical, chemisorbed intermediate with C3H7SH 

  

E=  -526.1173 eV, Ggas=  -518.4443 eV, Gsoln=  -518.3644 eV 

box:  11.480586 0 0   5.740293   9.942479 0 0 0  30.000000 

Kpoints:  2  2  1 

basis: NGX=  84 NGY=  84 NGZ= 224 NGXF= 126 NGYF= 126 NGZF= 336 
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Low Frequencies (cm^-1)=    -27.     36.     49.     62.     63.     65. 

 

16    2.140239    0.786674    7.515142 

14   13.134096    3.251484   25.233628 

14    1.653520    1.042044   26.014761 

14    3.566925    4.356173   26.014757 

14   16.960976    9.879856   25.233683 

14    9.307251    9.879802   25.233616 

14    1.653532    1.042056   28.358411 

14    5.480384    3.251469   25.233624 

14   15.047507    6.565595   25.233682 

14    3.566958    4.356157   28.358386 

14    5.480353    1.042031   26.014772 

14    3.566964    2.146718   29.139301 

14    7.393789    4.356165   26.014751 

14    5.480280    7.670384   26.014751 

14    5.480357    5.460734   29.139359 

14   13.134077    9.879833   25.233643 

14    5.480388    1.042073   28.358385 

14    3.597594    2.155068    1.479786 

14    9.307248    3.251495   25.233658 

14    7.393868    6.565604   25.233738 

14    7.393852    4.356187   28.358414 

14    5.480494    7.670307   28.358725 

14    5.508016    5.473827    1.479750 

14    9.307241    1.042023   26.014737 

14    7.393734    2.146706   29.139254 

14   13.165705    3.247012    2.266591 

14    5.513273    3.260056    2.240611 

14    9.331151    9.866209    2.151727 

14   11.220687    4.356177   26.014762 

14    9.307251    7.670393   26.014750 
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14    9.307251    5.460928   29.139318 

14    7.393889    8.775160   29.139310 

14   15.076935    6.572923    2.254537 

14    7.425071    6.558738    2.259247 

14    9.307245    1.042161   28.358417 

14    7.423790    2.144227    1.490409 

14   11.220644    6.565616   25.233678 

14   11.220636    4.356206   28.358423 

14    9.307239    7.670318   28.358436 

14    9.336953    5.456733    1.484908 

14    7.397082    8.758965    1.472800 

14   15.091236    6.591990    4.597374 

14    7.433296    6.558470    4.604354 

14   11.220729    2.146747   29.139246 

14    9.339030    3.248381    2.259941 

14   13.153910    9.888191    2.292966 

14    7.439763    4.355333    5.381008 

14   13.134119    7.670383   26.014727 

14   13.134103    5.460792   29.139295 

14   11.220572    8.775216   29.139287 

14   11.253044    6.559541    2.254301 

14    5.531969    7.663226    5.391115 

14    9.350698    7.662121    5.348108 

14   11.250747    2.143942    1.490115 

14    9.343612    3.247415    4.604701 

14   13.134043    7.670331   28.358590 

14   13.165037    5.459254    1.487335 

14   11.267510    8.765506    1.477362 

14   11.265036    6.558186    4.597524 

14    9.355441    1.058089    5.414751 

14   11.247028    4.356851    5.380604 

14   15.047343    8.775361   29.139281 
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14   13.169415    7.650740    5.399433 

14   15.069413    8.781875    1.492862 

14    1.743326    1.033044    5.244644 

14    9.347004    9.822910    4.459355 

14   13.184406    3.284801    4.623547 

14    5.465239    1.055265    5.191620 

14    3.622587    4.391413    5.370526 

14    5.519665    3.292048    4.580181 

14   13.188662    9.868230    4.663138 

14   16.992396    9.873919    4.635515 

14   16.989776    9.883237    2.274849 

 6    1.619569    2.368757    8.272582 

 6    2.400430    2.681957    9.541560 

 6    1.948767    4.021754   10.126947 

 1   13.132662    3.249238   23.730336 

 1   16.961246    9.882397   23.730312 

 1    9.306717    9.877926   23.730343 

 1    5.480468    3.249183   23.730309 

 1   15.044241    6.562847   23.730233 

 1   13.133329    9.878996   23.730415 

 1    9.307452    3.251141   23.730400 

 1    7.396568    6.563886   23.730470 

 1   11.218905    6.564103   23.730466 

 1    7.421698    4.348472    6.886741 

 1    5.521149    7.658092    6.897469 

 1    9.349886    7.755847    6.852570 

 1    9.378177    1.074012    6.922046 

 1   11.230457    4.381041    6.887025 

 1   13.165878    7.613121    6.905037 

 1    5.329272    1.048177    6.714563 

 1    3.635677    4.383030    6.880926 

 1    3.474105    1.072851    7.380199 
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 1    1.742350    3.153516    7.514457 

 1   12.024532    2.239445    8.460732 

 1    3.475302    2.723489    9.301980 

 1    2.266244    1.873266   10.276036 

 1   13.588735    4.838655    9.408644 

 1    2.514466    4.256213   11.038174 

 1   12.361192    4.005117   10.387130 

  

____________________________________________________________________

___________ 

  

 8. Si(111)-H 3x3 radical, transition state for chain propagation reaction 

  

E=  -525.7470 eV, Ggas=  -518.0951 eV, Gsoln=  -518.0152 eV 

box:  11.480586 0 0   5.740293   9.942479 0 0 0  30.000000 

Kpoints:  2  2  1 

basis: NGX=  84 NGY=  84 NGZ= 224 NGXF= 126 NGYF= 126 NGZF= 336 

Low Frequencies (cm^-1)=   -901.      6.     29.     46.     61.     72. 

  

 16    3.232460    1.364710   14.162920 

 14    2.613430    3.861800    2.000000 

 14    2.613430    1.652360    2.781160 

 14    4.526860    4.966520    2.781160 

 14    0.700000    0.547640    2.000000 

 14    4.526860    0.547640    2.000000 

 14    2.613430    1.652360    5.124620 

 14    6.440290    3.861800    2.000000 

 14    4.526860    7.175960    2.000000 

 14    4.526860    4.966520    5.124620 

 14    6.440290    1.652360    2.781160 

 14    4.526860    2.757080    5.905780 

 14    8.353720    4.966520    2.781160 
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 14    6.440290    8.280680    2.781160 

 14    6.440290    6.071240    5.905780 

 14    8.353720    0.547640    2.000000 

 14    6.440290    1.652360    5.124620 

 14    4.549140    2.761590    8.244710 

 14   10.267160    3.861800    2.000000 

 14    8.353720    7.175960    2.000000 

 14    8.353720    4.966520    5.124620 

 14    6.440290    8.280680    5.124620 

 14    6.463720    6.081930    8.245010 

 14   10.267160    1.652360    2.781160 

 14    8.353720    2.757080    5.905780 

 14    2.635650    3.855880    9.025560 

 14    6.462710    3.868490    9.007460 

 14    4.548830    0.531320    8.918560 

 14   12.180590    4.966520    2.781160 

 14   10.267160    8.280680    2.781160 

 14   10.267160    6.071240    5.905780 

 14    8.353720    9.385400    5.905780 

 14    4.552680    7.181380    9.020770 

 14    8.378540    7.167770    9.027610 

 14   10.267160    1.652360    5.124620 

 14    8.373760    2.753730    8.255270 

 14   12.180590    7.175960    2.000000 

 14   12.180590    4.966520    5.124620 

 14   10.267160    8.280680    5.124620 

 14   10.289880    6.065700    8.251950 

 14    8.353540    9.367420    8.237980 

 14    4.566730    7.197980   11.363780 

 14    8.384570    7.162560   11.373550 

 14   12.180590    2.757080    5.905780 

 14   10.289420    3.857270    9.027410 
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 14    8.370260    0.555290    9.058610 

 14    8.392350    4.958570   12.148370 

 14   14.094020    8.280680    2.781160 

 14   14.094020    6.071240    5.905780 

 14   12.180590    9.385400    5.905780 

 14   12.207810    7.167530    9.021360 

 14    6.485260    8.270980   12.161120 

 14   10.304510    8.264970   12.114550 

 14   12.200040    2.752520    8.254130 

 14   10.297910    3.854380   11.372370 

 14   14.094020    8.280680    5.124620 

 14   14.121070    6.068870    8.251970 

 14   12.225020    9.373420    8.242800 

 14   12.222500    7.165540   11.364100 

 14   10.311800    1.664020   12.181810 

 14   12.205810    4.961960   12.142020 

 14   16.007450    9.385400    5.905780 

 14   14.126460    8.259350   12.164830 

 14   16.025730    9.389950    8.257030 

 14    2.697460    1.638940   12.010490 

 14    4.562720    0.484530   11.227430 

 14    2.659710    3.888590   11.378300 

 14    6.424900    1.657080   11.952160 

 14    4.574530    4.996330   12.132750 

 14    6.472930    3.894900   11.346740 

 14    8.403740    0.534520   11.428270 

 14    0.725310    0.538000   11.397560 

 14    0.724080    0.548470    9.038830 

  6    2.756150    2.889200   15.056750 

  6    3.661800    3.108920   16.264500 

  6    3.200440    4.308910   17.092380 

  1    2.618240    3.859180    0.496860 
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  1    0.705520    0.548140    0.496830 

  1    4.531170    0.546170    0.496870 

  1    6.444770    3.859140    0.496840 

  1    4.530770    7.172260    0.496700 

  1    8.357020    0.546680    0.496920 

  1   10.271540    3.861090    0.496880 

  1    8.360920    7.173700    0.496900 

  1   12.183780    7.174540    0.496910 

  1    8.370410    4.951770   13.652910 

  1    6.475530    8.261750   13.665050 

  1   10.314890    8.347180   13.616030 

  1   10.326670    1.677450   13.687050 

  1   12.201300    4.976170   13.647940 

  1   14.129340    8.233100   13.669610 

  1    5.877060    1.761940   13.661990 

  1    4.599670    4.995790   13.639640 

  1    4.929490    1.681840   13.921940 

  1    2.808780    3.736330   14.359980 

  1    1.706270    2.755070   15.353920 

  1    4.693890    3.266650   15.913710 

  1    3.676000    2.200830   16.887920 

  1    3.191840    5.227940   16.489040 

  1    3.869110    4.473320   17.947970 

  1   13.665550    4.153540   17.484640  

 

____________________________________________________________________

___________ 

  

 9. Si model compound radical, transition state for chain propagation reaction 

  

 #P pbepbe/6-31++g** empiricaldispersion=gd3bj nosym 

 Full point group                 C1      NOp   1 
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 SCF Done:  E(UPBE-PBE) =  -6031.84792005     A.U. after   19 cycles 

  

14    4.489419   -1.613341   11.972749 

14    2.639589   -2.767888   11.081333 

14    6.449149   -2.762395   11.366665 

14    4.528939    0.639077   11.279070 

14    2.663200   -4.987559   11.864983 

14    0.763992   -1.703279   12.015471 

 1    2.592856   -2.657802    9.579806 

14    8.353402   -1.662095   12.145599 

14    6.438855   -4.975197   12.144188 

 1    6.505912   -2.797708    9.861752 

14    2.614312    1.650985   12.144834 

14    6.439657    1.651485   12.145366 

 1    4.530402    0.719559    9.772933 

14    4.610112   -6.132438   11.236409 

14    0.672389   -6.100817   11.303644 

 1    2.967452   -4.768661   13.506186 

14    0.700059    0.547707   11.378411 

14   -1.213682   -2.766499   11.377993 

 1    0.896547   -1.783830   13.511072 

14    8.353581    0.547726   11.378251 

 1    8.337246   -1.663393   13.649371 

 1    9.597795   -2.386452   11.710933 

 1    6.306938   -4.990464   13.641277 

 1    7.744418   -5.640001   11.803985 

 1    2.685031    1.535849   13.641338 

 1    2.587904    3.114974   11.798626 

 1    6.373309    1.534135   13.643476 

 1    6.488464    3.115852   11.807454 

14    4.526838   -8.289106   12.145512 

 1    4.760450   -6.209467    9.740627 
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14    0.700335   -8.288832   12.145549 

14   -1.211520   -4.976502   12.145128 

 1    0.544623   -6.181437    9.802844 

 1    0.664265    0.616482    9.877418 

 1   -0.550693    1.204504   11.895537 

 1   -2.407205   -2.003929   11.886152 

 1   -1.283468   -2.773225    9.876447 

 1    9.604585    1.269395   11.799917 

 1    8.324279    0.524121    9.875670 

14    2.613157   -9.395070   11.378131 

 1    4.459547   -8.152100   13.641159 

 1    5.773830   -9.062270   11.814341 

 1    0.728872   -8.224992   13.646668 

 1   -0.549538   -9.019777   11.739109 

 1   -1.131446   -4.979463   13.645659 

 1   -2.460544   -5.713621   11.746585 

 1    2.618244  -10.838980   11.801522 

 1    2.616232   -9.364348    9.875197 

 1    3.431985   -4.053778   14.058223 

16    3.906161   -2.440829   14.060093 

 6    5.467073   -2.477669   15.049055 

 6    5.328612   -3.392249   16.267461 

 1    6.289907   -2.814969   14.399423 

 1    5.671260   -1.437890   15.351782 

 6    6.609897   -3.380555   17.111504 

 1    5.109207   -4.419817   15.926591 

 1    4.465766   -3.070233   16.877130 

 1    7.476624   -3.730314   16.525255 

 1    6.507800   -4.040984   17.987552 

 1    6.838552   -2.365721   17.479001 
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____________________________________________________________________

___________ 

  

10. Si(111)-H 3x3 radical after first ligand addition 

  

E=  -519.7153 eV, Ggas=  -512.3831 eV, Gsoln=  -512.3032 eV 

box:  11.480586 0 0   5.740293   9.942479 0 0 0  35.000000 

Kpoints:  2  2  1 

basis: NGX=  84 NGY=  84 NGZ= 256 NGXF= 126 NGYF= 126 NGZF= 392 

Low Frequencies (cm^-1)=     28.     38.     54.     61.     65.     77. 

  

 16    8.134370    4.755680   14.279120 

 14    8.333550    4.946900   12.147450 

 14    6.422120    3.858590   11.362730 

 14    8.341450    7.171000   11.400570 

 14   10.256440    3.856880   11.375850 

 14    6.431250    3.862680    9.023210 

 14    4.521620    4.970660   12.153400 

 14    6.427250    1.655590   12.151410 

 14    8.348400    7.175400    9.047220 

 14    6.428310    8.282580   12.161990 

 14   10.255200    8.294410   12.138240 

 14   10.256410    3.863510    9.024860 

 14   10.256770    1.653390   12.155820 

 14   12.174500    4.965060   12.070440 

 14    4.520820    2.756420    8.243340 

 14    6.436650    6.075110    8.251930 

 14    8.344770    2.754500    8.246640 

 14    2.613670    3.862630   11.381630 

 14    4.517280    7.178450   11.386280 

 14    4.517330    0.557180   11.367050 

 14    8.341460    0.550690   11.387540 
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 14   10.276000    6.074920    8.255590 

 14    8.345190    9.382400    8.252220 

 14   12.169620    7.181300   11.386170 

 14   12.174990    2.757980    8.255250 

 14    4.526860    2.757080    5.905770 

 14    2.609480    3.860760    9.032070 

 14    4.519020    0.549240    9.025810 

 14    6.440290    6.071240    5.905770 

 14    4.521480    7.176870    9.039610 

 14    8.353720    2.757080    5.905770 

 14    8.348360    0.548610    9.039630 

 14    2.603340    1.653290   12.146910 

 14   10.267150    6.071240    5.905770 

 14   12.174270    7.181840    9.033550 

 14    8.353720    9.385400    5.905770 

 14   14.084420    8.282630   12.153460 

 14   12.180590    2.757080    5.905770 

 14    2.613430    1.652360    5.124620 

 14    4.526860    4.966520    5.124620 

 14    6.440290    1.652360    5.124620 

 14    8.353720    4.966520    5.124620 

 14    6.440290    8.280680    5.124620 

 14   10.267150    1.652360    5.124620 

 14    0.688060    0.547930   11.385820 

 14   12.180590    4.966520    5.124620 

 14   10.267150    8.280680    5.124620 

 14   14.088400    6.072230    8.255740 

 14   12.176260    9.390190    8.248240 

 14    2.613430    1.652360    2.781160 

 14    4.526860    4.966520    2.781160 

 14    6.440290    1.652360    2.781160 

 14    8.353720    4.966520    2.781160 
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 14    6.440290    8.280680    2.781160 

 14   10.267150    1.652360    2.781160 

 14    0.693970    0.547740    9.039400 

 14   12.180590    4.966520    2.781160 

 14   14.094020    6.071240    5.905770 

 14   10.267150    8.280680    2.781160 

 14   12.180590    9.385400    5.905770 

 14    2.613430    3.861800    2.000000 

 14    0.700000    0.547640    2.000000 

 14    4.526860    0.547640    2.000000 

 14    6.440290    3.861800    2.000000 

 14    4.526860    7.175960    2.000000 

 14    8.353720    0.547640    2.000000 

 14   10.267150    3.861800    2.000000 

 14    8.353720    7.175960    2.000000 

 14   12.180590    7.175960    2.000000 

 14   14.094020    8.280680    5.124620 

 14   14.094020    8.280680    2.781160 

 14   16.007450    9.385400    5.905770 

 14   16.001610    9.386020    8.253410 

  6   11.190480    5.806910   16.898280 

  6    9.825910    5.330700   16.395370 

  6    9.781850    5.305440   14.871310 

  1   11.411990    6.822880   16.539770 

  1   11.997230    5.147060   16.545820 

  1    9.605920    4.324310   16.784380 

  1    9.030680    5.993760   16.771120 

  1   10.543910    4.616520   14.473290 

  1    9.987760    6.306200   14.465750 

  1    4.526630    4.957780   13.654980 

  1    6.409960    1.650170   13.652200 

  1    6.421720    8.290220   13.664370 
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  1   10.270710    8.333990   13.641420 

  1   10.265070    1.658630   13.658490 

  1    2.617470    1.647610   13.649930 

  1   14.084590    8.278590   13.656990 

  1    2.614620    3.860930    0.497110 

  1    0.701400    0.546360    0.497070 

  1    4.527200    0.545050    0.497040 

  1    6.442370    3.862450    0.497050 

  1    4.528010    7.174190    0.497040 

  1    8.356720    0.545500    0.497070 

  1   10.268960    3.860550    0.497100 

  1    8.355700    7.174030    0.497090 

  1   12.182060    7.173920    0.497100 

  1   11.224620    5.823410   17.995930 

   

____________________________________________________________________

___________ 

  

11. HSC6H12SH  (2) 

  

E= -114.5223 eV 

box:  15.000000 0 0 0  15.000000 0 0 0  35.000000 

Kpoints:  1  1  1 

basis: NGX=  80 NGY=  80 NGZ= 180 NGXF= 160 NGYF= 160 NGZF= 360 

  

16   14.847285    3.798277   16.066160 

16    1.534979   10.907950   10.081225 

 6    0.310345    5.492464   15.577554 

 6    0.403278    5.718514   14.072060 

 6    0.720662    7.173314   13.720605 

 6    0.809941    7.426102   12.215431 

 6    1.102836    8.888027   11.875648 
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 6    1.185792    9.136509   10.372632 

 1   14.517588    6.122210   16.012704 

 1    1.249678    5.769757   16.079987 

 1    1.180905    5.057090   13.651747 

 1   14.453325    5.414671   13.601980 

 1   14.945359    7.830630   14.153423 

 1    1.671667    7.470012   14.197715 

 1    1.594869    6.782089   11.780998 

 1   14.862904    7.119998   11.736939 

 1    0.316876    9.530345   12.308956 

 1    2.051054    9.194144   12.350046 

 1    0.235069    8.869162    9.887890 

 1    1.988830    8.530199    9.927833 

 1    0.941817    3.186417   15.564000 

 1    1.550201   10.856220    8.732436 

  

____________________________________________________________________

___________ 

  

12. Si(111)-H 3x3 1:9 (SiH)8(Si.)0(SiSC6H12SH)1 

  

E= -577.6538 eV 

box:  11.480586 0 0   5.740293   9.942479 0 0 0  35.000000 

Kpoints:  2  2  1 

basis: NGX=  56 NGY=  56 NGZ= 180 NGXF= 112 NGYF= 112 NGZF= 360 

  

16   12.045706    6.930892   22.427365 

16    7.915478    4.754461   14.240244 

14    2.613431    3.861800    2.000000 

14    2.613431    1.652360    2.781155 

14    4.526862    4.966520    2.781155 

14    0.700000    0.547640    2.000000 
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14    4.526862    0.547640    2.000000 

14    2.613431    1.652360    5.124620 

14    6.440293    3.861800    2.000000 

14    4.526862    7.175959    2.000000 

14    4.526862    4.966520    5.124620 

14    6.440293    1.652360    2.781155 

14    4.526862    2.757080    5.905775 

14    8.353724    4.966520    2.781155 

14    6.440293    8.280679    2.781155 

14    6.440293    6.071239    5.905775 

14    8.353724    0.547640    2.000000 

14    6.440293    1.652360    5.124620 

14    4.518328    2.752471    8.244051 

14   10.267150    3.861800    2.000000 

14    8.353724    7.175959    2.000000 

14    8.353724    4.966520    5.124620 

14    6.440293    8.280679    5.124620 

14    6.439532    6.074661    8.251348 

14   10.267150    1.652360    2.781155 

14    8.353724    2.757080    5.905775 

14    2.608734    3.861154    9.027828 

14    6.430702    3.859382    9.013553 

14    4.523938    0.544769    9.030268 

14   12.180590    4.966520    2.781155 

14   10.267150    8.280679    2.781155 

14   10.267150    6.071239    5.905775 

14    8.353724    9.385399    5.905775 

14    4.526849    7.178026    9.041316 

14    8.354485    7.173702    9.043115 

14   10.267150    1.652360    5.124620 

14    8.352901    2.757459    8.251789 

14    2.613826    3.862020   11.369732 
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14    6.419641    3.852793   11.348637 

14    4.525745    0.551062   11.372631 

14   12.180590    7.175959    2.000000 

14   12.180590    4.966520    5.124620 

14   10.267150    8.280679    5.124620 

14   10.265815    6.069701    8.253282 

14    8.350606    9.381723    8.250607 

14    4.529697    7.175423   11.388602 

14    8.350308    7.172539   11.393649 

14   12.180590    2.757080    5.905775 

14   10.262179    3.864430    9.048606 

14    8.354053    0.550105    9.042917 

14    2.612949    1.653897   12.142308 

14    4.522028    4.964264   12.148095 

14    6.435508    1.653954   12.146782 

14    8.321678    4.951481   12.142993 

14   14.094020    8.280679    2.781155 

14   14.094020    6.071239    5.905775 

14   12.180590    9.385399    5.905775 

14   12.179992    7.176598    9.035085 

14    6.440931    8.280884   12.162909 

14   10.267746    8.286317   12.140637 

14   12.173010    2.756019    8.253095 

14   10.260209    3.859787   11.401997 

14    8.351735    0.549835   11.390311 

14    0.700075    0.544085   11.384289 

14   14.094020    8.280679    5.124620 

14   14.095091    6.072163    8.251586 

14   12.183148    9.387707    8.251783 

14   12.181827    7.177610   11.381379 

14   10.268213    1.648360   12.162382 

14   12.185406    4.966541   12.142975 
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14    0.700373    0.545676    9.038628 

14   16.007450    9.385399    5.905775 

14   14.094931    8.280378   12.151763 

14   16.006024    9.386850    8.252688 

 6    9.392666    5.395651   15.119355 

 6    9.063168    5.477007   16.605338 

 6   10.248635    5.930471   17.457602 

 6    9.897556    5.996031   18.944150 

 6   11.065210    6.431132   19.829767 

 6   10.679151    6.494091   21.303438 

 1   10.235082    4.712670   14.937266 

 1    9.655717    6.384911   14.717378 

 1    8.719228    4.487857   16.953496 

 1    8.215204    6.167466   16.750008 

 1   10.595685    6.921203   17.114889 

 1   11.096745    5.239225   17.309238 

 1    9.538013    5.005023   19.274644 

 1    9.049220    6.689362   19.085875 

 1   11.427194    7.422477   19.506366 

 1   11.913612    5.738176   19.706531 

 1   10.346262    5.505350   21.657536 

 1    9.840584    7.188641   21.463908 

 1   12.270545    8.163477   21.921971 

 1    2.613910    3.862140    0.496800 

 1    0.699877    0.547448    0.496753 

 1    4.527758    0.547598    0.496819 

 1    6.440868    3.861486    0.496801 

 1    4.526852    7.175133    0.496770 

 1    8.353582    0.547390    0.496771 

 1   10.267714    3.862013    0.496807 

 1    8.354960    7.175736    0.496815 

 1   12.180765    7.175485    0.496811 
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 1    2.618756    1.656009   13.646519 

 1    4.518231    4.945445   13.649178 

 1    6.417938    1.655806   13.647761 

 1    6.442467    8.290945   13.665346 

 1   10.279720    8.310389   13.645232 

 1   10.277949    1.643527   13.665907 

 1   12.221807    4.968387   13.646435 

 1   14.088498    8.277552   13.655773 

  

____________________________________________________________________

___________ 

  

13. Si(111)-H 3x3 1:1 (SiH)0(Si.)0(SiSC6H12SH)9 

  

E=-1442.4569 eV 

box:  11.480586 0 0   5.740293   9.942480 0 0 0  35.000000 

Kpoints:  2  2  1 

basis: NGX=  84 NGY=  84 NGZ= 256 NGXF= 126 NGYF= 126 NGZF= 392 

  

16    3.791596    1.422363   14.127922 

16    1.213798    1.714808   23.519802 

16    7.618458    8.050683   14.127922 

16    5.040660    8.343128   23.519802 

16    5.705027    4.736523   14.127922 

16    3.127229    5.028968   23.519802 

16   11.445320    1.422363   14.127922 

16    8.867522    1.714808   23.519802 

16   15.272182    8.050683   14.127922 

16   12.694384    8.343128   23.519802 

16   13.358751    4.736523   14.127922 

16   10.780953    5.028968   23.519802 

16    7.618458    1.422363   14.127922 
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16    5.040660    1.714808   23.519802 

16   11.445320    8.050683   14.127922 

16    8.867522    8.343128   23.519802 

16    9.531889    4.736523   14.127922 

16    6.954091    5.028968   23.519802 

14    2.613000    0.548000    2.000000 

14    4.527000    1.652000    2.781000 

14    4.527000    1.652000    5.125000 

14    2.613000    2.757000    5.906000 

14    2.598965    2.760735    8.249889 

14    2.599045    0.551817    9.032066 

14    2.728315    0.537579   11.377204 

14    4.642758    1.648473   12.162466 

14    6.439862    7.176320    2.000000 

14    8.353862    8.280320    2.781000 

14    8.353862    8.280320    5.125000 

14    6.439862    9.385320    5.906000 

14    6.425827    9.389055    8.249889 

14    6.425907    7.180137    9.032066 

14    6.555177    7.165899   11.377204 

14    8.469620    8.276793   12.162466 

14    4.526431    3.862160    2.000000 

14    6.440431    4.966160    2.781000 

14    6.440431    4.966160    5.125000 

14    4.526431    6.071160    5.906000 

14    4.512396    6.074895    8.249889 

14    4.512476    3.865977    9.032066 

14    4.641746    3.851739   11.377204 

14    6.556189    4.962633   12.162466 

14   10.266724    0.548000    2.000000 

14   12.180724    1.652000    2.781000 

14   12.180724    1.652000    5.125000 
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14   10.266724    2.757000    5.906000 

14   10.252689    2.760735    8.249889 

14   10.252769    0.551817    9.032066 

14   10.382039    0.537579   11.377204 

14   12.296482    1.648473   12.162466 

14   14.093586    7.176320    2.000000 

14   16.007586    8.280320    2.781000 

14   16.007586    8.280320    5.125000 

14   14.093586    9.385320    5.906000 

14   14.079551    9.389055    8.249889 

14   14.079631    7.180137    9.032066 

14   14.208901    7.165899   11.377204 

14   16.123344    8.276793   12.162466 

14   12.180155    3.862160    2.000000 

14   14.094155    4.966160    2.781000 

14   14.094155    4.966160    5.125000 

14   12.180155    6.071160    5.906000 

14   12.166120    6.074895    8.249889 

14   12.166200    3.865977    9.032066 

14   12.295470    3.851739   11.377204 

14   14.209913    4.962633   12.162466 

14    6.439862    0.548000    2.000000 

14    8.353862    1.652000    2.781000 

14    8.353862    1.652000    5.125000 

14    6.439862    2.757000    5.906000 

14    6.425827    2.760735    8.249889 

14    6.425907    0.551817    9.032066 

14    6.555177    0.537579   11.377204 

14    8.469620    1.648473   12.162466 

14   10.266724    7.176320    2.000000 

14   12.180724    8.280320    2.781000 

14   12.180724    8.280320    5.125000 
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14   10.266724    9.385320    5.906000 

14   10.252689    9.389055    8.249889 

14   10.252769    7.180137    9.032066 

14   10.382039    7.165899   11.377204 

14   12.296482    8.276793   12.162466 

14    8.353293    3.862160    2.000000 

14   10.267293    4.966160    2.781000 

14   10.267293    4.966160    5.125000 

14    8.353293    6.071160    5.906000 

14    8.339258    6.074895    8.249889 

14    8.339338    3.865977    9.032066 

14    8.468608    3.851739   11.377204 

14   10.383051    4.962633   12.162466 

 6    1.065934    1.575709   15.571918 

 6    4.065524    1.588832   16.853818 

 6    1.068331    1.595251   18.139521 

 6    4.070069    1.591906   19.426843 

 6    1.068511    1.600538   20.715740 

 6    4.055968    1.600948   21.987250 

 6    4.892796    8.204029   15.571918 

 6    7.892386    8.217152   16.853818 

 6    4.895193    8.223571   18.139521 

 6    7.896931    8.220226   19.426843 

 6    4.895373    8.228858   20.715740 

 6    7.882830    8.229268   21.987250 

 6    2.979365    4.889869   15.571918 

 6    5.978955    4.902992   16.853818 

 6    2.981762    4.909411   18.139521 

 6    5.983500    4.906066   19.426843 

 6    2.981942    4.914698   20.715740 

 6    5.969399    4.915108   21.987250 

 6    8.719658    1.575709   15.571918 
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 6   11.719248    1.588832   16.853818 

 6    8.722055    1.595251   18.139521 

 6   11.723793    1.591906   19.426843 

 6    8.722235    1.600538   20.715740 

 6   11.709692    1.600948   21.987250 

 6   12.546520    8.204029   15.571918 

 6   15.546110    8.217152   16.853818 

 6   12.548917    8.223571   18.139521 

 6   15.550655    8.220226   19.426843 

 6   12.549097    8.228858   20.715740 

 6   15.536554    8.229268   21.987250 

 6   10.633089    4.889869   15.571918 

 6   13.632679    4.902992   16.853818 

 6   10.635486    4.909411   18.139521 

 6   13.637224    4.906066   19.426843 

 6   10.635666    4.914698   20.715740 

 6   13.623123    4.915108   21.987250 

 6    4.892796    1.575709   15.571918 

 6    7.892386    1.588832   16.853818 

 6    4.895193    1.595251   18.139521 

 6    7.896931    1.591906   19.426843 

 6    4.895373    1.600538   20.715740 

 6    7.882830    1.600948   21.987250 

 6    8.719658    8.204029   15.571918 

 6   11.719248    8.217152   16.853818 

 6    8.722055    8.223571   18.139521 

 6   11.723793    8.220226   19.426843 

 6    8.722235    8.228858   20.715740 

 6   11.709692    8.229268   21.987250 

 6    6.806227    4.889869   15.571918 

 6    9.805817    4.902992   16.853818 

 6    6.808624    4.909411   18.139521 
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 6    9.810362    4.906066   19.426843 

 6    6.808804    4.914698   20.715740 

 6    9.796261    4.915108   21.987250 

 1    2.613605    0.547448    0.497115 

 1    1.742480    0.716350   15.542163 

 1    1.662061    2.485178   15.445841 

 1    3.405594    0.713847   16.860485 

 1    3.396723    2.456439   16.841805 

 1    1.730918    2.467484   18.138277 

 1    1.735608    0.726522   18.137929 

 1    4.066529    2.331426   24.224151 

 1    3.406715    0.720180   19.426618 

 1    3.400586    2.459127   19.427548 

 1    1.720167    2.480675   20.717971 

 1    1.743611    0.737378   20.721405 

 1    3.447879    0.690711   22.063114 

 1    3.374450    2.455762   22.007184 

 1    6.440467    7.175768    0.497115 

 1    5.569342    7.344670   15.542163 

 1    5.488923    9.113498   15.445841 

 1    7.232456    7.342167   16.860485 

 1    7.223585    9.084759   16.841805 

 1    5.557780    9.095804   18.138277 

 1    5.562470    7.354842   18.137929 

 1    7.893391    8.959746   24.224151 

 1    7.233577    7.348500   19.426618 

 1    7.227448    9.087447   19.427548 

 1    5.547029    9.108995   20.717971 

 1    5.570473    7.365698   20.721405 

 1    7.274741    7.319031   22.063114 

 1    7.201312    9.084082   22.007184 

 1    4.527036    3.861608    0.497115 
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 1    3.655911    4.030510   15.542163 

 1    3.575492    5.799338   15.445841 

 1    5.319025    4.028007   16.860485 

 1    5.310154    5.770599   16.841805 

 1    3.644349    5.781644   18.138277 

 1    3.649039    4.040682   18.137929 

 1    5.979960    5.645586   24.224151 

 1    5.320146    4.034340   19.426618 

 1    5.314017    5.773287   19.427548 

 1    3.633598    5.794835   20.717971 

 1    3.657042    4.051538   20.721405 

 1    5.361310    4.004871   22.063114 

 1    5.287881    5.769922   22.007184 

 1   10.267329    0.547448    0.497115 

 1    9.396204    0.716350   15.542163 

 1    9.315785    2.485178   15.445841 

 1   11.059318    0.713847   16.860485 

 1   11.050447    2.456439   16.841805 

 1    9.384642    2.467484   18.138277 

 1    9.389332    0.726522   18.137929 

 1   11.720253    2.331426   24.224151 

 1   11.060439    0.720180   19.426618 

 1   11.054310    2.459127   19.427548 

 1    9.373891    2.480675   20.717971 

 1    9.397335    0.737378   20.721405 

 1   11.101603    0.690711   22.063114 

 1   11.028174    2.455762   22.007184 

 1   14.094191    7.175768    0.497115 

 1   13.223066    7.344670   15.542163 

 1   13.142647    9.113498   15.445841 

 1   14.886180    7.342167   16.860485 

 1   14.877309    9.084759   16.841805 
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 1   13.211504    9.095804   18.138277 

 1   13.216194    7.354842   18.137929 

 1   15.547115    8.959746   24.224151 

 1   14.887301    7.348500   19.426618 

 1   14.881172    9.087447   19.427548 

 1   13.200753    9.108995   20.717971 

 1   13.224197    7.365698   20.721405 

 1   14.928465    7.319031   22.063114 

 1   14.855036    9.084082   22.007184 

 1   12.180760    3.861608    0.497115 

 1   11.309635    4.030510   15.542163 

 1   11.229216    5.799338   15.445841 

 1   12.972749    4.028007   16.860485 

 1   12.963878    5.770599   16.841805 

 1   11.298073    5.781644   18.138277 

 1   11.302763    4.040682   18.137929 

 1   13.633684    5.645586   24.224151 

 1   12.973870    4.034340   19.426618 

 1   12.967741    5.773287   19.427548 

 1   11.287322    5.794835   20.717971 

 1   11.310766    4.051538   20.721405 

 1   13.015034    4.004871   22.063114 

 1   12.941605    5.769922   22.007184 

 1    6.440467    0.547448    0.497115 

 1    5.569342    0.716350   15.542163 

 1    5.488923    2.485178   15.445841 

 1    7.232456    0.713847   16.860485 

 1    7.223585    2.456439   16.841805 

 1    5.557780    2.467484   18.138277 

 1    5.562470    0.726522   18.137929 

 1    7.893391    2.331426   24.224151 

 1    7.233577    0.720180   19.426618 
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 1    7.227448    2.459127   19.427548 

 1    5.547029    2.480675   20.717971 

 1    5.570473    0.737378   20.721405 

 1    7.274741    0.690711   22.063114 

 1    7.201312    2.455762   22.007184 

 1   10.267329    7.175768    0.497115 

 1    9.396204    7.344670   15.542163 

 1    9.315785    9.113498   15.445841 

 1   11.059318    7.342167   16.860485 

 1   11.050447    9.084759   16.841805 

 1    9.384642    9.095804   18.138277 

 1    9.389332    7.354842   18.137929 

 1   11.720253    8.959746   24.224151 

 1   11.060439    7.348500   19.426618 

 1   11.054310    9.087447   19.427548 

 1    9.373891    9.108995   20.717971 

 1    9.397335    7.365698   20.721405 

 1   11.101603    7.319031   22.063114 

 1   11.028174    9.084082   22.007184 

 1    8.353898    3.861608    0.497115 

 1    7.482773    4.030510   15.542163 

 1    7.402354    5.799338   15.445841 

 1    9.145887    4.028007   16.860485 

 1    9.137016    5.770599   16.841805 

 1    7.471211    5.781644   18.138277 

 1    7.475901    4.040682   18.137929 

 1    9.806822    5.645586   24.224151 

 1    9.147008    4.034340   19.426618 

 1    9.140879    5.773287   19.427548 

 1    7.460460    5.794835   20.717971 

 1    7.483904    4.051538   20.721405 

 1    9.188172    4.004871   22.063114 
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 1    9.114743    5.769922   22.007184 

  

____________________________________________________________________

___________ 

  

14. Si(111)-H 3x3 8:9 (SiH)0(Si.)1(SiSC6H12SH)8 

  

E=-1330.9651 eV 

box:  11.480586 0 0   5.740293   9.942479 0 0 0  30.000000 

Kpoints:  2  2  1 

basis: NGX=  84 NGY=  84 NGZ= 224 NGXF= 126 NGYF= 126 NGZF= 336 

  

16    4.746504    2.421328   14.119885 

16    8.502673    9.134341   14.118100 

16    6.702214    5.709213   14.132402 

16   16.338723    9.035534   14.177937 

16    8.709988    2.362304   14.122511 

16    4.553005    1.236377   23.524881 

16   14.219294    5.514950   14.200309 

16   12.403193    9.050488   14.145829 

16   10.483034    5.724764   14.145264 

16    7.863686    8.291221   23.564224 

16    6.176008    4.724409   23.550312 

16   15.559566    7.648576   23.443907 

16    8.473691    1.337304   23.577505 

16   13.509029    4.037111   23.425192 

16   11.771373    8.104290   23.574029 

16    9.912711    4.749811   23.557360 

14    4.514902    1.576505   12.150290 

14    2.583173    0.504931   11.356641 

14    2.658659    0.567309    9.016272 

14    8.321014    8.242381   12.168001 
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14   12.153536    1.578430   12.133933 

14    2.646005    2.778364    8.253225 

14    6.482203    9.396822    8.247471 

14    6.421593    7.104159   11.384375 

14   10.264309    0.471383   11.337730 

14    2.613431    2.757080    5.905775 

14    6.440293    9.385399    5.905775 

14    6.482994    7.189560    9.037531 

14   10.300202    0.548705    9.003791 

14    6.430765    4.887273   12.163641 

14   16.018957    8.232262   12.190888 

14    8.365784    1.565792   12.148745 

14    4.526862    1.652360    5.124620 

14   12.180586    1.652360    5.124620 

14    8.353724    8.280679    5.124620 

14   16.007448    8.280679    5.124620 

14    4.566129    6.086665    8.253308 

14   10.303321    2.765802    8.251535 

14   14.124315    9.381759    8.246782 

14    4.510544    3.791100   11.370033 

14   14.086584    7.117183   11.419248 

14    6.428386    0.474071   11.383832 

14    4.526862    1.652360    2.781155 

14   12.180586    1.652360    2.781155 

14   10.267155    2.757080    5.905775 

14    8.353724    8.280679    2.781155 

14    4.526862    6.071239    5.905775 

14   16.007448    8.280679    2.781155 

14   14.094017    9.385399    5.905775 

14    4.569910    3.876714    9.027590 

14   14.136194    7.182140    9.059271 

14    6.486641    0.559902    9.037529 
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14   14.078390    4.890986   12.151379 

14   12.162578    8.209096   12.177924 

14    2.613431    0.547640    2.000000 

14   10.267155    0.547640    2.000000 

14    8.353724    1.652360    5.124620 

14    6.440293    7.175959    2.000000 

14    6.440293    4.966519    5.124620 

14   14.094017    4.966519    5.124620 

14   14.094017    7.175959    2.000000 

14   12.180586    8.280679    5.124620 

14   12.217541    6.078628    8.263912 

14    6.479904    2.767063    8.250639 

14   10.311004    9.399137    8.250055 

14   12.145586    3.794231   11.425116 

14   10.231633    7.131943   11.390841 

14    8.353724    1.652360    2.781155 

14    6.440293    2.757080    5.905775 

14    6.440293    4.966519    2.781155 

14   14.094017    4.966519    2.781155 

14   12.180586    6.071239    5.905775 

14   12.180586    8.280679    2.781155 

14   10.267155    9.385399    5.905775 

14   12.210670    3.867931    9.058892 

14   10.306373    7.193053    9.040545 

14   10.233085    4.915918   12.166966 

14    6.440293    0.547640    2.000000 

14    4.526862    3.861799    2.000000 

14   12.180586    3.861799    2.000000 

14   10.267155    4.966519    5.124620 

14   10.267155    7.175959    2.000000 

14    8.393342    6.084153    8.252965 

14    8.333735    3.783439   11.375805 
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14   10.267155    4.966519    2.781155 

14    8.353724    6.071239    5.905775 

14    8.394402    3.874202    9.032034 

14    8.353724    3.861799    2.000000 

 6    4.385073    1.378778   15.574103 

 6    4.869575    2.068129   16.843865 

 6    4.464963    1.345311   18.127658 

 6    4.918180    2.039678   19.408219 

 6    8.134990    8.091140   15.563318 

 6    4.511076    1.327927   20.697266 

 6    8.415692    8.873163   16.842507 

 6    5.003523    2.039857   21.946951 

 6    8.152815    8.096189   18.133973 

 6    6.393263    4.644921   15.579864 

 6   15.842016    7.934825   15.542404 

 6    8.362309    1.294609   15.562060 

 6    8.373204    8.916563   19.404887 

 6    6.824525    5.373237   16.849083 

 6   16.273788    8.573156   16.857441 

 6    8.967413    1.890774   16.830939 

 6    8.126418    8.163682   20.714421 

 6    6.511131    4.613881   18.139631 

 6   13.696623    4.289831   15.447186 

 6   15.824915    7.790653   18.092746 

 6   11.968702    8.025279   15.589629 

 6    8.463579    1.241209   18.124457 

 6    8.284705    9.036798   21.955770 

 6    6.859070    5.368709   19.423301 

 6   14.105395    4.880490   16.797205 

 6   16.243634    8.462930   19.398370 

 6   12.445211    8.714286   16.863074 

 6    9.065726    1.822694   19.404818 
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 6    6.497889    4.625400   20.711484 

 6   13.689290    4.083598   18.032758 

 6   10.148565    4.646027   15.577935 

 6   15.793585    7.720824   20.655963 

 6   11.981857    8.031416   18.150595 

 6    8.519324    1.219697   20.704053 

 6    6.794262    5.408862   21.985905 

 6   14.116858    4.777303   19.328431 

 6   10.567393    5.361112   16.857522 

 6   16.234180    8.423196   21.934419 

 6   12.467757    8.703878   19.434007 

 6    9.159751    1.805250   21.957227 

 6   13.711050    4.035275   20.602111 

 6   10.193029    4.617052   18.139086 

 6   11.963940    8.043668   20.720245 

 6   14.107280    4.779551   21.873459 

 6   10.590808    5.338961   19.424934 

 6   12.465062    8.700630   22.002007 

 6   10.179932    4.622977   20.711943 

 6   10.553005    5.383123   21.977304 

 1    3.299796    1.230906   15.608049 

 1    4.465095    3.085433   16.871209 

 1    3.372671    1.229942   18.146122 

 1    4.512967    3.056442   19.422434 

 1    7.081503    7.810411   15.484581 

 1    3.417559    1.237801   20.727902 

 1    7.807630    9.793284   16.841722 

 1    4.633824    3.066647   21.986817 

 1    7.131901    7.706107   18.123841 

 1    5.316870    4.446074   15.590412 

 1    4.821161    6.952172   15.385329 

 1   14.754322    7.807662   15.493480 
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 1    8.753821    0.297788   15.340371 

 1    7.272305    1.231872   15.637027 

 1    2.616815    0.548137    0.497299 

 1   10.270167    0.548381    0.497270 

 1    6.443818    7.175282    0.497304 

 1   14.097945    7.175662    0.497255 

 1    7.730038    9.814254   19.374626 

 1    6.317377    6.343955   16.878470 

 1    5.883656    8.687365   16.869509 

 1   15.882778    9.596706   16.912544 

 1   10.066677    1.831441   16.775315 

 1    8.721397    2.956363   16.869922 

 1    7.126093    7.724611   20.698467 

 1    5.439744    4.379935   18.153761 

 1    2.712950    3.335598   15.240093 

 1   12.613374    4.148678   15.370025 

 1    4.746385    6.768613   18.055966 

 1   14.733475    7.663416   18.076033 

 1   12.430568    7.041010   15.453365 

 1   10.879710    7.907232   15.581973 

 1    8.643434    0.163417   18.094454 

 1    7.371485    1.348804   18.164130 

 1    6.442553    0.549194    0.497300 

 1    4.530201    3.861476    0.497315 

 1   12.183639    3.861133    0.497343 

 1   10.269051    7.174301    0.497258 

 1    7.645340    9.930705   21.884200 

 1    6.327716    6.326901   19.415672 

 1    3.716694    5.021617   16.803826 

 1   13.696154    5.900169   16.877214 

 1    5.853498    8.581840   19.412930 

 1   15.852048    9.487631   19.419602 
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 1   13.538732    8.767786   16.845426 

 1   12.100919    9.754817   16.865931 

 1   10.164689    1.716788   19.377820 

 1    8.871282    2.898119   19.422179 

 1    5.427602    4.388652   20.688594 

 1    2.637050    3.073597   17.993827 

 1   12.601280    3.938040   18.035957 

 1   10.665313    3.687290   15.453956 

 1    9.073420    4.447492   15.566472 

 1    4.697223    6.692588   20.651999 

 1   14.700264    7.613779   20.648104 

 1   12.325639    6.990172   18.146749 

 1   10.883848    7.981037   18.157579 

 1    8.645354    0.133326   20.697056 

 1    7.435608    1.386784   20.745055 

 1    8.357150    3.861093    0.497343 

 1    6.317009    6.390877   21.951020 

 1    3.727056    4.930476   19.318742 

 1   13.696673    5.796043   19.349926 

 1   11.647241    5.537425   16.833887 

 1   10.106303    6.356552   16.875963 

 1    5.842144    8.402131   22.037509 

 1   15.940871    9.477985   21.913696 

 1   13.562792    8.704548   19.434576 

 1   12.179528    9.761302   19.428526 

 1   10.248037    1.638187   21.968688 

 1    9.024526    2.890556   21.987949 

 1    2.673321    3.031946   20.612044 

 1   12.625346    3.871735   20.605214 

 1   10.643922    3.615291   18.127250 

 1    9.109167    4.453282   18.146061 

 1    5.254228    7.592317   24.111329 
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 1   12.262668    6.988581   20.719321 

 1   10.865013    8.043919   20.723816 

 1    8.830119    0.025307   23.623393 

 1    3.711986    4.913943   21.966643 

 1   13.693201    5.797695   21.864494 

 1   11.675505    5.489868   19.428796 

 1   10.154927    6.346406   19.423075 

 1   13.555216    8.633272   22.078574 

 1   12.228177    9.769083   22.020855 

 1    3.062610    3.179370   23.640265 

 1   10.637358    3.625332   20.738380 

 1    9.095221    4.461895   20.704639 

 1   12.466677    6.944968   23.639928 

 1   11.638481    5.470106   22.075425 

 1   10.176854    6.411571   21.945902 

 1   10.826798    3.765277   23.708653 

 1    4.861341    0.406301   15.411936 

 1    5.959785    2.184600   16.809870 

 1    4.867422    0.326255   18.111559 

 1    6.008927    2.161231   19.391983 

 1    4.894563    0.301784   20.691090 

 1    6.096394    2.107865   21.956045 

 1    5.786681    1.348120   24.071138 

 1    8.740512    7.180514   15.485302 

 1    9.460426    9.199471   16.832720 

 1    8.799996    7.209469   18.160488 

 1    9.400897    9.287285   19.405235 

 1    8.813369    7.309355   20.782572 

 1    9.312144    9.393845   22.065076 

 1    9.036497    7.635759   23.739126 

 1    6.923132    3.696652   15.430723 

 1    7.894953    5.602871   16.802350 
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 1    7.025106    3.641949   18.130762 

 1    7.923985    5.628679   19.427674 

 1    7.017927    3.656915   20.741906 

 1    7.865337    5.600599   22.107110 

 1    7.134854    3.781094   23.696329 

  

____________________________________________________________________

___________ 

  

15. Si(111)-H 3x3 8:9 (SiH)1(Si.)0(SiSC6H12SH)8 

  

E=-1335.4211 eV 

box:  11.480586 0 0   5.740293   9.942479 0 0 0  30.000000 

Kpoints:  2  2  1 

basis: NGX=  84 NGY=  84 NGZ= 224 NGXF= 126 NGYF= 126 NGZF= 336 

  

16    4.739867    2.420072   14.120621 

16    8.521953    9.113287   14.123446 

16    6.698574    5.702696   14.132301 

16   16.331876    9.014144   14.183532 

16    8.687817    2.362825   14.123267 

16    4.551953    1.227888   23.525451 

16   14.211676    5.508121   14.197657 

16   12.403423    9.046046   14.144393 

16   10.480098    5.717303   14.143460 

16    7.852568    8.282850   23.564591 

16    6.165823    4.713086   23.549294 

16   15.547790    7.633207   23.444333 

16    8.470617    1.327837   23.576262 

16   13.503294    4.029579   23.422043 

16   11.762240    8.094072   23.570437 

16    9.902705    4.741004   23.553984 
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14    4.512771    1.577216   12.150422 

14    2.574922    0.510456   11.370099 

14    2.648580    0.569680    9.029302 

14    8.317158    8.241972   12.169109 

14   12.151258    1.606728   12.168371 

14    2.638105    2.777348    8.250944 

14    6.477779    9.397840    8.247765 

14    6.420291    7.103389   11.385021 

14   10.267229    0.478335   11.348461 

14    2.613431    2.757080    5.905775 

14    6.440293    9.385399    5.905775 

14    6.476806    7.191337    9.038470 

14   10.299286    0.554631    9.014924 

14    6.425289    4.885717   12.161677 

14   16.016872    8.231986   12.190889 

14    8.359613    1.563812   12.149402 

14    4.526862    1.652360    5.124620 

14   12.180586    1.652360    5.124620 

14    8.353724    8.280679    5.124620 

14   16.007448    8.280679    5.124620 

14    4.559655    6.089318    8.253226 

14   10.295121    2.767699    8.247931 

14   14.124981    9.387614    8.249931 

14    4.505403    3.790841   11.367073 

14   14.085581    7.118947   11.418371 

14    6.424786    0.472916   11.381989 

14    4.526862    1.652360    2.781155 

14   12.180586    1.652360    2.781155 

14   10.267155    2.757080    5.905775 

14    8.353724    8.280679    2.781155 

14    4.526862    6.071239    5.905775 

14   16.007448    8.280679    2.781155 
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14   14.094017    9.385399    5.905775 

14    4.561409    3.877377    9.024577 

14   14.131098    7.186372    9.059689 

14    6.480356    0.560438    9.034849 

14   14.074113    4.891907   12.147237 

14   12.158708    8.206958   12.175922 

14    2.613431    0.547640    2.000000 

14   10.267155    0.547640    2.000000 

14    8.353724    1.652360    5.124620 

14    6.440293    7.175959    2.000000 

14    6.440293    4.966519    5.124620 

14   14.094017    4.966519    5.124620 

14   14.094017    7.175959    2.000000 

14   12.180586    8.280679    5.124620 

14   12.214697    6.080766    8.262323 

14    6.472552    2.768283    8.249247 

14   10.300620    9.402930    8.252589 

14   12.137213    3.812114   11.404271 

14   10.225099    7.133070   11.387162 

14    8.353724    1.652360    2.781155 

14    6.440293    2.757080    5.905775 

14    6.440293    4.966519    2.781155 

14   14.094017    4.966519    2.781155 

14   12.180586    6.071239    5.905775 

14   12.180586    8.280679    2.781155 

14   10.267155    9.385399    5.905775 

14   12.202713    3.870898    9.051189 

14   10.301578    7.194820    9.038842 

14   10.222745    4.917691   12.161804 

14    6.440293    0.547640    2.000000 

14    4.526862    3.861799    2.000000 

14   12.180586    3.861799    2.000000 
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14   10.267155    4.966519    5.124620 

14   10.267155    7.175959    2.000000 

14    8.387743    6.086637    8.252091 

14    8.325826    3.780823   11.372295 

14   10.267155    4.966519    2.781155 

14    8.353724    6.071239    5.905775 

14    8.386842    3.875857    9.028534 

14    8.353724    3.861799    2.000000 

 6    4.380491    1.373873   15.572766 

 6    4.865176    2.060873   16.843548 

 6    4.460229    1.335554   18.125786 

 6    4.913243    2.028167   19.407248 

 6    8.133743    8.076172   15.566668 

 6    4.506929    1.316455   20.696746 

 6    8.411886    8.861806   16.843924 

 6    4.998616    2.029907   21.945923 

 6    8.147747    8.086826   18.135970 

 6    6.385311    4.639310   15.579286 

 6   15.832051    7.915913   15.546170 

 6    8.356471    1.287248   15.560712 

 6    8.365749    8.908068   19.406422 

 6    6.817977    5.365758   16.849169 

 6   16.266427    8.557337   16.858798 

 6    8.963487    1.882638   16.828894 

 6    8.117792    8.155083   20.715575 

 6    6.503624    4.605253   18.139010 

 6   13.687072    4.281071   15.442371 

 6   15.817318    7.776974   18.094732 

 6   11.965921    8.019349   15.585832 

 6    8.459940    1.232225   18.121938 

 6    8.272279    9.029256   21.956520 

 6    6.852193    5.359120   19.423096 
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 6   14.097942    4.868106   16.793082 

 6   16.235817    8.449197   19.399967 

 6   12.441153    8.706521   16.860589 

 6    9.063192    1.811510   19.402813 

 6    6.491835    4.614965   20.710933 

 6   13.681124    4.070499   18.027681 

 6   10.142123    4.638569   15.575217 

 6   15.783834    7.706917   20.656588 

 6   11.979104    8.020880   18.147090 

 6    8.515002    1.209322   20.701786 

 6    6.786046    5.398522   21.985893 

 6   14.109456    4.763209   19.323547 

 6   10.561713    5.353320   16.854857 

 6   16.223456    8.408851   21.935611 

 6   12.463051    8.693499   19.431187 

 6    9.156440    1.793607   21.955106 

 6   13.703758    4.021963   20.598002 

 6   10.185989    4.609404   18.136225 

 6   11.958798    8.032985   20.716932 

 6   14.099752    4.768606   21.868298 

 6   10.583229    5.330988   19.422337 

 6   12.457824    8.690520   21.999213 

 6   10.172118    4.614038   20.708697 

 6   10.543815    5.374353   21.974299 

 1    3.295443    1.224172   15.606753 

 1    4.460855    3.078111   16.872888 

 1    3.367970    1.220074   18.143418 

 1    4.507566    3.044737   19.422013 

 1    7.078387    7.804239   15.482061 

 1    3.413627    1.225108   20.728267 

 1    7.803174    9.781570   16.839936 

 1    4.626187    3.055748   21.984977 
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 1    7.126929    7.696471   18.124994 

 1    5.308124    4.443551   15.589577 

 1    4.809125    6.932027   15.390763 

 1   14.744450    7.791265   15.497952 

 1    8.755089    0.294651   15.332903 

 1    7.267533    1.216152   15.641122 

 1    2.617065    0.547937    0.497309 

 1   10.269864    0.547916    0.497269 

 1    6.443797    7.174885    0.497313 

 1   14.096449    7.176727    0.497324 

 1    7.721626    9.805160   19.374814 

 1    6.312677    6.337408   16.879774 

 1    5.876650    8.669509   16.869189 

 1   15.877262    9.581751   16.911797 

 1   10.062601    1.823190   16.772031 

 1    8.717884    2.948208   16.869084 

 1    7.118411    7.713745   20.698088 

 1    5.431884    4.372266   18.152848 

 1    2.700260    3.325662   15.233265 

 1   12.603677    4.143766   15.365676 

 1    4.737957    6.754527   18.058667 

 1   14.725872    7.650848   18.077728 

 1   12.426194    7.034251   15.449668 

 1   10.876781    7.902841   15.575818 

 1    8.638824    0.154297   18.090502 

 1    7.367826    1.340988   18.162253 

 1    6.442618    0.547724    0.497312 

 1    4.530277    3.861865    0.497318 

 1   12.183268    3.861915    0.497334 

 1   10.270646    7.174999    0.497302 

 1    7.629943    9.920884   21.883687 

 1    6.320723    6.317109   19.416223 
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 1    3.709519    5.006638   16.799365 

 1   13.691224    5.888528   16.874246 

 1    5.845796    8.567125   19.415552 

 1   15.844951    9.473982   19.421253 

 1   13.534627    8.761758   16.843364 

 1   12.094950    9.746425   16.865407 

 1   10.161981    1.703357   19.376026 

 1    8.870676    2.887113   19.420756 

 1    5.421980    4.376427   20.687587 

 1    2.628235    3.060203   17.987613 

 1   12.592946    3.925949   18.031101 

 1   10.656543    3.678411   15.452428 

 1    9.066509    4.442679   15.563511 

 1    4.686961    6.678472   20.652356 

 1   14.690502    7.600935   20.647092 

 1   12.325104    6.980302   18.141913 

 1   10.881187    7.967780   18.153958 

 1    8.639100    0.122854   20.694456 

 1    7.431611    1.378252   20.742571 

 1    8.356716    3.861672    0.497358 

 1    6.307390    6.380019   21.951174 

 1    3.719763    4.915648   19.313509 

 1   13.690315    5.782325   19.345126 

 1   11.641919    5.527788   16.831615 

 1   10.102167    6.349637   16.873138 

 1    5.831452    8.388144   22.039930 

 1   15.929384    9.463455   21.915137 

 1   13.558103    8.695783   19.432690 

 1   12.173429    9.750461   19.425308 

 1   10.244405    1.624887   21.966143 

 1    9.023059    2.879057   21.985695 

 1    2.667113    3.019133   20.608808 
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 1   12.618116    3.858056   20.601369 

 1   10.636538    3.607486   18.124704 

 1    9.102152    4.445969   18.142837 

 1    5.240439    7.584089   24.115772 

 1   12.258465    6.978326   20.716891 

 1   10.859955    8.032008   20.719361 

 1    8.820328    0.014147   23.620968 

 1    3.704412    4.903299   21.961364 

 1   13.685400    5.786733   21.857599 

 1   11.667828    5.482428   19.426461 

 1   10.146866    6.338221   19.420838 

 1   13.547818    8.623669   22.077413 

 1   12.220475    9.758837   22.016773 

 1    3.062033    3.179769   23.643330 

 1   10.630197    3.616657   20.734700 

 1    9.087469    4.452610   20.700466 

 1   12.459428    6.935937   23.638537 

 1   11.629201    5.462554   22.073209 

 1   10.166616    6.402470   21.942001 

 1   10.817899    3.757793   23.707058 

 1   12.174275    1.666257   13.663516 

 1    4.857962    0.402427   15.408432 

 1    5.955445    2.176965   16.809522 

 1    4.862821    0.316642   18.107436 

 1    6.003931    2.150315   19.390585 

 1    4.891331    0.290748   20.691316 

 1    6.091262    2.101010   21.954380 

 1    5.791765    1.322367   24.061605 

 1    8.732996    7.160934   15.497000 

 1    9.456418    9.188507   16.834706 

 1    8.795016    7.200330   18.163897 

 1    9.392993    9.279781   19.408123 
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 1    8.806424    7.302319   20.785387 

 1    9.298405    9.389824   22.066273 

 1    9.026455    7.629760   23.738948 

 1    6.911860    3.689112   15.431186 

 1    7.888821    5.593386   16.802801 

 1    7.016811    3.632904   18.129329 

 1    7.916945    5.619464   19.426828 

 1    7.013937    3.647608   20.741138 

 1    7.856786    5.591568   22.108219 

 1    7.119704    3.764295   23.691933 

  

____________________________________________________________________

___________ 

  

16. Si(111)-H 3x3 7:9 (SiH)1(Si.)1(SiSC6H12SH)5 

  

E=-1225.0282 eV 

box:  11.480586 0 0   5.740293   9.942479 0 0 0  30.000000 

Kpoints:  2  2  1 

basis: NGX=  84 NGY=  84 NGZ= 224 NGXF= 126 NGYF= 126 NGZF= 336 

  

16    4.057290    2.019224   14.129678 

16    6.663990    5.577719   14.184166 

16   16.644321    9.078221   14.118581 

16    8.952615    2.454200   14.119613 

16    3.326612    0.103792   23.046665 

16   14.321503    5.524209   14.288141 

16   12.445374    9.206214   14.210051 

16   10.272028    6.040366   14.161547 

16    5.781713    3.420751   23.275524 

16    5.459391    7.926568   23.402187 

16    9.453596    1.495775   23.434612 
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16   12.902685    3.748177   23.345563 

16   12.652591    7.672704   23.581469 

16    9.182441    5.197700   23.524661 

14    4.484260    1.613031   12.073660 

14    2.581887    0.531303   11.308046 

14    2.622741    0.569245    8.982138 

14    8.353036    8.285186   12.095404 

14   12.212596    1.686445   12.155804 

14    2.624845    2.801053    8.263582 

14    6.458017    9.397321    8.229333 

14    6.483429    7.136312   11.320240 

14   10.334254    0.542961   11.333453 

14    2.613431    2.757080    5.905775 

14    6.440293    9.385399    5.905775 

14    6.480043    7.187043    8.990856 

14   10.306196    0.587768    9.003807 

14    6.467548    4.945790   12.143210 

14   16.125825    8.294830   12.164657 

14    8.465720    1.658769   12.170082 

14    4.526862    1.652360    5.124620 

14   12.180590    1.652360    5.124620 

14    8.353724    8.280679    5.124620 

14   16.007450    8.280679    5.124620 

14    4.550347    6.092464    8.251447 

14   10.312808    2.804281    8.253745 

14   14.125951    9.418809    8.256081 

14    4.519247    3.858937   11.401486 

14   14.145212    7.216638   11.461910 

14    6.494300    0.587818   11.430568 

14    4.526862    1.652360    2.781155 

14   12.180590    1.652360    2.781155 

14   10.267160    2.757080    5.905775 
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14    8.353724    8.280679    2.781155 

14    4.526862    6.071239    5.905775 

14   16.007450    8.280679    2.781155 

14   14.094020    9.385399    5.905775 

14    4.555387    3.888331    9.046942 

14   14.148991    7.225847    9.084580 

14    6.491976    0.603423    9.064255 

14   14.112866    4.999608   12.206041 

14   12.230846    8.329169   12.235164 

14    2.613431    0.547640    2.000000 

14   10.267160    0.547640    2.000000 

14    8.353724    1.652360    5.124620 

14    6.440293    7.175959    2.000000 

14    6.440293    4.966519    5.124620 

14   14.094020    4.966519    5.124620 

14   14.094020    7.175959    2.000000 

14   12.180590    8.280679    5.124620 

14   12.238519    6.113824    8.265008 

14    6.480216    2.804776    8.258768 

14   10.313156    9.440543    8.250638 

14   12.162001    3.921764   11.479732 

14   10.303484    7.255975   11.372874 

14    8.353724    1.652360    2.781155 

14    6.440293    2.757080    5.905775 

14    6.440293    4.966519    2.781155 

14   14.094020    4.966519    2.781155 

14   12.180590    6.071239    5.905775 

14   12.180590    8.280679    2.781155 

14   10.267160    9.385399    5.905775 

14   12.206880    3.920783    9.098886 

14   10.334191    7.238202    9.026292 

14   10.240216    5.069051   12.219108 
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14    6.440293    0.547640    2.000000 

14    4.526862    3.861799    2.000000 

14   12.180590    3.861799    2.000000 

14   10.267160    4.966519    5.124620 

14   10.267160    7.175959    2.000000 

14    8.416471    6.114430    8.247375 

14    8.393423    3.867548   11.383149 

14   10.267160    4.966519    2.781155 

14    8.353724    6.071239    5.905775 

14    8.406452    3.910386    9.035012 

14    8.353724    3.861799    2.000000 

 6    3.524967    0.573137   15.115169 

 6    3.969271    0.936037   16.530476 

 6    3.407555    0.122534   17.692725 

 6    4.031061    0.621211   18.997432 

 6    3.430568    0.062994   20.284932 

 6    4.161868    0.600533   21.505247 

 6    6.227321    4.256505   15.357447 

 6    4.827673    8.007999   15.545989 

 6    8.749717    1.373466   15.579584 

 6    6.252392    4.861480   16.752311 

 6    5.738289    8.424701   16.700913 

 6    9.594759    1.892124   16.741223 

 6    6.221814    3.848346   17.894973 

 6   13.432002    4.394871   15.412390 

 6    5.190981    7.968543   18.051976 

 6   12.175013    8.136585   15.671119 

 6    9.206002    1.267899   18.081190 

 6    6.101211    4.555998   19.243803 

 6   14.056128    4.581740   16.792743 

 6    6.076288    8.306491   19.247665 

 6   12.796190    8.739630   16.928859 
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 6   10.049029    1.728736   19.272456 

 6    6.146527    3.640844   20.465222 

 6   13.285367    3.933733   17.943834 

 6    9.805221    5.085751   15.645044 

 6    5.420847    7.913029   20.571848 

 6   12.382556    8.012954   18.212715 

 6    9.446285    1.304111   20.614209 

 6    5.966603    4.416743   21.765746 

 6    2.463701    4.215646   19.296312 

 6    9.800827    5.994641   16.872097 

 6    6.256230    8.254349   21.797134 

 6   13.059540    8.538252   19.478349 

 6   10.260685    1.745254   21.822621 

 6   13.151413    3.731441   20.511160 

 6    9.584852    5.234009   18.182170 

 6   12.566874    7.869082   20.764399 

 6   13.836844    4.099813   21.822391 

 6    9.590787    6.108397   19.437692 

 6   13.255910    8.399281   22.019409 

 6    9.463043    5.295605   20.725994 

 6    9.611989    6.108715   22.009159 

 1    2.433891    0.462314   15.022134 

 1    3.704279    1.991096   16.711110 

 1    2.312973    0.240316   17.733625 

 1    3.937849    1.720267   19.022887 

 1    2.367198    0.343059   20.340041 

 1    4.199171    1.695476   21.485161 

 1    5.227722    3.884576   15.115391 

 1    4.993915    6.966295   15.254149 

 1   15.248836    8.125461   15.804869 

 1    9.027109    0.356251   15.288117 

 1    7.682046    1.390043   15.836252 
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 1    2.619734    0.549511    0.497408 

 1   10.268277    0.548800    0.497453 

 1    6.445375    7.177095    0.497572 

 1   14.094758    7.178335    0.497343 

 1    5.383933    5.525100   16.844083 

 1    6.746733    8.016455   16.526681 

 1    5.852159    9.522172   16.714720 

 1   10.662251    1.727999   16.521561 

 1    9.461388    2.974878   16.829053 

 1    5.379907    3.151864   17.760108 

 1    2.048978    3.362806   15.049242 

 1   12.374454    4.684586   15.396201 

 1    5.002442    6.887742   18.041095 

 1   15.686072    8.429596   18.202787 

 1   12.587165    7.142617   15.452876 

 1   11.089276    8.050063   15.782804 

 1    9.249661    0.175887   18.009971 

 1    8.149055    1.506612   18.282536 

 1    6.442828    0.551064    0.497535 

 1    4.535555    3.863361    0.497414 

 1   12.183079    3.859831    0.497363 

 1   10.272078    7.178196    0.497448 

 1    5.151663    5.113572   19.255373 

 1    3.604090    4.193195   16.769164 

 1   14.150427    5.662560   16.997718 

 1    7.050943    7.803350   19.140274 

 1    6.294680    9.386722   19.252058 

 1   13.888331    8.728208   16.838070 

 1   12.513079    9.797638   17.022558 

 1   11.075794    1.341086   19.173639 

 1   10.140704    2.822861   19.258541 

 1    5.363762    2.873837   20.382629 
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 1    1.719534    2.845198   17.782477 

 1   12.255816    4.321607   17.951553 

 1   10.518476    4.264358   15.770239 

 1    8.812903    4.662109   15.460966 

 1    5.197256    6.837246   20.566528 

 1   15.930491    8.419000   20.654672 

 1   12.587634    6.932921   18.114459 

 1   11.293845    8.106881   18.328079 

 1    9.317280    0.214275   20.639684 

 1    8.431766    1.721712   20.704436 

 1    8.356841    3.863210    0.497581 

 1    5.048607    5.019642   21.720592 

 1    3.466879    3.760184   19.311219 

 1   14.111201    5.304441   19.389941 

 1   10.764173    6.508300   16.940458 

 1    9.035291    6.779083   16.744878 

 1    7.226594    7.742992   21.774454 

 1    6.478046    9.330050   21.830425 

 1   14.146257    8.396077   19.393657 

 1   12.903231    9.626647   19.555415 

 1   11.252195    1.271146   21.840022 

 1   10.443317    2.826850   21.799483 

 1    1.525109    2.641430   20.462091 

 1   12.146437    4.177737   20.493790 

 1   10.390325    4.492429   18.280992 

 1    8.653792    4.651887   18.143732 

 1    5.561215    6.579007   23.383125 

 1   12.708582    6.777799   20.699222 

 1   11.483437    8.028512   20.864177 

 1    9.517892    0.144225   23.454794 

 1    3.332373    3.604979   21.912960 

 1   14.024237    5.184536   21.855819 
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 1   10.522353    6.684372   19.469871 

 1    8.776668    6.849249   19.379283 

 1   14.342345    8.241263   21.991687 

 1   13.101409    9.484318   22.118567 

 1    1.652142    2.412660   23.352296 

 1   10.233656    4.510976   20.727453 

 1    8.503959    4.760929   20.737924 

 1   13.601065    6.720967   23.698620 

 1   10.631270    6.492231   22.139751 

 1    8.955128    6.990240   22.010230 

 1   10.334112    4.488648   23.593298 

 1   12.255239    1.670302   13.650082 

 1    4.008940   -0.338616   14.741717 

 1    5.070000    0.910527   16.552502 

 1    3.597849   -0.954005   17.555752 

 1    5.116338    0.423068   18.980349 

 1    3.462355   -1.037157   20.280631 

 1    5.202093    0.246196   21.521363 

 1    4.099837    0.862795   23.856879 

 1    6.939816    3.429915   15.234403 

 1    7.134809    5.509603   16.869974 

 1    7.130419    3.225678   17.866642 

 1    6.890376    5.321326   19.326601 

 1    7.100545    3.093165   20.496881 

 1    6.801582    5.114893   21.922723 

 1    7.071926    3.005265   23.344531 

  

____________________________________________________________________

___________ 

  

17. Si(111)-H 3x3 2:3 (SiH)2(Si.)1(SiSC6H12SH)6 
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E=-1116.5652 eV 

box:  11.480586 0 0   5.740293   9.942479 0 0 0  30.000000 

Kpoints:  2  2  1 

basis: NGX=  84 NGY=  84 NGZ= 224 NGXF= 126 NGYF= 126 NGZF= 336 

  

16    6.644943    5.570053   14.165135 

16   16.549453    8.925170   14.185847 

16    8.937825    2.392299   14.137103 

16   14.093436    5.116638   14.373254 

16   12.556014    8.755525   14.315390 

16   10.413424    5.855652   14.151876 

16    6.435074    3.214414   23.156031 

16    4.557758    6.813349   23.300636 

16    8.886835    0.559850   23.337274 

16    1.782246    2.398779   23.110122 

16    9.717618    9.190315   22.980938 

16   10.265814    4.941078   23.474217 

14    4.589875    1.626891   12.157610 

14    2.662476    0.526852   11.398546 

14    2.668540    0.564605    9.042602 

14    8.376668    8.255396   12.121536 

14   12.224691    1.629442   12.142504 

14    2.645658    2.778556    8.259740 

14    6.497203    9.398375    8.246860 

14    6.498210    7.131660   11.321404 

14   10.352218    0.487696   11.326952 

14    2.613431    2.757080    5.905775 

14    6.440293    9.385399    5.905775 

14    6.475873    7.181271    8.992575 

14   10.320445    0.558596    9.001156 

14    6.523654    4.941668   12.127341 

14   16.113216    8.245403   12.180432 
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14    8.489272    1.619997   12.160325 

14    4.526862    1.652360    5.124620 

14   12.180590    1.652360    5.124620 

14    8.353724    8.280679    5.124620 

14   16.007450    8.280679    5.124620 

14    4.550210    6.076036    8.256491 

14   10.324748    2.775339    8.244634 

14   14.132859    9.395562    8.263258 

14    4.574428    3.851235   11.424778 

14   14.123737    7.164492   11.517767 

14    6.519419    0.566102   11.385744 

14    4.526862    1.652360    2.781155 

14   12.180590    1.652360    2.781155 

14   10.267160    2.757080    5.905775 

14    8.353724    8.280679    2.781155 

14    4.526862    6.071239    5.905775 

14   16.007450    8.280679    2.781155 

14   14.094020    9.385399    5.905775 

14    4.562654    3.875113    9.060547 

14   14.153622    7.194802    9.119932 

14    6.502878    0.605798    9.031012 

14   14.133790    4.913513   12.228227 

14   12.198103    8.330616   12.213520 

14    2.613431    0.547640    2.000000 

14   10.267160    0.547640    2.000000 

14    8.353724    1.652360    5.124620 

14    6.440293    7.175959    2.000000 

14    6.440293    4.966519    5.124620 

14   14.094020    4.966519    5.124620 

14   14.094020    7.175959    2.000000 

14   12.180590    8.280679    5.124620 

14   12.245418    6.099844    8.266446 
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14    6.490694    2.812038    8.251748 

14   10.327130    9.424555    8.252229 

14   12.223161    3.850315   11.411544 

14   10.308751    7.188987   11.393507 

14    8.353724    1.652360    2.781155 

14    6.440293    2.757080    5.905775 

14    6.440293    4.966519    2.781155 

14   14.094020    4.966519    2.781155 

14   12.180590    6.071239    5.905775 

14   12.180590    8.280679    2.781155 

14   10.267160    9.385399    5.905775 

14   12.221614    3.891552    9.054254 

14   10.336909    7.221572    9.037688 

14   10.325953    4.982689   12.191424 

14    6.440293    0.547640    2.000000 

14    4.526862    3.861799    2.000000 

14   12.180590    3.861799    2.000000 

14   10.267160    4.966519    5.124620 

14   10.267160    7.175959    2.000000 

14    8.414842    6.103125    8.254121 

14    8.435311    3.829517   11.377692 

14   10.267160    4.966519    2.781155 

14    8.353724    6.071239    5.905775 

14    8.425859    3.894317    9.031378 

14    8.353724    3.861799    2.000000 

 6    6.260495    4.188866   15.293406 

 6   15.985235    7.803742   15.507919 

 6    8.707872    1.248890   15.543984 

 6    6.836802    4.584421   16.646872 

 6    5.335914    8.068348   16.762009 

 6    9.545065    1.655971   16.754156 

 6    6.544903    3.605043   17.782726 
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 6    2.590072    3.492353   15.243278 

 6    4.737063    7.395072   18.000872 

 6   11.005577    8.862300   15.299405 

 6    9.129614    0.881167   18.009793 

 6    6.912892    4.217233   19.133800 

 6    2.663074    3.879798   16.720596 

 6    5.493035    7.697875   19.295121 

 6   11.239439    9.750152   16.531856 

 6    9.777839    1.380086   19.303560 

 6    6.648261    3.339021   20.355520 

 6    2.496494    2.784861   17.775535 

 6   10.670054    4.773432   15.596009 

 6    4.797002    7.095504   20.518073 

 6   10.394639    9.332453   17.746406 

 6    9.255154    0.652054   20.548243 

 6    6.909535    4.115628   21.639520 

 6    2.732905    3.402581   19.162882 

 6   10.843138    5.643060   16.842232 

 6    5.453642    7.463219   21.845229 

 6    5.138635    0.001261   19.068074 

 6    9.597366    1.357204   21.859267 

 6    2.330842    2.533819   20.351971 

 6   10.816944    4.845060   18.148348 

 6   10.148733    9.372586   20.286726 

 6    2.578061    3.221810   21.693634 

 6   10.947588    5.715487   19.398238 

 6    5.060701   -0.191642   21.616183 

 6   10.728038    4.930348   20.693448 

 6   10.823169    5.780876   21.954918 

 1    5.169406    4.085351   15.338080 

 1    4.613360    6.770062   15.165477 

 1   14.916758    8.000077   15.684826 
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 1    8.966616    0.242427   15.204092 

 1    7.642015    1.269463   15.796245 

 1    2.618895    0.549602    0.497138 

 1   10.267641    0.547319    0.497410 

 1    6.445816    7.181848    0.497240 

 1   14.099203    7.178679    0.497196 

 1    6.438039    5.574027   16.918974 

 1    6.369144    7.724165   16.590864 

 1    5.411549    9.154202   16.940557 

 1   10.617181    1.513624   16.537085 

 1    9.414978    2.727347   16.955686 

 1    5.475043    3.335054   17.783703 

 1    3.439908    2.873415   14.928164 

 1   13.151144    2.943364   14.997333 

 1    4.688119    6.303654   17.851610 

 1   15.168248    7.713075   18.121068 

 1   10.797693    7.835608   15.611501 

 1   10.162551    9.193278   14.675935 

 1    9.335794   -0.189116   17.872906 

 1    8.035227    0.962003   18.122302 

 1    6.443389    0.549545    0.497231 

 1    4.535349    3.864158    0.497215 

 1   12.181710    3.859702    0.497206 

 1   10.271308    7.175856    0.497221 

 1    6.348952    5.156713   19.246615 

 1    3.624180    4.388280   16.898909 

 1   13.378669    4.647819   16.912790 

 1    6.530133    7.327464   19.219720 

 1    5.576337    8.791228   19.420423 

 1   12.300151    9.668742   16.822701 

 1    5.329552    0.867379   16.274322 

 1   10.876724    1.285796   19.241421 
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 1    9.574270    2.457570   19.405592 

 1    5.601120    2.994742   20.342494 

 1    3.197223    1.951851   17.597109 

 1    1.483193    2.348990   17.721318 

 1   11.539479    4.130151   15.425745 

 1    9.780432    4.143888   15.690867 

 1    4.747255    5.998959   20.424359 

 1   15.227535    7.428778   20.545286 

 1   10.449449    8.237473   17.839463 

 1    9.328813    9.567388   17.580884 

 1    9.640881   -0.375639   20.572576 

 1    8.159424    0.550339   20.478264 

 1    8.356513    3.861480    0.497464 

 1    6.335439    5.048691   21.622492 

 1    3.795680    3.685568   19.246881 

 1   13.656422    4.354030   19.222703 

 1   11.779050    6.222977   16.764665 

 1   10.018848    6.374537   16.876787 

 1    6.501774    7.135674   21.893988 

 1    5.472842    8.555056   21.972695 

 1    6.220334   -0.195214   19.176193 

 1    5.026555    1.098087   19.051509 

 1   10.681619    1.478843   22.005390 

 1    9.171702    2.371376   21.870858 

 1    2.883462    1.585011   20.331600 

 1   12.744570    2.268158   20.271507 

 1   11.597775    4.069225   18.147310 

 1    9.859718    4.305256   18.209486 

 1    5.221282    5.634854   23.415714 

 1   10.118030    8.277428   20.202357 

 1    9.095881    9.700599   20.279655 

 1    9.841831   -0.380533   23.504214 
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 1    3.653291    3.330975   21.902171 

 1   13.641032    4.240228   21.695656 

 1   11.930102    6.218937   19.412577 

 1   10.194779    6.518687   19.342157 

 1    6.039313   -0.677908   21.733046 

 1    5.223012    0.892107   21.700673 

 1    2.397342    1.188348   22.969470 

 1   11.439767    4.092816   20.757324 

 1    9.729948    4.469096   20.658985 

 1   10.381127    9.798712   23.983550 

 1   11.841029    6.170648   22.107074 

 1   10.159198    6.655155   21.894502 

 1   11.129221    3.900055   23.409844 

 1   12.190788    1.611226   13.634529 

 1    6.712127    3.265806   14.907377 

 1    7.924605    4.728603   16.544840 

 1    7.095134    2.666642   17.620751 

 1    7.974851    4.518599   19.117361 

 1    7.265341    2.430734   20.326566 

 1    7.969877    4.385062   21.743188 

 1    7.617371    3.366114   23.791800 

 1    4.637755    1.587170   13.659987 

 


